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STEREO AND STUFFED ANIMAL appear to have priority as this freshman moves in with the help of her family.

FRESHMAN CLASS
PROFILE STRONG
There's good news on the admissions front from the Class of 1984:
applications were up, board scores
were higher, and the number of
alumni children also increased. In an
increasingly competitive higher education market, Trinity appears to be attracting its fair share of strong candidates for admission.
Now fully in residence, the freshman class numbers 452 - 230 men
and 222 women - drawn from 3031
applicants, nearly 100 more than a
year ago. Eight percent of the freshmen, 37 students, are alumni children, which is an increase of ten over
last year. There are also 33 siblings of
alumni and current undergraduates in
the class.
Scholastically, the entering freshmen were slightly better than the previous year. The SAT verbal median
remained the same, but the mathe-

maries median rose 20 points. Rank
in class continues strong, with 53 percent of the frosh in the top tenth of
their high school class and 82 percent
in the top fifth.
Public school representation is the
highest in several yeats with 65 percent coming from these institutions.
This is a jump of seven percent over a
year ago. The remaining 35 percent is
from independent secondary schools.
Geographically, the freshmen come
from 24 states plus the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico and four foreign countries, including the People's
Republic of China. Connecticut once
again is the leading home state with
142 Nutmeggers in residence. Other
high ranking states, in order, are
Massachusetts (78), New York (71),
New Jersey (28), and Pennsylvania
(25).
Enrollment of minority students offers a less encouraging picture. After a
considerable increase last year, minority applications have leveled off at

152 students, seven less than in 1979.
Although 80 of these students received offers of admission, only 24
elected to enroll. Of these, 14 are
Black, 8 are Asian, and 2 are Hispanic.
As for prospective fields of study,
biology and economics are the two
most popular prospective majors with
44 freshmen expressing interest in
each of these two academic areas.
Other popular choices among freshmen in order of preference are history, English, political science, engineering and mathematics.

HOLLAND SCHOLARS
Recipients of the Holland Scholarships for the 1980-81 year have been
announced. They are: Sarah A.
Neilly '81 of Weston, Connecticut;
Amy C. Kuntz '82 of Windsor, Connecticut; and Lorenzo Pinto '83 of
Hartford, Connecticut.
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The Holland Scholarships are
awarded annually to the highest ranking members of the senior, junior and
sophomore classes based on their academic records for the preceding year.
The full-tuition scholarships are
funded from a bequest by Mrs.
Frances J. Holland, the daughter of
the founder of the College, Bishop
Brownell.
A biology major, Neilly also won

the Holland Scholarship last year.
She is a member of the Concert
Choir and Delta Kappa Epsilon. At
Trinity, she has also been a resident
assistant, member of the Spanish
Club, and played softball. She is a
graduate of Weston High School.
Kuntz is a Spanish major. At Trinity, she has been a Capital Area
Scholar, and a member of the Concert Choir, La Voz Latina, and the

Spanish C lub, which she currently
serves as president. Last year she was
awarded the George]. Mead Prize in
history and was inducted into the
Trinity chapter of the national Spanish Honor Society. Kuntz is currently
a teaching assistant in Spanish and in
a freshman seminar. She is a graduate
of Windsor High School.
Pinto, a math and physics major, is
a graduate of South Catholic High
School. In his freshman year at Trinity, he was awarded a prize by the
mathematics department for his
achievements in first-year calculus.

INTERNS ENTER
POLITICAL FRAY

THE SUMMER CHAMBER MUSIC SERIES completed its sixth season with
seven concerts featuring music from the medieval to modern periods. Since its
inception in 197 5, the series has attracted an ever-increasing following that reg·
ularly fills the Chapel to overflowing. According to John Rose, college organist,
and James Bradley, associate professor of classics, who organized and now administer the series, the chamber music concerts have successfully introduced a
variety of musical groups including a clarion brass quintet, wind quintet, clarinet consort, and the horn quartet pictured here. This year, the chamber music
series was made possible by a grant from the Evelyn W. Preston Memorial Fund.

Two former Trinity classmates, who
had their first taste of politics as undergraduates in the College's Legislative Internship Program, found themselves on opposing sides in a hotly
contested Congressional primary this
past summer.
The two are Margaret "Moppy"
Smith '77, who served as campaign
manager for State Representative Patricia T. Hendel, and Bruce Wessel
'77, who was campaign manager for
former State Representative Samuel
Gejdenson.
Hendel and Gejdenson were engaged in a three-way race with former
State Chairman John Dempsey for
the Democratic nomination for the
Congressional seat representing Connecticut's second district. The contest
was eventually won by Gedjenson in
what many observers felt was an
upset victory. He will now face Republican Anthony Guglielmo in November.
Professor Clyde D. McKee, director
of the Internship Program, followed
the primary contest closely. He commented, "I am delighted to see Margaret and Bruce putting their political
knowledge and skills to use in the real
world of politics. As interns, both students provided outstanding service to
their legislative supervisors. When
Reps. Hendel and Gejdenson needed
professional help on their Congressional campaigns, Margaret and Bruce
were obvious choices for these key
posts."
The Trinity Legislative Internship
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Program began in 1967. Each spring,
about twelve students work at the
State Capitol as aides to legislators,
attend bi-weekly seminars with a faculty member, and undertake various
research projects. Wessel and Smith
are only two of many former interns
who have established political careers
through their internship experiences.

NEW FACULTY
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The academic ranks were enriched
this fall by the addition of three faculty who were appointed to tenuretrack positions:
DEBORAH J. BERGSTRAND,
assistant professor of mathematics. A
Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Allegheny
College, she earned her master's degree and doctorate from the University of Illinois at Ch icago Circle. Before coming to Trinity, she was a
teaching assistant at Chicago Circle
and at Dartmouth. Bergstrand will
teach courses in appli ed mathematics.
ELLISON B. FINDL Y, assistant
professor of religion and intercultural
studies. A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
Wellesley College, she earned master's
degrees from Columbia and Yale, and
her doctorate from Yale. She has
taught at Mt. Holyoke College and
was a visiting scholar at the Worcester Art Museum. Findly will teach
courses in Asian religions.
SHARON D. HERZBERGER, assistant professor of psychology. She
earned her bachelor's degree from
Pennsylvania State University, and
her master's degree and doctorate
from the University of Illinois. Before
com ing to Trinity she was a member
of the faculty at Northwestern Un iversity. Herzberger will teach courses
in socia l psychology.
In addition, the following persons
were appointed to continuing positions:
DINA ANSELMI, assistant probsor of psychology. A graduate of
Ithaca College she earned her master's
degree from the University of New
Hampshire, where she is completing
her doctorate. She has taught at the
University of New Hampshire and the
Merrimack School of Continuing Education. Anselmi's field of teaching is
developmental psychology.
PETER A. LYONS, Allan K. Smith

Marshall E. Blume '63

Peter d' A. Jones
lecturer in composition and director
of the writing program. He is a graduate of Georgetown, with a master's
degree and doctorate from the University of Arizona. He has taught at
O ld Dominion University and at the
University of Alabama, where he was
the director of freshman English.

KENAN PROFESSOR
Distinguished social historian and
author Peter d'A. Jones has been
named William R. Kenan Professor of
American Institutions and Values at
Trinity. Jones, who jo(ned the facu lty
in. September, is the first incumbent
in the professorial chair, creation of
which was announced by President
Lockwood in May, 1979. The new
faculty position is a joint appointment
in the American studies program and
the history department.
Jones, a native of Yorkshire, England, comes to Trinity from the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle,
where he was professor of history. He
earned his undergraduate and master's degrees from Manchester University, and his doctorate from the London Sch ool of Economics and Political Sc ience.
Before joining the Illinois faculty in
1968, Jones was professor at Smith
College. He has been visiting professor at a number of colleges and uni-

versities, including Tulane, the University of Massachusetts at Amherst,
the University of Hawaii and Hartford College for Women. He has
taught abroad at the University of
Warsaw and the University of Dusseldorf.
Jones is the author or editor of
some fourteen books, including: The
Consumer Society (1965), The Christian
Socialist Revival 1877-1914: Religion,
Class and Social Conscience in Late Victorian Britain (1968), The USA: A History of Its People and Society (1976),
and The Ethnic Frontier: Group Survival in Chicago and the Midwest

(1977).
Jones has undertaken numerous international lecture tours under the
auspices of the U.S. Department of
State. He toured the Middle East in
1977 and made his third tour of East
Asia last spring.
Jones was a founder of the British
Association for American Studies and
was the author, in 1956, of the first
textbook on U.S. economic history
written by a British scholar.

BLUME ELECTED
ALUMNI TRUSTEE
Marshall E. Blume '63, Butcher professor of finance at the Wharton
School of the University of Pennsyl-
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vania and associate director of the
Rodney L. White Center for Financial
Research, has been elected an a'l umni
trustee. He will serve on the Trinity
board for a six-year term.
A 1963 Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
the College, Blume was an Illinois
Scholar and a member of Delta
Kappa Epsilon fraternity. He earned
M.B.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the
Univers<ity of Chicago. Blume joined
the faculty of the Wharton School in
1967. He has been visiting professor
of finance at the European Institute
for Advanced Studies in Management
in Brussels, Belgium, and at the
Stockholm School of Economics.
Blume is the author of numerous
articles and co-author of a book, The
Changing Role of the Individual Investor.
He is a member of the editorial board
of several financial and economic
journals.
He is a member · of the Mayor's
Council of Industry and Technology
in Philadelphia. Blume lives in Villanova, Pennsylvania.

earned his doctorate from Yale. He
was promoted to full professor in
197 3. His principal areas of expertise
are ethics, metaphysics, the philosophy of language, and the works of
Alfred North Whitehead.

FELLOWS
APPOINTED

Carolyn A. Pelzel '74 and Charles
E. Todd '64 a nd M'70 have been
named to three-year terms on Trinity's Board of Fellows.
The Board of Fellows is a committee of twelve alumni who serve in an
advisory capacity to the trustees and
College administration.
Pelzel, who is a field representative
for the National Association of Independent Schools in Boston, was formerly director of external affairs for
the Northfield Mt. Hermon School.
Earlier at the school she held the positions of associate director of alumni
affairs and student recruitment, assistant d irector of development and director of development. She has been
NEW DEPARTMENT
class agent for the Class of 197 4 for
CHAIRMEN
the past two years.
Todd is headmaster of the Watkinson School in Hartford, a position he
Dr. Henry A. DePhillips, Jr., and
has held since 1971. Prior to this post,
Dr. Richard T. Lee have been named
he was a teacher at the school, chairchairmen of the chemistry and philosman of its history department, and
ophy departments, respectively; effecassistant headmaster.
tive July 1.
He is a past president of the board
DePhillips, a member of the faculty
·
of
Grey Lodge, a residence for homesince 1963, is a graduate of Fordham
less
girls, a trustee of the Hartford Art
College and earned his doctorate from
School,
and president of the board of
Northwestern in 1965. His major field
trustees
of
SPHERE, an organization
of teaching is physical chemistry, and
which brings together teachers from
he has done extensive research in
the Hotchkiss School, students from
physical biochemistry. Promoted to
Watkinson
and from Weaver High in
full professor in 1973, DePhillips was
Hartford
for
explorations in acavisiting associate professor at Northdemics, athletics and art.
western University in 1969-1970.
He has been the recipient of reANNUAL FUND
search support from the National InSETS RECORDS
stitutes of Health and the Connecticut Research Commission, among
others. This past summer, he was
It was a banner year for giving as
awarded a faculty research grant by
the 1979-80 Annual Fund surpassed
the College to study the oxygenthree-quarters of a million dollars
binding propert ies of respiratory
with a record $753,915 raised. The
proteins.
Alumni Fund exceeded half a million
for the first time with a total of
Lee, who joined the faculty in 1962,
will be chairman of the philosophy
$512,692, having doubled in three
department for a two-year term. A
years. Total gifts received by Trinity
graduate of Emory University, Lee
for all purposes tallied $3,298,292,

which is well ahead of last year's $2.2
million.
The generous response was reflected
throughout all the College constituencies: the Parents Fund, headed by
Carl N. Graf, senior vice president of
W.R. Grace and Co., raised $117,712;
the Friends Fund, under the direction
of Samuel S. Fuller, executive vice
president of Hartford National Bank
& Trust Co., totaled $54,396; and the
Business and Industry Associates, under the guidance of Stuart D. Watson, chairman of Heublein, Inc.,
reached $69, 115.
Overall leadership for the recordbreaking campaign was provided by
Annual Fund Chairman Brenton W.
Harries '50, president of Standard and
Poor's Corp., and Alumni Fund
Chairman Edward A. Montgomery
'56, senior vice president of Mellon
Bank, N.A.
"The great success of this year's annual giving drive is particularly significant," noted James F. English, Jr.,
acting president, "given the current
national economic uncertainty and
the heavy demands placed on personal income by inflation. We are delighted that the Annual Fund, whose
monies are used to meet the operating
expenses of the College had such a
successful year. Hearty congratulations to the scores of devoted class
agents and volunteers who made this
possible."
Building on the success of the past
year, Director of Development Constance E. Ware has annm.inced a
1980-81 Alumni Fund goal of
$570,000. "We recognize the challenge
we have established," she said, "but
the loyal support we have received
from alumni makes us confident that
their concern for continued academic
excellence at the College will make
the goal attainable." "
All but two of last year's chairmen
will return to lead the effort. Mrs.
Gail Winslow Ginsburgh, mother of
Carolyn '82 and Anne '83 and vice
chairman of the board of Ferris &
Co., of Washington, D.C., will head
the Parents Fund seeking a goal of
$110,000. Donald G. Conrad, a Trinity trustee and executive vice president of Aetna Life & Casualty, will
be chairman of the Business and Industry Associates whose goal is
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$65,000. The Friends Fund goal is
$55,000, bringing the total Annual
Fund target for the coming year to
$800,000.
"With the dedication and leadership
that these chairmen bring to their
jobs, the 1980-81 Annual Fund appears headed for a new record," Mrs.
Ware stated. "To all Trinity volunteers and contributors, the College extends its gratitude; their continued
support will keep Trinity strong."

CLASS REUNIONS
MOVE TO SPRING
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A significant change in alumni reunion programs will take place next
year, when class reunions are moved
to the spring, from the current fall
schedule.
According to Jerry Hansen, director
of alumni and college relations, there
are several compelling reasons for returning to spring reunions, which
next year will be June 4-7. First, the
spring schedule will allow alumni and
their families to come back to campus
for an extended period of time - four
days - and to be housed on campus
in the dorms for a nominal fee. The
longer time period, coupled with the
location of alumni right on campus,
will enable the alumni office to offer
greater depth and breadth in programs and more diversity in the re- union activities - intellectual, social
and athletic. The new program will
also give alumni a more complete picture of the College as it is today, offering greater opportunity to meet
with faculty, administrators and students.
Hansen noted that in this first year
on the spring schedule, a large number of classes are planning reunions,
wh ich should further contribute to
the success of the event. The Classes
of '16, '21, '26, '31, '35, '41, '45, '46,
'47, '50, '51, '56, '60, '61, '65, '66 , '70,
'71 and '76 plan reunions.
The traditional Half Century Club
events will take place in June for the
Class of '31. In addition, the following activities are planned for all reunion classes: tours of the campus
and the Greater Hartford area, lectures and mini-courses, classic movies,
cartoons for children, alumni golf and

tennis tournaments, sports camp for
classes and were active in extracurricchildren, panel discussions, informal
ular activities. Trinity awards them
financial aid for the full amount of
class suppers, sailing film, reunion
· their estimated need.
track meet, and dancing - d isco or
ballroom.
·
Seven outstanding students from
Although reunions will take place
Illinois, the largest number in recent
in the spring, the College will conyears, have been awarded grants untinue to host the traditional Homeder the Scholarships for Illinois Rescoming weekend in the fall, this year
idents program. The amounts of the
scholarships, renewable each year,
on October 31 - November 2. All
classes are invited to Homecoming,
vary with the financial need of each
and there will be a full range of activstudent.
ities. For this year only, there will be
The new Illinois Scholars are: Janice
three reunions taking place on HomeM. Anderson of Godfrey, a graduate
coming weekend for the Classes of
of Alton Senior High School; Scott
'40, '55 and '75.
C. Jones of Evanston, a graduate of
Prior to making the move to spring
Evanston Towns hip High School
reunion, the alumni office consulted
East; Penny D. Perkins of A ltamont ,
a graduate of Altamont Community
alumni on their preferences regarding
spring or fa ll dates, and also on the
High School; Timothy H. Ray of
types of activities they would like to
Evanston, a graduate of Evanston
see incorporated into a reunion weekTownship High School; Randy].
end. Based on these findings, the NaSchrenk of Granite City, a graduate
tional Alumni Association approved
of Granite City High School North;
the move to spring, and planning beand Ramona F. Stilley of Harrisburg,
gan for the June '81 events. Hansen
a graduate of Harrisburg High School.
observed that a good spring reunion
program could become the foundation
MARRIAGE
for an Alumni College.
ANNOUNCED
Alumni in the classes which will
hold reunions in June will be receiving information and a preliminary
Theodore D. Lockwood, president
schedule of events in the coming
of Trinity College, and Lucille LaRose
Abbot were married in Quechee, Verweeks.
mont on Sunday, September 7, 1980.
Mrs. Lockwood is a former adminisCAPITAL, ILLINOIS
trative assistant at the College, where
she was employed for seven years.
SCHOLARS CHOSEN
The couple will reside in their home
in Quechee until Dr. Lockwood reFive students from Greater Hartford
turns from his sabbatical leave in Janhave received Capital Area Scholaruary.
ships to attend Trinity this fall.
Awarded for the twenty-first consecutive year, the scholarships are worth
more than $100,000 over the next
four years.
This year's Capital Area scholars
are: Kathleen Anne Caruso of Newington, a graduate of Newington High
School; Christopher L. Champion of
Hartford, a graduate of Hartford Public High School; Vladimir Dimanshteyn of West Hartford, a graduate of
Hall High School; Laura J. Dyson of
Rocky Hill, a graduate of Rocky Hill
High School; and Robert F. Flynn of
Windsor Locks, a graduate of Windsor Locks High School.
The Capital Area scholars rank in
the top 10% of their graduating

MAGAZINES WANTED

Due to a short press run, the
supply of Spring 1980 issues
of the Reporter has been ex·
hausted. Copies are needed
desperately to complete the
College files. Readers willing to part with their copies
are urged to send them to
the Office of Public Rela·
tions, Trinity College, Hart. ford, CT 06106.

Futures in the Ma~instt
Career Counseling sees students through the business of life/ work planning.
II

I

by Roberta Jenckes

t has been a crucial hour of history that we have
seen through the eyes of television, newspapers,
and magazines, while the C lass of '66 has been in
college. For most of us, it has been a fortunate hour,
a time of prosperity. It has been filled with those
events which in a short time become the memorable
stuff of history books. We were here at the time of
the assassination of a much-loved President and the
subsequent murder of his assassin, shown to us unexpectedly by a communications medium that has
begun to seem almost alarmingly too complete and
too instantaneous in its coverage. We were here
when a previously obscure quarter of the globe,
which we had been typically guilty of knowing little
or nothing about, became the map of front-page
news, as this generation was given its counterpart
for Korea or maybe more . ... "
-Trinity IVY, 1966
"Trinity students continued Thursday to gather signatures on petitions to be sent to U.S. Senators

Thomas J. Dodd and Abraham A. Ribicoff calling
for an end to the war in Southeast Asia. Class attendance was half the usual.
The students had obtained 13,435 signatures on
the petitions and 7,038 signatures for letters expre~s
ing opposition to the escalation of the war into
Cambodia."
- The Hartford Courant,
May 8, 1970

"The students had obtained 13,435 signatures on
sult of their activities, stemming from their involvement in sit-in activities at the Career Counseling office . The students were part of a group of forty-three
individuals occupying the office· to protest and prevent Marine recruitment on campus."
- The Trinity Tripod,
September 30, 1975

It is curious to read clippings such as these now,
curious, for any number of reasons. For those who

CAREER COUNSELING'S excellent Resource Library has directories for careers, internships, and summer jobs.
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ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR Cheryl lves, left, counsels a student who has dropped by the office with a quick question.
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were participants or close observers of such events,
there is a sense of having been tricked by time: can
it be, that just a short decade ago, we were there?
Or, to those who were children in the 60's, young
enough to have had no such perspective on protest
demonstrations or student strikes, it can seem astonishing that the times were as troubled as they were.
There has been a respite from those desperate days
on college campuses for quite a while; indeed, the
1975 sit-in to protest Marine recruitment at Trinity
seemed to many an aberration, an event out-of-sync
with its time. Student protests had all but disappeared from the scene by the mid-70's.
But, there are places at Trinity that bear silent
witness to these life passages of an institution, to the
shifting moods of student populations. The Career
Counseling office is one of those places.
Director Chris Shinkman and Associate Director
Cheryl lves see a good many Trinity students during
their undergraduate careers. In different phases of
the students' college years, these administrators may
be called upon for counseling about academic work,
about graduate school, about the appropriateness of
a certain career, and then, possibly, about a first
entry into that career. They come to know individual students well. They see the changes.
"Ten years ago this spring," recalls Cheryl lves, "a
recruiter from a company like Dow Chemical would
have met with hostility at many college campuses.
But, the picture has changed dramatically."
"Now," adds Chris Shinkman, "the students want
to know why Dow isn't coming to Trinity. And, to

those of us who are in the field and have been
through these various stages, it's an odd turn of
events."
lves agrees: "You think that these students are going to remember those earlier springs and they
don't. The students who are at Trinity now have
absolutely no recognition as far as Dow Chemical
and that whole period goes."
The same seems to hold true for the military. In
the SO's, a graduating student might well have gone
on to Officer Candidate School and a tour with
one of the armed services. Then, in the 60's and
70's, a strong anti-military, anti-draft feeling took
hold. This year, lves notes, the Army, Navy, and
Air Force have attracted the interest of four or five
students, probably twice as many as last year. While
this initially surprised her, she feels that there is a
genuine interest on the part of students in learning
what the opportunities are with the armed services,
what they pay for graduate studies, and what advantages there would be in joining.
To some extent, student interests in various careers have changed, too. Interest in government careers is on the wane, in line perhaps with a growing
mistrust by the public of government officials.
Journalism and communications fields have gained
in popularity, possibly because of the WoodwardBernstein phenomenon. But, the fields of law,
business, and medicine continue to appeal to Trinity
students, as they have since the office first opened
its doors in 1947.
Career Counseling has had an interesting, if short,

CHRIS SHINKMAN, director of career counseling, right, has an informal meeting with a student in his office.

history at Trinity. In its 33 years, there have been
only three directors. "The founder and first director
of the office was John Butler," Chris Shinkman relates. "When he was here, it was called the Placement Bureau. At that time Trinity was a much
smaller place than it is now, it was all-male, and
Butler came to know every young man who went
through here thoroughly. He followed students' academic careers closely, prodding them to bring up
their grades in weak subjects, and generally seems to
have served as another dean and academic adviser
to students, as well as placement bureau director."
When the Placement Office was established at
Trinity, it was one of the first of its type at a small
college. The concept of career counseling itself is a
relatively new one, having developed at colleges and
universities only as recently as the 60's. "Cynics,"
Shinkman points out, "like to say that interest in
career counseling developed because there were no
jobs, so people in our field had to have something
else to talk to people about. Optimists, on the other
hand, say that interest in career counseling came
about because of a realization that placement- that
is, sticking people in slots - is only a small part of
what we ought to be doing to help people plan their
lives."
lves agrees, adding that the modern approach
tends to follow the "optimistic" line of reasoning.
"Students, upon leaving a place like this, might be
'square pegs' trying to find their way into a round
hole, because, for a lot of reasons, the latter slot
may look more attractive to them. The function
that a career counseling office can provide, as op-

posed to the placement bureau, is to keep that from
happening. We help people assess their values, their
skills, their likes and dislikes, and their interests,
and then match those with what they think they
might want to do."
Older alumni might not be familiar with these
concepts of career counseling. "They probably did
not come to see John Butler until their senior year,"
Shinkman surmises, "probably not until the spring
of their senior year. And then he might pick up the
phone and call some crony of his at 'X' organization
and introduce the Trinity man."
The concept of involving underclassmen in career
counseling early on began with Paula Robbins, who
was Butler's successor. She was also responsible for
changing the function of the office from placement
to career counseling, and changing the name to reflect that function.
Today, Trinity students have their first contact
with the Career Counseling office when, as freshmen, they take the Strong-Cl:lmpbell interest inventory during orientation. The inventories are
machine-scored by computer and returned to the
Career Counseling office in the form of an individual profile. The freshmen are then invited to
come to the office, to have their scores interpreted
by a graduate intern.
While the Strong-Campbell offers the students a
start in the right direction in terms of exploring
their real interests, it also gives them a chance to
find out what's available in the Career Counseling
office. "They find out," lves notes, "that we have
summer job employment and part-time job listings,
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college catalogs, information on professional school
programs, and general career information. Before
this, a lot of them don't know what's here. And, as
freshmen, they really don't want to know. I think
that's normal. They've just gone through a major
change from high school to college. But, I think that
initial visit at least puts us on the map."
Next, new students might meet the Career Counseling staff at a freshman seminar. There, lves and
Shinkman talk to freshmen individually, asking if
they know what they might want to do after graduation or for the four years while they are at Trinity.
"Usually, they don't know," says lves. "I don't
give them a big speech of 'It's important to think
about what you're going to do,' but I really encourage them to consider the opportunities that there
are on campus to test out some of their interests: the
radio station, writing for the campus newspaper, the
athletic field, an on-campus job, working in the library, or, if they wan~ to go off-campus, the possibility of doing an internship or an externship. I also
advise them to get in close touch with their faculty
adviser. 'Seek out your adviser, do some planning,
take advantage of what's here,' I tell them, and apparently that's one of the first times they hear that
as a group.
"I also tell them," lves continues, "that, although
a major is important, it's not so important that it's
going to define what you do with the rest of your
life. Medical schools, for example, will accept a variety of disciplines, provided you take a set number
of courses that are requ ired. Even in teaching,
where you have to be certified and need a particular
major to teach in a subj ect, there is considerable
flexibility."
lves and Shinkman also attend meetings that are
held by academic departments for current majors
and/ or prospective majors. Here, the Career Coun-

selors talk to the students about careers in their specific fields of interest.
After their initial exposure as freshmen, Trinity
students visit the Career Counseling office as the
need arises. A recent annu al report from Career
Counseling noted the following reasons that students came to the office: vocational interest survey
or survey interpretation; help in writing a resume;
advice on interviewing, job-search techniques; information about on-campus recruiters; help in
choosing a career; advice on selection of a major;
advice on graduate/professional schools; help in
finding summer work/internships; or, considering a
career change, among others.
The office has an excellent Career Resource Library, which includes internship directories for specific fields, a collection of general information on
specific careers, and pre-professional guides on programs which involve gradu ate study. A lso on file are
annual reports and career guides for specific employers such as Bankers Trust, Citicorp, Kodak even the Bronx Zoo. This information can be particularly useful for a student who is interviewing with
an organization that does not recruit at Trinity and
wants to do some homework before the interview.
Students are always encouraged to contact a company before an interview to ask for annual reports,
but "In a pinch, we find it's convenient for us to
keep a lot of updated information here," notes lves.
She relates the experience of one student, a chemistry major, who was going for an interview with
American Cyanamid. "The student told me they
were working in water purifying chemicals and she
was being interviewed for a position in sales. I told
her to speak to a member of the chemistry department here at Trinity, find out if there were any articles available on water purification chemicals, learn
who the competitors were in the market. In that

AT THE FIRST CAREER DAY, in March, alumni like Connie Hart '74 gave students firsthand views of w~rking life.

1980 SENIOR SURVEY REPORT
1980 Senior Class Survey forms were completed and returned by
295 of the 413 May graduates in the class, a 71% response rate.
The response rate for the past five years has been: Class of 1976
= 60%, Class of 1977 = 70%, Class of 1978 = 61%, Class of
1979 = 79%,Ciassof1980 = 71%.

Economics:
Washington U.
Dance
Pharmacology

1-Male
1-Female
1-Male

TOTAL OTHER

Thirty-five of those students listed as "accepted employment
offer" obtained the position as a direct result of on-campus
employment interviews conducted in the Career Counseling
Office.
II.

35 16-Male, 19-Female
35 16-Male, 19-Female
"faa = 40%

Undecided:

The table below summarizes by sex the survey responses:
I.

Enrolled in full-time Graduate Study:
a%., = 30%
57-Male, 31-Female

1) Law:

Georgetown, NYU,
Columbia, Washing·
ton U., Emory,
Boston U.

31
"faa = 35%
23-Male, 8 Female

2) Medicine: Rochester, Penn·
sylvania, Tufts,
Duke, Hahnemann

15
14-Male, 1-Female

No Graduate
Study Planned
29 13-Male, 16-Female

Graduate Study
Anticipated
82 47-Male, 35-Female

Ill. Accepted Employment Offer:
a'f>os
30°/o
54-Male, 33-Female
15 Banking & Investments
11 Manufacturing
11 Insurance
11 Education
6 Communications
4 Social Service
4 Paralegal
4 Arts
3 Consulting
2 Blue Collar
2 Retailing
2 Accounting
2 Government/Peace Corps
2 Health/Research
2 Military
Data Processing
Real Estate
Urban Planning
Hotel Management
Archaeology
Self-Employed

=

3) Business: Chicago, Columbia,
Michigan, Vanderbilt
4) Other:
Publishing: Stanford,
5
Denver, Harvard
Engineering: Stanford,
5
Columbia, Carnegie·
Mellon
Psychology: Cornell,
4
Boston U.
Drama/Linguistics
3
Chemistry
3
History: Oxford,
3
Columbia, Johns Hopkins
Mathematics/Computer 2
Science: Columbia
Social Work: Boston U., 2
Syracuse
Architecture/City Plan2
ning: Pennsylvania,
Harvard
Biology
Writing: Iowa
International Affairs:
Columbia

Employment options and/or
applications for graduate
study still pending:
"'!,., = 37%
60-Male, 51-Female
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'faa

=

8%

4-Male, 3-Female

5-Female
3-Male, 2-Female

1-Male, 3-Female
2-Male, 1-Female
1-Male, 2-Female
2-Male, 1-Female
1-Male, 1-Female
2-Female
1-Male, 1-Female

1-Male
1-Male
1-Male

11-Male, 4-Female
5-Male, 6-Female
7-Male, 4-Female
4-Male, ?·Female
3-Male, 3-Female
3-Male, 1-Female
2-Male, 2-Female
2-M ale, 2-Female
2-Male, 1-Female
2-Male
2-Male
1-Male, 1-Female
1-Male, 1-Female
1-Male, 1-Female
2-Male
1-Male
1-Male
1-Male
1-Male
1-Male
1-Male

IV. Travel:
%., = 3%
2-Male, 6-Female

THE CHART BELOW SHOWS SENIOR SURVEY RESULTS FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS
Class of
1976

Class of
1977

Class of
1978

Class of
1979

Class of
1980

44%

38%

36%

32%

37%

Enrolled in full-time
graduate study

33%

38%

32%

34%

30%

Accepted employment
offer, including travel

23%

24%

32%

34%

33%

Undecided:
Employment options
and/or applications
for graduate study
still pending
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way, she would be able to talk intelligently about
where the company stands: Do they have a small
segment of the market? Are they leaders? Why
would she want to work for them in this particular
division? By doing some reading, she would be able
to answer those questions a bit more intelligently."
Career Counseling sometimes works in areas that
would seem to be outside its traditional domain.
One is in guiding students through the transition
from academic life to work life.
"Students have a real need to know what is going
to be expected of them when they get that job in
New York or Boston or Hartford," says lves. "They
have no sense of how dramatically their lives are going to change. That's an area where we can help.
For example, last spring an interviewer was due on
campus, and I had a sudden cancellation at about
ten minutes to nine. I called a student who was on
the waiting list, told him that I had a cancellation
and asked if he could get himself over here. And the
student said, 'Well, I was up late last night, but I
guess I can make it.' Sure enough, at about 9:03, he
showed up. His hair was still damp, but his shoes
were shined, he had on a sports jacket, shirt and tie.
He went over to the recruiter, shook hands and introduced himself, and off they went. Later, I said to
him, 'That's really terrific, because you're going to
have to do that in the future. No one's going to care
what you did the night before, that's your business.
But, you're going to have to be efficient and effective and responsible.' So, we do that kind of counseling a lot. It's subtle, but it needs to be done for a
lot of students."
Boosting a student's self-confidence also merits special attention from time to time. lves has seen
enough instances of self-doubt among women at
Trinity to have given the issue special thought. Her
conclusion is that these women may see themselves
as being able to work at a job on a short-term basis,
but are not necessarily able to view themselves in a
career. Women at Trinity take part in considerably
fewer interviews with on-campus recruiters. as these
statistics for Spring 1980 show:
Total Number of
Students who
took interviews

187
(121 male, 66 female)
65%
35%

Total Number of
Interviews taken

879
(623 male, 256 female)
71%
29%

Average Number
of Interviews
taken per student

4.7
(5.1 male, 3.9 female)

Women's career interests, however, do not always
closely parallel men's and this may be reflected in
these statistics. lves feels that there are many areas
that Trinity women are interested in which are not
reflected in on-campus recruiting. For instance, there
is strong interest in publishing, and women also
seem to look favorably on attending law school and
business school after Trinity. In the cases where con-

CAREER COUNSELING'S first director, John Butler,
right, performed an unofficial role as an academic adviser,
as well as placement director.

fidence is missing, in any student, lves says, "You
have to work with them on a one-to-one basis. It's a
hard thing to adjust to in a group setting and I
think it has to be addressed wherever one notices it.
We fortunately have the time."
Sometimes lves and Shinkman become involved in
counseling decisions before a student even comes to
the College. "During the summer, when it's quiet
here," lves says, "we often have prospective students
and their parents come in. I was surprised the first
summer that it happened, but people turn to us because they want to know what graduate schools
Trinity students go to, especially at which med
schools they are accepted. I always say that it depends on the individual, but Trinity does have a
strong record of its students being accepted at the
best schools. What parents are trying to find out is,
in addition to the classroom/faculty advising, what
other kind of advising goes on. They're saying,
'We're going to be paying $7,000 for four years.
What happens at the other end?' "
Another question which lves and Shinkman find
themselves answering from time to time involves the
place of a career counseling office at a liberal arts
college. Shinkman does not consider this a difficult
question to deal with. "In fact, the two elements
we're talking about are not antithetical," he says.
That is, a career counseling office and a liberal arts
education do not work against each other. One is
the logical outcome of the other. At a liberal arts
college, we are committed to the idea of producing a
well-rounded, productive individual, and developing

finely honed reasoning skills. In fact, such a person
would be effective, both on-the-job and off-the-job.
The process in which we're engaged in Career
Counseling is life/work planning. We're helping individuals get themselves ready, not just for that initial step in a career, but for the broader concerns involved in what to do with their lives."
The office gains some feedback on how it's doing
from the Student Advisory Committee for Career
Counseling of the Student Government Assoc iation,
which gathers student opinion for use by the office.
"I see it as a very important committee, because if
our office is perceived in some b izarre way as a
placement office only, or as a hand-holding office, or
as useless, or as productive, that committee is a
sounding board which can bring those reports back
to us," notes lves.
On~ concrete result of that committee's work was
a decision to send the bi-weekly career counseling
newsletter to all four classes. The newsletter now incorporates information of interest to freshmen and
sophomores as well as to upperclassmen.
The SGA Committee was also valuable in providing feedback when Career Counseling began use of
its new bidding system. Modeled after the system at
the University of Chicago, this approach allots each
student 400 poin ts with which to bid for interviews
with recru iters. Each week, the 14 highest bids are
taken for a given interviewer, and four additional
people, in rank order of their bids, are accepted
for a waiting list.
"The system really encourages students to look
closely at t h e organizations they are going to interview with," notes Ives. "There is a lot more reading
of literature sent out by companies now. If, for example, a student has to allocate 350 points for an
interview with IBM, this company becomes something to be investigated - not just the IBM name,
but what the company says of the opportunities it
offers.
"The bidding system offers a way of justly allocating interest," notes Ives, adding "most of the companies h ave been very good. If we said that there
seemed to be enormous interest in their com pany,
they would try to send another recruiter, so that
most people could be accommod ated."
The recruiting picture overall continues to be
promising at Trinity. The number of on-campus recruiters has been up dramatically in recent years,
and it also seems that the likelihood of a student
getting a job as a result of on-campus recruiting is
"very good," according to Shinkman.
He notes, "Almost daily someone will ask me if we
are feeling the effects of recession or inflation or
market conditions. And I must say, it really h asn't
affected us yet. The outlook is encouraging as far as
we're concerned. The number of interviewers was up
considerably in t h e past academic year."
Starting salaries for Trinity gradu ates, likewise,
present a fairly bright picture, according to Shinkman. For the past two years, the top starting salary
for a Trinity grad, a brand-new bachelor of science
graduate with no previous experience, · has been

$21,000. And, that top salary has gone to a person
entering the engineering field. Shinkman estimates
that the average starting salary for a new grad is
about $12,000, and usually higher for those starting
in corporations. For this past academic year, the
number of second interviews and job offers was very
encouraging, with about 30 offers made by midApril, according to Shinkman. By June, 87 seniors,
or 30% of the graduating class, had accepted job offers (see accompanying box, which reports on the
class of 1980 post-graduate destinations).
One new recruiting practice was noted this past
year at Trinity. Employers have begun conducting
group sessions on the evening before the day of their
scheduled interviews. They use this time to familiar- ·
ize the students with the company and its opportunities and tell the students what they are looking for
in an interview. It's a useful practice for the student
as well as the recruiter, Shinkman feels, because
then the interviewer can spend the half hour on the
following day concentrating on the individual rather
than orienting the student to the organization.
Observing that there are limitations inherent in
the on-campus recruiting system, Shinkman notes efforts the office has made to improve upon the system independently. "We'd like to get a better mix of
organizations represented," Shinkman says, adding
"There isn't always too much we can do about it.
For instance, government agencies for the most part
don't recruit, and neither do social service agencies
and non-profit groups. And, smaller organizations
don't have a personnel office or a college relations
officer, or a recruiting staff. So we are limited to
those people who do recruit, and that means, usually, the banks and insurance companies and manufacturers."
The office does extend invitations to recruit on
campus, and Shinkman advises those alumni who
work in organizations that would like to visit Trinity, to contact his office.
Alumni wh o are involved in their own job
searches are also free to contact the Career Counseling office for information of job openings or assistance. The A lumni Job Referral service is offered at
no charge to alumni , about 40-50 of whom are involved in the program at any given time. Alumni
register with the office by filling out a card indicating the types of jobs they are interested in, geographical preferences, salary range, responsibilities
they wou ld want. Participating alumni provide the
office with stamped, self-addressed envelopes, and
Career Counseling sends them listings of jobs that
are available.
"This program is not just for recent alumni,"
Shinkman points out. "There are many managerial
positions listed th at require years of experience. O ur
office is ava ilable to assist all alumni at any point in
their careers with decision-making."
Alumni have been a big help to Career Counseling with its A lumni/Parent Career Advisory Board,
a resource which currently involves about 1800 people in 46 states. Members of this group have offered
to be available to any Trinity student who is inter-
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ested in finding out more about a particular career.
This may involve simply responding to a phone call
from a student, or hosting a visit by the student to
the place of work, so that he or she can get a better
idea of the work environment. Names of participants in the Alumni/Parent Career Advisory Board
are kept in a directory by occupation and by location, so that they can be contacted, when needed,
to be sponsors in the spring externship program.
Members of this group also serve another vital
function for Career Counseling: with the numbers of new careers and fields constantly surfacing,
the Alumni/Parent Career Advisory Board becomes
a resource where Ives and Shinkman can turn for
information on relatively unknown fields, like world
nutrition or agrarian research.
"It's impossible for us to know everything about
everything," Shinkman notes. "And, that's why the
Alumni/Parent Career Advisory Board is so important. With that resource, we can at least refer a student to someone who is currently doing a certain
job, so they can get it straight from the horse's
mouth rather than accept my notion of what that
work involves."
Law is apparently one field that requires no such
introduction. The field is currently very popular
with students and Shinkman notes that "There is
no question that we are becoming flooded with
lawyers. The job market may not be able to support
all of these people, but that doesn't seem to have
diminished the interest. Students are still interested
in going to law school. Some people say that it's just
good training for anything they are going to do.
Three years in law school will help to teach you
how to think in a particular way, solve problems in
a different way, and that's going to be useful no
matter what you do."
While applications to medical schools have dipped
considerably on a national level in recent years,
Trinity students' applications have dropped only
slightly. On the other hand, the number of Trinity
students interested in business schools is up. Trinity
students, Shinkman adds, have traditionally been favorably disposed to the fields of law, medicine and
business.
What happens when a student makes the decision
to go on to graduate school in one of these fields?
Well, at that point Career Counseling can begin to
assist them in preparing for entrance exams. "The
students are given information about test preparation centers," Ives says, "and I usually do some assessment of how the student handles standardized
tests, such as the SAT's. I might recommend that
they look into a professional test preparation center
- we don't endorse one over the other - but, the
trend seems to be that more people are taking advantage of these so that a student who does not take
a test prep course might be at a disadvantage. We
have worked with the math department and the
writing center to develop reviews for some of the
standardized tests. That's something new that is
beneficial and really taken advantage of by the
students.

"Many graduate decisions," Ives adds, "are based
rather heavily on performance on standardized tests
and grade-point average, and it's important for students to know that. We try to have them realistically assess where they are and then what kinds of
graduate schools might be most suited to them, so
that they don't have to deal with failure later on. I
point out, for instance, that there are 167 ABAapproved law schools, all accredited. If one is intent
upon becoming an attorney, one can do that. One
might also want to get some work experience and
then apply to a better school. Many of them say,
'Well, if I can only go to a third-ranked school, I
really might want to work.' A lot of decisions take
place over the course of a year. A lot of people leave
their options open until April or so of their senior
year. Then, they begin to shut some doors."
As those doors are shut, as students begin to
make the first of many big career decisions, and
even earlier in the undergraduate years, role models
are increasingly important. An event like the first
Career Day, held at Trinity last March, gives students the opportunity to meet and talk with alumni
just a few years older than they are, to get a sense of
what their lives might be like after graduation.
"It's important," Ives notes, "for students to see
people who have made it- what they're doing and
what the realities are. We sponsored a panel a while
back, called 'Expectations, Fears and Realities,' for
graduating seniors, and we had some very successful
women on the panel, all of whom had graduated in
the past five years. Each one said yes, she had
doubts, she had fears, that it was a lot of hard
work, but she had been able to make it, to succeed.
"Women, for instance, are still seeking role models.
There still are not that many women who have
done a variety of things. I remember talking to one
second-semester sophomore who had only had one
woman professor. So, in general, these students have
not seen many women in working, achieving roles.
"Our panel discussions on lifestyles are important
for students, because people today have a lot more
choices to make, and this is not just something
that's taking place at Trinity. There is a whole army
of programs addressing women's concerns right now
and there are a lot of choices - for men as well, because men's lifestyles are changing. Expectations for
people at home and at work have changed dramatically. It's important for our students at least to be
aware of these changes, because their parents may
have been following traditional roles, but this is
changing for them, too. Now that their children are
in college, for example, their mothers may just be
beginning to think of what they want to do for
themselves. The lifestyles issue that we've addressed
here is just part of the larger picture of what's taking
place beyond the confines of Trinity as well. It's important for this office to provide contacts where men
can see that what was considered traditional for
their fathers may be very different from their roles
as a father, a husband, a worker." •
Roberta Jenckes is assistant editor of the Reporter.
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' Quad to share in the ceremonies. Bachelo<s degrees ~·-·Ill
awarded to 2 72 men
_ women· 1114S..te.r' s _to .14
dents. On the ensuing t"'-"~!i'"<OII
Photographer ]on Les
tures the spirit of

GRADUATION KALEIDOSCOPE includes Valedictorian Eric Grevstad (1.) an English major from West Hartford and Salutatorian Robert Herbst (r.) a history major
from White Plains, N.Y. (left); the Right Reverend John
B. Coburn, Episcopal Bishop of the Diocese of Massachusetts, who gave the Baccalaureate. Address and an attentive graduate (below); and the individual and shared
joy of that first look at the sheepskin (right).
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HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS await procession with President Theodore D. Lockwood and Board Chairman
George W.B. Starkey. Honorands are (1. to r.): Mildred Dunnock Urmy, actress and teacher; Arthur P. Ashe, tennis
professional and businessman; Robert D. Kilpatrick, president and chief executive officer of Connecticut General
Life Insurance Corporation; President Lockwood; Tila Maria de Hancock, assistant to the Secretary for Housing .and
Urban Development; Dr. Starkey; the Right Reverend John B. Coburn, Episcopal Bishop of the Diocese of Massachu·
setts; and Lewis Thomas M.D., chancellor of the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center.
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NORTHAM TOWERS provide a suitable backdrop for
traditional ceremonies (top); faculty anticipation was
matched by the exuberance of congratulation. •

A Lon\l Way To Go
Comprehending the human condition requires more and better science.
by Lewis Thomas, M.D.

S

ometime towards the close of the 19th century
Lord Kelvin, an eminence in the physics of that
day, assured for himself a sort of immortality in his
field by announcing that physics was now a finished
scien~e, that all the essential information in the field
had been acquired, and that now all that remained
was to tidy up a few loose ends here and there.
Within the following several years, X-rays were
discovered; then, quantum theory and relativity,
and all the fundamental dogmas of classical physics
were modified in a series of swift strokes. Biology
and medicine have not yet been put through such a
period, primarily because we have not learned
enough yet to have achieved the illusory stability of
Newtonian physics.

But we do have a tendency to talk like Kelvin
from time to time and it must seem to some of our
younger and brightest students that we are in
possession of an almost-finished science, knowing
almost everything about everything. If we are not
careful and honest, we can make it seem as though
mastery of all today's enormous store of facts in
biological science could settle the matter. Just by
lining them up in our minds, one after the other, we
would be able to comprehend life in all its essential
details.
If I were a student today
I would not be much
attracted to such a
field. I would look
about for some lesssettled discipline where

DR. LEWIS THOMAS, chancellor of the Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center, receives honorary degree from
President Theodore D. Lockwood.
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there might be more room to move around - cosmology, say, or the famous social sciences where the
answers to most important questions are still out
there, totally unknown, waiting to be asked.
An intellectually fashionable view of man's place
in nature today is that there's really no great
problem, the plain answer is that it makes no sense,
no sense at all. The universe is meaningless for
human beings; we bumbled our way into the place
by a series of random, senseless, biological accidents;
the sky is not blue, it is black; you can walk on the
moon if you feel like it, but there's nothing to do
there except look at the earth and when you've seen
one earth you've seen them all; the animals and the
plants of the planet are at hostile odds with one
another, each bent on elbowing any nearby
neighbor off the earth; genes, tapes of polymer are
the ultimate adversaries and, by random, the only
real survivors.
Well, this grasp of things is sometimes presented as
though based on science, with the implication that
we already know most of the important, knowable
matters and this is the way it all turns out. It is the
wisdom of the 20th century, contemplating as its
only epiphany the news that the world is an absurd
apparatus and that we are stuck with it and in it.
And, in the circumstance, we would surely h ave no
obligations except to our individual selves and, of
course, to the genes coding out the selves.
20

I believe something considerably less than this. I
take it as an article of faith that we humans are a
profoundly immature species, only now beginning
the process of learning how to learn. Our most
spectacular biological attribute, which identifies us as
our particular sort of animal, is language. And the
deep nature of this gift is a mystery. We are aware
of our consciousness, but we cannot even make
good guesses as to how this awareness arises in o ur
brains or even, for that matter, that it does arise
there for sure. We do not understand how a solitary
cell fused from two can differentiate into an embryo
and then into the systems of tissues and organs that
become us. Nor do we know how a tadpole accomplishes his emergence, nor even a flea. We can
make up instant myths, transiently satisfying but
always subject to abandonment, about the origin of
life on the planet. We do not understand why we
make music or dance, or paint, or write poems. And
we are bewildered, especially in this century, by the
pervasive latency of love.
The thing about us that should astonish biologists
more than it does is that we are so juvenile a

species. By evolutionary standards of time we only
just arrived on the scene, fumbling with our new
thumbs, struggling to find our legs under the weight
and power of our new brains. We are the newest
and most immature of all significant animals perhaps a million or so years along as the
taxonomists would like to define us, but probably
only some thousands of years as the communal,
speaking creatu res uniquely capable of manufacturing metaphors and therefore recognizable as
human.
Our place in the life of the world is still unfathomable because we have so much to learn, but it
is surely not absurd. We matter. For a time anyway,
it looks as though we might be responsible for the
thinking of the system -which seems to mean at
this stage a responsibility not to do damage to the
rest of life if we can help it. This is itself an immensely complicated problem, in view of our
growing numbers and the demands we feel compelled to make on the planet's resources. There is
no hope of thinking our way through the quandry,
except by learning more. And part of the learning
- not all of it, mind you, but a good part - can
only be achieved by science: more and better
science, not for our longevity or our comfort or
affluence, but for compreh ension, without which our
long survival is unlikely.
The culmination of a liberal arts education ought
to include, among other matters, the news that we
do not understand a flea, much less the making of a
thought. We can get there someday if we keep at it,
but we are nowhere near and there are mountains
and centuries of work still to be done.
One major question needing to be examined is the
general attitude of nature. A century ago there was
a consensus about this: nature was read in tooth
and claw; evolution was a record of open warfare
among competing species; the fittest were the
strongest aggressors, and so forth. Now it begins to
look different. The tiniest and most fragile of
organisms dominate the life of the earth. The
chloropl asts inside the cells of plants, which turn
solar energy into food and supply the oxygen for
breathing, are the descendants of ancient, blue-green
algae living now as permanent lodgers within the
cells of what we like to call "higher forms." And the
mitochondria of all nucleated cells which serve as
engines for all the functions of life are the progeny
of bacteria which took to living as cells inside cells
long ago.
The urge to form partnerships, to link up in
collaborated arrangements is perhaps the oldest,
strongest, and most fundamental force in nature.

There are no solitary, free-living creatures. Every
form of life is dependent on other forms. The great
successes in evolution, the mutants who have, so to
speak, "made it" have done so by fitting in with and
sustaining the rest of life. Up to now we might be
counted among the brilliant successes, but we are
flashy and somewhat unstable, and we should go
warily into the future looking for ways to be more
useful, listening more carefully for the signals,
watching our step, and having an eye out for
partners.
Partnerships have to have a certain steadiness and
predictability to survive for any length of time. You
can't have linkages between creatures that have
nothing at all to offer to each other, and partners
have to be equipped with accurate information
about the identity of each other. There must exist,
in short, an information system capable of emitting
signals indicating usefulness. You can see this sort of
system still conspicuously at work in the life of the
sea. There are no unattached, isolated, animals.
Creatures live on each other, next to each other,
inside the same carapaces and, most commonly of
all, inside each other. The emergence of
mitochondria and chloroplasts as organelles is only
one example, perhaps the earliest and most spectacular.
'

The greatest single invention of nature to date was
surely the invention of the molecule of DNA. We
have had it from the very beginning, built into the
first cell to emerge, membranes and all, somewhere
in the soupy water of a cooling planet, three
thousand million years or so ago. All of today's
DNA, strung through all the cells of the earth, is
simply an extension and elaboration of that first
molecule. In the fundamental sense we cannot claim
to have made progress since the method used for
growth and replication is essentially unchanged.
But we have made progress in all kinds of other
ways. Although it is out of fashion today to talk of
progress in evolution, if you use that word to mean
anything like improvement, implying some sort of
value judgment beyond the reach of science, I
cannot think of a better term to describe what has
happened. After all, to have come all the way from
a system of life possessing only one kind of primitive
microbial cell, living out colorless lives in hummocks
of algal mats, to what we see around us today this place, and the city of Paris, and the state of
Iowa, and Woods Hole, and that succession of
travertine-lined waterfalls and lakes like flights of
great stairs in Plevlja in Yugoslavia, and the horse

chestnut tree in my backyard, and the columns of
neurons arranged in modules in the cerebral cortex
of human beings - this has to represent improvement. We have come a long way on that old
molecule.
To err is human, we say, but we don't like the
idea much and it is harder still to accept the fact
that erring is biological as well. We prefer sticking to
the point and insuring ourselves against change. But
there it is: we are here by the purest chance, and by
mistake at that. Somewhere along the line
nucleatides were edged apart to let new ones in.
Maybe viruses moved in carrying bits of other
foreign genomes; radiation from the sun or from
outer space caused tiny cracks in the molecule, and
humanity was invented.
And maybe, given the fundamental instability of
the molecule, it had to turn out this way. After all,
if you have a mechanism designed to keep changing
the ways of living; and if all the new forms have to
fit together as they plainly do with symbiotic living
all over the place; and if every improvised new gene
representing an embellishment in an individual is
likely to be selected for the species if it turns out to
be useful for others; and if you have enough time,
maybe the system is simply bound to develop brains
sooner or later - and awareness. Biology needs a
better word than error for the driving force in
evolution. Or perhaps error will do when you
remember that it came from an old Indo-European
root meaning to wander about looking for
something.
I cannot make my peace with the randomness
doctrine. I cannot abide the notion of purposelessness and blind chance in nature, and yet I
do not know what to put in its place for the
quieting of my mind. It is absurd to say that a place
like this place is abs1.1rd when it contains in front of
our eyes so many billions of different forms of life,
each one in its way absolutely perfect, and all linked
together to form what would surely seem to an
outsider to be a huge spherical organism.
We talk, some of us anyway, about the absurdity
of the human situation, but we do this because we
do not know how we fit in or what we are for.
Some people believe we are in trouble because of
science and that we ought to stop doing science and
go back to living in nature, with nature, and
contemplating nature. It is too late for us to do this.
Too late by several hundred years and there are
now too many of us here - four billion already
with the likelihood of doubling that population and
doubling it again within the lifetime of some of the
people here.
What I would like to know most about the
developing earth is: does it already have a mind, or
will it sometime gain a mind and are we a part of
that? Are we a tissue for the earth's awareness? I like
this thought, even though I cannot take it
anywhere, and I must say it embarrasses me. I have
that nagging hunch that it is a presumption, a piece
of ultimate hubris. A single insect may have only
two thoughts, maybe three, but there are a lot of
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insects. The million blind and almost mindless
termites in a hill make up in their collective life an
intelligence, a kind of brain now capable of building
endless vaulted chambers and turning perfect arches,
thinking all the way. I would like to know what
whales are thinking about or dolphins, but if I were
hoping to find out how intercommunication really
works on this planet I would study beetles.
I'm willing to predict that there is one central,
universal, aspect of human behavior genetically set
by our very nature, biologically governed, driving
each of us along. Depending on how one looks at it,
it can be defined as the urge to be useful. This urge
drives society along, sets our behavior as individuals
and in groups, invents all our myths, writes our
poetry, composes our music. This is why it is so

hard being a juvenile species, still milling around in
groups, trying to construct a civilization that will
last. Being useful is easy for an ant. You just wait
for the right chemical signal at the right stage in the
construction of the hill and then you go looking for
a twig of exactly the right size for that stage and
carry it back up the flank of the hill and put it in
place and then you go and do that thing again. An
ant can dine out on his usefulness all his life and
never get it wrong.
It is a different problem for us, carrying such risks
of doing it wrong, getting the wrong twig, losing the
hill, not even recognizing yet the outline of the hill.
We are beset by strings of DNA, immense arrays of
genes, instructing each of us to be helpful, impelling
us to try our whole lives to be useful, but never

A Board of Fellows Deport
A look at the role of fraternities at the College
22

T

his year, at the suggestion of President Lockwood, the Board of Fellows considered the role
of fraternities at the College. Our deliberations focused on their purposes, membership, behavior and
relations with other college interest groups. From
the outset, it was obvious that two other recent concerns of the Board of Fellows, the role of women
and minorities, are related substantially to the fraternities.
Fraternities have played a major role in the undergraduate lifestyle of the College since its earliest
years. It is pointless to detail that history here. Recently and typically, fraternities at Trinity have experienced a resurgence of vitality since their decline
of the '60s and early '70s. Presently, the six fraternities have a combined membership of about 275
students comprising about sixteen percent of the undergraduate body.

2)

met with the President's Fellows, the Inter-Fraternity Council and with fraternity and nonfraternity undergraduates;

3)

in March, sponsored, jointly with the T rusteeE'
Student Life Committee, an open forum for
undergraduates on concerns about fraternities;

4)

individually met over lunch, at our March
meeting, at the various fraternities; our visits
included tours of their facilities;

5)

attended, in the person of Co-Chairman
Thompson, three Inter-Fraternity Council
meetings in March and April.

Conclusions
1)

Generally, the fraternities collectively contribute positively to the quality of lifestyle at the
College.

2)

Their present vitality is an outgrowth of what
we conclude is a renewed inclination on the
part of undergraduates to join fraternities.

3)

It is in the best interest of the College and its
undergraduates that fraternities should continue at Trinity as long as that undergraduate
interest sustains them.

4)

Many at the College have no personal experience with or interest in fraternities. Regardless,
they, and those directly associated, hold many
and varied perceptions based on their experience with or assumptions about fraternities.

Study Procedures
Our interest in the fraternities was initiated by
two letters from President Lockwood. The first, to
fraternity leaders in January, 1979, spoke of his concern that the fraternities address questions of membership, community service, sexism and racism. In
October, the President formally invited the Fellows
to review the relation between the College and the
fraternities:
In the course of our review, the Fellows have:
1) met with the President's Fellows, the InterFraternity Council and with fraternity and
non-fraternity undergraduates;

telling us how. The instructions are not coded out
in anything like an operator's manual. We have to
make guesses all the time.
The difficulty is increased when groups of us are
set to work together. I have seen and sat on
numberless committees, not one of which intended
anything other than great usefulness, and most of
them ended up getting everything wrong - most of
them useless. Larger collections of us, cities for
instance, hardly ever get anything right. And of
course there is the modern nation - probably the
most stupefying example of biological error since the
age of the great reptiles. Wrong at every turn and
always felicitating itself loudly on its great usefulness.

It is a biological problem, as much so as a coral

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

There is neither unanimity nor concensus of
perception. There is, however, a growing perception in the non-fraternity segment of the
community that the fraternities are in fact an
obstacle to realization of the institutional objectives regarding minorities and women. Although there has been some improvement in
minority membership this year, the fraternities have not progressed in either area to the
same degree the College has. There remains a
serious question.
The individual houses vary greatly in their adherence to practices consistent with the overall
objectives of the College.
On some of the issues that arise as a result of
5) above, several individual houses and the
College are on a "collision course" of sorts
which jeopardizes the entire system.
The issues of membership, especially of women
and minorities, are being avoided by some
houses whose present membership does not reflect the makeup of the undergraduate body.
In matters of behavior, the administration has
maintained a laissez-faire attitude in recognition
of the semi-autonomous nature of fraternities,
responding primarily when on-campus fraternity activity interferes with the rights of other
students.
The reinstitution of the Inter-Fraternity Council is commendable. While it has not yet dealt
effectively with any of the substantive concerns
above mentioned, it holds promise for the future betterment.
By their nature, fraternities are social institutions. To varying degrees, the houses are preoccupied with the social side of the college experience. While this is understandable, they have
not always thought or acted with a sense of
purpose consistent with the broader interests of
the college experience, and the fraternities have
not contributed equally to the intellectual development of their membership or the College
proper.

reef or a rain forest, but such things as happen to
human nations, error piled on error, could never
happen in a school of fish. It is, when you think
about it, a humiliation. But then "humble" and
"human" are cognate words, both derived from an
old root meaning, simply, "earth." We are smarter
than the fish, but their instructions come along in
their eggs; ours we are obliged to figure out and we
are, in this respect, slow learners and error-prone.
We have come a long way but we may have, with a
bit of luck, a much longer way to go. •
Thio article by Dr. Lewis Thomao was the address at Trinity's !54th Commencement
in June. Dr. Thomao, chancellor of the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in
New York, is both a sc ientist and humanist. He has been honored for his work in
immunology and pathology, and his book, Lives of a Cell, received the 1975 National
Book Award. A sequel, The Medusa and the Snail, was published last year.

Recommendations
1)

The College should continue to urge, indeed
pressure, the fraternities to identify and ameliorate their problems through and with the InterFraternity Council. This is especially desirable
in regard to matters over which the separate
fraternity leadership has some measure of direct, local control and immediate responsibility:
individual and house social behavior, interfraternity relationships, non-social programs
and activities, management of their business
affairs.
2) The College administration and the InterFraternity Council should agree on an agenda
and timetable for identification of goals and objectives and a statement of purpose to be
adopted by the College, the Council and the
individual houses. Since delay is often interpreted as lack of conviction, we think
"months" more appropriate than "years" for
this adoption. The present IFC executive board
should meet or coordinate planning for such a
step with the administration this summer, not
waiting until fall. It is especially important that
a code covering the rights and responsibilities
of the fraternities be prepared for adoption by
the administration this fall. Such a code should
address itself to questions of membership, rushing, hazing and other initiation practices, the
conduct of social affairs, academic standards for
the fraternity houses, and regulations covering
individuals in fraternities. It should also speak
in detail to the responsibilities of the InterFraternity Council.
In conclusion, we see the fraternities as capable of
contributing more to the academic, intellectual and
social well-being of their members. We see them also
as capable of contributing to the life of the College
and to its "tone" to a greater degree than has been
the case. Because of their shared interests and the
importance of the fraternity system within the College community, we believe it important that the
College take steps to make its expecta,tions of fraternities much more clear than it has in recent years. •
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THE GREAT BEYOND
A Pastoral Approach to Death
by

J. Moulton Thomas

(Smithtown, New York: Exposition
Press, 1980)
Reviewed by John A Gettier

DEATH: The Grim Reaper! The
Wages of Sin! The Dreaded Unknown!
In this small, personal volume the
Rev.]. Moulton Thomas suggests new
and constructive ways of dealing with
death. Indeed, he seeks to transform
death into life through the application
of Christian categories. Death, thus,
can be a celebration of life and in
particular of the resurrection.
By the author's own admission , the
book is not a psychological work but
arises from his "pastoral ministry: from
sermons preached and from experiences with people and their
problems of faith, in four parishes." He
presents neither a description of the
process entailed in accepting death in
the manner of Kubler-Ross nor a "howto" technique for counseling or
preparing oneself. He prefers to
delineate the meaning of death within a
Christian framework and to propose
the appropriate human orientation
which makes this meaning a personal
reality.

These two items grow out of the
author's fundamental distinction
between everlasting life and eternal life.
The former refers to the quantitative
aspect of life or immortality; the latter
to its qualitative possibility. Both are
founded upon the authentic, historical
fact of the resurrection of Jesus.
Though many religions promise life
after death, it is the thrust of
Christianity to promise new life here
and now which obliterates the
demarcation of the grave. Eternal life
begins with the death and resurrection
of the individual in faith. Easter,
therefore, is the celebration of "our
joyful resurrection ... in this life."
By defining life and death as spiritual
rather than physical realities the author
can dispense with the traditionally
macabre understandings of death and
find ground for speaking of communion with the dead and prayer for
the dead. He can also give new perspectives on heaven, hell, and final
judgment.
The writing is refreshingly straightforward, full of aphorisms, quotations,
and anecdotes befitting the author's
experience of a lifetime in the Church.
Wherever possible story or personal
reminiscence displaces philosophical
argument. T ender concern for human
beings in crises is paramount, and the
simple clarity of the presentation su its
the volume for devotional use as well as
for understanding and guidance. The
richness of Chaplain Thomas's own
faith shines out of these pages, and the
reader is in his debt for this sh aring of
his treasured convictions. •
The Reverend ) . Moulton Thomas was chaplain at
Trinity from 1956 to 1964 and is the author of Prayer
Power. Reviewer John A. Genier is associate professor of
religion at Trinity.
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MIRRORS, MASKS, LIES, AND
SECRETS: THE LIMITS OF
HUMAN PREDICTABILITY
by Karl E. Scheibe
(Praeger, 1979)
Reviewed by William M. Mace

People predict one another's actions
constantly in everyday life. In
cooperative activities such as dancing
or moving furniture,
accurate
prediction is desirable for everyone
involved. In many competitive
situations like chess games or business
deals, success depends on predicting
what others will do more accurately
than they ca n predict what you will do.
Karl Scheibe's book explores some of
the techniques people use to seek,
reveal, and conceal information which
affects the accuracy of prediction in a
variety of human situations.
Scheibe identifies three "modes of
prediction" (sagacity, authority and
control, and acumen) and four
resources for managing information
(the mirrors, masks, lies, and secrets of
the title). He thinks that all instances of
humans making predictions about
other humans fit into one of his three
modes and that the four techniques for
· managing information can be used by
all parties in any of the modes. The

bulk of the book is devoted to explaining the meaning and use of these
categories.
For Scheibe, sagacity is "knowledge
of how to observe features of nature in
order to reach useful conclusions (p .
13)." This is the mode of prediction
most commonly associated with
science. Authority and control is the
mode which refers to behavior that is
predictable because it is controlled. The
predictability
of IBM employees
wearing white shirts in past years is an
example. Acumen is the phenomenon
of "getting into someone else's head,"
of being able to "psych someone out."
It is being able to think like someone
else thinks and thereby predict what he
or she will do .
All four methods of information
management, which Scheibe calls
collective ly the "strategic
armamentarium," are to be taken
metaphorically. Thus the term
"mirror" designates techniques for
selective information recording and the
possibility that the information may be
"reflected" back to an observer to
increase self-knowledge. Telephone
"bugs," tape recordings, and aerial
photographs all count as instances.
The mask refers to a person's outward
appearances. The role of appearances
in predicting what people will do is
obvious - as is the importance of
controlling appearance to either advertise or hide intended actions. Lies
and secrets need the least explaining.
Scheibe means nothing out of the
ordinary by these terms, although their
applications, as in secrets from oneself,
can be interesting.
The last four chapters present the
implications of what went before. The
first of these, "The nullification of
predictability," is the pivotal one where
he brings his framework to bear on
formal psychology. Psychology has for
many years claimed to be in the
business of predicting human actions.
Many (though not all) definitions of
the field assert that one of its primary
objectives is to predict behavior. To
what extent-, then, does the knowledge
of a psychologist actually assist one in
predicting behavior? In Scheibe's terms,
one can ask: what "predictive advantage" does psychology provide? His
(

a nswer is that the psychologist's
predictions are also made in the
context of strategic interactions, like
those of everyday life which formed the
main subject matter of the book. Often
the psychologist will have advantages.
According to Scheibe these come from
the exercise of sagacity, authority and
control or acumen - the same modes
of prediction available to anyone. The
special advantages of psychologists are
often social and political, giving them
the opportunities to collect information
that other people cannot. The key
point of this chapter is that mirrors,
masks, lies, and secrets make it possible
for a person whose actions are being
predicted to nullify those predictions,
to behave unpredictably. This is no less
true
for
situations
involving
psychologists than it is for anyone else.
Thus, because he views psychology as a
special case of human interaction,
Scheibe derives the limits of human
predictability in psychology from the
same source that he derives the limits of
predictability in all strategic interactions. Many psychologists have
been aspiring to the opposite subsuming human strategic interaction
under the general principles of
psychology.
Scheibe's subsequent chapters on
implications bri efly treat love,
imagination, adventure, and education
as well as the future of psychology. He
advocates what he calls a biographical
approach to psychology which treats
lives in their social, cultural, and
historical
context .
He
wants
psychology to make room for
documenting the uniqueness in
people's lives, both the small and large
acts of heroism and genius. He sees this
"particularizing" as a kind of historical
approach opposed to the customary

generalizing of the natural science
approach taken by most psychologists.
When psychology includes both, he
argues, it can then "accomplish its
special mission of serving as a bridge
between the natural sciences and the
humanities." (p. 160)
Sympathy for the humanities is
evident throughout the book. Scheibe
cites Ortega Y Gasset, Melville,
Dostoevsky, and Mann among others
as examples of the sensitivity to human
situations and qualities which he would
like to see in psychology.
The book is small and, as such, has
little room for presentation of
argument or detailed scholarship aimed
at convincing others to agree. Rather it
is a personal statement which shows
clearly what Karl Scheibe believes to be
useful, interesting, and significant. The
book is sprinkled with summary
comments about what psychology is,
what history is, what genius is, what
love is, and so forth. The reader will
surely agree in many cases and may
disagree in others, but only from prior
knowledge or belief. The material to
convince a neutral reader that
Scheibe's interpretations are correct is
not here. His sources are an odd lot. It
is pleasant to read paragraphs from
classic literature rather than journal
articles, but there are no hints as to
why these are used rather than others.
Many important thinkers who have
grappled with the issues Schcibe
discusses - Aristotle, Ernst Cassirer,
and Kenneth Burke, to name another
odd but intelligible group - are not
mentioned. I think Scheibe is correct in
viewing psychology as the natural
bridge between the humanities and
natural sciences and holding that it
cannot successfully masquerade as a
pure case of one or the other. But this is
a very old dilemma. Other fields such as
political science, and even history, are
touched by a similar dilemma. The
issues are extremely important. We can
hope that Scheibe is pursuing them
further now and that this book might
stimulate others to do serious work in
the gaps between disciplines. •
Au thor Karl E. Sc heibe '59 is a professor of psychology
at Wesleyan Uni versity and a trustee of T rini ty .
Rev iewer Will iam M. Mace is an associate professor of

psychology at T rinity.
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Campus Notes
MARDGES BACON, assistant
"" professor of fine arts, spoke to the
Antiquarian and Landmarks Society
of Connecticut in February on "A
Touch of Paris - Beaux-Arts Architecture in America." She also presented a paper in the spring to the
New York chapter of the Society of
Architectural Historians entitled,
" 'An Incentive to Build' Ernest
Flagg's New York Model Tenement
Housing."
11o..

RICHARD B. CRAWFORD, pro" fessor of biology, has been
awarded a research grant of $4 7,436
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The research project is
entitled "Effects of Drilling Fluids on
Embryo Development."
11o..

LESLIE G. DESMANGLES, assistant professor of religion and
intercultural studies, presented a
paper entitled, "Theological Unity or
Diversity in Caribbean Religions:
The Case of V odun in Haiti" at the
School of Theology, Boston
University, last April. In May, he
spoke on "Slave Protest: A Theory of
Cultural Identity in the Caribbean"
at the international meeting of the
Caribbean Studies Association.

~
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JUDY DWORIN, assistant professor of dance, has recently returned from a sabbatical year in Taiwan. In addition to studying Chinese
dance and language, she taught at
and performed for the College of
Chinese Culture and conducted a series of master classes for the NeoClassic Dance Company. Dworin and
a group of dancers and musicians
choreographed and performed works
at the National Taiwan University,
the American Institute in Taiwan,
and the Taipei American School.

11o.. RONALD K. GOODENOW, assis" tant professor of education, has
been awarded a $10,000 grant from
the Spencer Foundation in Chicago
for his research on the international
history of the progressive education
movement. The grant will permit
him to examine archival sources in
Britain, Europe and the United
States and complete a book on progressive education and the problem
of race.
11o.. Associate Professor of Psychology
"" KARL HABERLANDT presented
a paper entitled, "a Narrative
Schema in Reading and Recalling

Simple Stories" at the Second Annual meeting of the Cognitive Science Society in New Haven in June.
This paper was co-authored by Jennifer Sandson '80 and Claire Berian
'80. Haberlandt attended the 22nd
International Congress of Psychology
held in Leipzig, Germany in July. At
this conference, he gave a paper on
"Processing of Stories by Episodes."
11o.. DIANNE HUNTER, associate pro" fessor of English, gave a paper on
"Psychoanalysis and Politics" at the
fourth annual Symposium on Literature and Psychology at SUNY /Buffaio in May. Her article on "Shakespearean Mythmaking in Macbeth" is
currently being published in an anthology on Myth and Shakespeare by
Deakin University Press.
11o.. Associate Director of Career
"" Counseling CHERYL IVES was an
intern at Connecticut General Life
Insurance Corporation August 20-21.
Her two-day visit there provided exposure to many of CG's training programs.

JEFFREY H. KAIMOWITZ, cura" tor of the Watkinson Library, has
published an article, "The Development of Greek Typography" in the
1978 AB Bookman's Yearbook.
11o..

~

EUGENE E. LEACH, assistant
professor of history and director
of American Studies, gave a talk on
"Charles Dudley Warner and the
Feminization of American Culture"
at the Nook Farm Teachers Seminar
sponsored by the Stowe-Day Foundation in July.
JOANNE MILLER, registrar, at" tended the HERS Summer Institute
for Women in Higher Education
Administration, held at Bryn Mawr
College July 6-30. This was an intensive, residential training program
with instruction given in academic
governance, finance, management
skills computer usage, professional
development, and issues in higher
education.
11o..

CLYDE D. McKEE, associate pro" fessor of political science, was one
of twenty political scientists selected
to participate in a summer seminar
sponsored by the American Political
Science Association and held at the
Brookings Institution this summer.
The topic of the seminar was
11o..

"Human Rights and Citizenship."
During August, McKee lectured at
the Municipal Clerks' Institute at
Salve Regina College in Rhode Island. His topic was "Organizational
Analysis and Problem Solving."
Assistant Professor of Education
"" LeBARON C. MOSEBY, JR., has
been appointed to a state-wide task
force on improving proficiency in
mathematics. The task force was set
up in response to the recent results
of proficiency examinations designed
to test students' achievement in
mathematics and English. The task
force will make recommendations to
the State Board of Education. Also,
Moseby has been named chairman of
the National Institute of Education's
review panel to evaluate the Research and Development Center for
Teacher Education at the University
of Texas.
11o..

Associate Professor of Chemistry
"" RALPH 0. MOYER, JR. and Professor of Physics ROBERT LINDSAY have published an article enti·
tled, "The Preparation, Structure,
and Properties of Eu2lrH/' in the

11o..

Journal of the Less-Common Metals,
Vol. 70, 1980.
BORDEN W. PAINTER, JR., professor of history, has published an
article on "Bishop Walter H. Gray
and the Anglican Congress of 1954
in the Historical Magazine of the
Protestant Episcopal Church, June,
1980. Bishop Gray's papers were
made available to Painter by his
widow, Virginia H. Gray, who is an
emeritus trustee of Trinity.

~

~

AMELIA SILVESTRI, executive
coordinator of the Poetry Center,
has been appointed to the Commission on Cultural Affairs for
Hartford, for a four-year term.

~

PAUL SMITH, professor of English, served as chief reader of the
Advanced Placement Examination in
Language and Composition in
Princeton, New Jersey in June. He
moderated a panel at the Kennedy
Library in Boston during June, entitled, "Papers of A Writer: A Conference Celebrating the Dedication
of the Hemingway Collection." At
that conference, the Hemingway Society was founded, and Smith was
elected chairman. He will chair its
first meeting at the convention of the
Modern Languages Association.

Quad Wranfles
1.-r urricular review is much on our minds this year
'-t as the Trinity faculty wrestles with the problem
of whether or not to revamp the College's ten-yearold "open curriculum."
The present curriculum, which includes no required courses outside the major, operates on the
philosophy that students bear the ultimate responsibility for choosing their academic programs. In place
of required courses, the faculty has established four
guideUne areas to be used by students and their advisers in planning their non-major courses of study.
The guideline areas, expressed in their broadest context, encompass language, science, social science and
the arts.
Outwardly, at least, there does not appear to be
any groundswell of faculty opinion to institute curricular changes on any grand scale. The present system appears to be functioning reasonably well with
enough checks and balances to prevent students
from abusing their freedom through blatant overspecialization. For this reason the current study has
been labelled a .curricular "review" rather than a
sweeping "reform."
But, there is a preoccupation with curricular affairs these days in higher education, and the question being asked in many quarters is whether to do
a complete overhaul, make selective modifications, or
simply tinker with the machinery. Harvard, for example, took the first course, instituting a new core
curriculum with required courses in expository writing and mathematics along with several other mandatory subjects chosen from five general academic
areas. As a "flagship" institution, Harvard's actions
prompted many colleges to follow in its wake. T rinity, to its credit, has thus far resisted this academic
lockstep.
Writing in this magazine two years ago, President
Lockwood viewed the rush back to distribution requirements with scepticism, saying that many of
these so-called reforms were nothing more than
"warmed over" versions of approaches used in the
fifties. In his view, real educational reform could
only be achieved through a new set of shared faculty
assumptions about the kind of education appropriate
for the remainder of this century.
Whether any such consensus can be achieved on
any campus in an era marked by retrenchment and
overspecialization is problematical. When times are
lean, it's hard to spice up the curriculum through

the addition of new faculty and programs. The
temptations to "hunker down" in the protective environment of an academic specialty are strong. In
academe, as in society at large, individuals have become more disconnected and isolated. This atomization threatens not only education, but the future of
society.
Beyond the academy there are new forces operating which may influence the shaping of the curriculum at many institutions. David Riesman, the Harvard sociologist, has observed that faculties are reluctant to reassert their responsibility for defining
academic programs because they fear alienating students in a declining and increasingly competitive
market. He goes on to say, however, that it is those
institutions with "clear purpose and program that
are doing well now and are likely to do well in the
future."
The spectre of vocationalism also haunts many an
academic debate over course offerings. In a tight job
market, students - not to mention their parents are asking hard questions about the value of a liberal arts education in today's world, particularly
when the price tag on a diploma is fast approaching
$10,000 per year.
Another subtle pressure on course offerings stems
from the declining quality of secondary school preparation. To the extent that colleges have to make up
these deficiencies, curricular breadth is bound to suffer. Is it up to the colleges to provide remedial
courses? Or should they maintain their high selectivity and run the risk of having to admit fewer students in the future?
These are knotty problems most of which will remain with higher education long after Trinity's faculty completes its present study. As observers of the
campus scene, we would hope for two results from
the current deliberations. First, the College should
remain true to its liberal arts heritage stressing intellectual breadth and competence rather than specific
career goals. The primary academic concern is for
meanings, not mechanics.
Second, we agree with David Riesman's statement
that "a curriculum is a poor substitute for good student advising;" A Trinity education has always been
a highly personal experience. No prescribed set of requirements can replace the give-and-take that occurs
between faculty and students each day in classroom!'
and offices around Trinity's Quad.
WLC
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TRINITY'S WATERPOLO CLUB won the Division II-III New England intercollegiate championship in the fall of
1979, and the team hopes to successfully defend its title in 1980. Here a swarm of opposing defenders surrounds Kyle
Parrow '82 trying to get off a shot.

FIVE NAMED ALL-AMERICANS
This past academic year saw five Bantam varsity
athletes named to A ll-America teams; the most
Trinity All-Americans ever in a single year. One
woman and four men were so honored in their
respective sports.
The first to gain national honor was senior Denise
Jones, captain ofT rinity's successful women's swim
team. In only the second year of varsity competition
for the women swimmers, Jones shattered her own
records in the breaststroke events, winning the New
England championship and finishing high up at the
nationals to garner All-America recognition. Jones
was Trinity's first woman to compete on a national
level, and the first Bantam woman to be named AllAmerican.
The spring season saw four Trinity men excel

nationally. Sophomore Drew Hastings and freshman
Steve Solik of the 7-5 Bantam tennis team travelled
to California's C laremont College, to compete in the
Division III nationals as a doubles pair. The two
made it all the way to the semi-finals, and were
selected to the Division III All-America squad.
As a junior in 1979 track captain Jeff Mather
qualified for the nationals in the discus, only to
eliminate himself in the early going. As a senior in
1980 Mather reversed that trend, breaking the
Bantam discus record to finish sixth in the nation
and a Division III All-American.
Finally, sophomore Peter Martin, starting catcher
on the 1979 varsity baseball team, adjusted to his
new home at first base in 1980 by batting .408,
winning the Bantam MVP trophy. This performance
was good enough to get Martin selected to a starting
berth on the Division III Third Team All-America
squad.

While two of these All-Americans have graduated,
three more will return to continue the Trinity
tradition of excellence. Also graduated in 1980 was
Patrick McNamara, record-breaking wide receiver on
the varsity football team who won All-America
recognition as a junior, when he led the nation, all
divisions, in receiving. In recent years Trinity AllAmericans have even appeared at the Club Sport
level. Kent Reilly '79 was named Honorable
Mention AAU All-American in waterpolo just three
years ago.
For history buffs, the first Trinity All-American
was James W. Lord, center for the 1897 Bantam
football varsity.

FOOTBALL
Things are going to look a little different on the
Trinity football scene this fall. Bowdoin, Bates, and
Middlebury have been dropped from the gridiron
schedule, while Tufts, Hamilton, and Union have
been added to the autumn program. Actually, it is a
return for the three new opponents. All three
schools have competed with Trinity football in the
past. Trinity is 24-24-1 overall in previous fall
encounters with the trio.
As to the team itself, Coach Don Miller is pleased
with his starting squads on both offense and
defense, but notes that there is little experienced
depth. One noticeable change could be a stronger
emphasis on the running game this season, with
leading rusher Bill Holden and leading scorer Mike
Elia returning in the backfield. Once again Gary
Palmer and Peter Martin will compete for the
quarterback spot. Captain Paul Romano will anchor
the defensive backfield, while senior Bob Grant will
provide leadership for the defensive line. Bob
Reading could be the squad's principal receiver.
Trinity opens its one hundred and third season
away at Tufts and concludes the eight-game slate on
the road against arch-rival Wesleyan. The schedule:

September 20 at Tufts; September 27 vs.
HAMILTON; October 4 at Williams; October 11
vs. COLBY (Parent's Day); October 18 at Union;
October 25 vs. COAST GUARD; November 1 vs.
AMHERST (Homecoming); November 8 at
Wesleyan. All games begin at 1:30 p.m.

FALL SPORTS NOTES
With the return of all-time leading scorer Dottie
Bundy and All-Star goalie Anne Collins, the
prospects are looking bright once again for Trinity's
varsity field hockey team in 1980. Success is no
stranger to Coach Robin Sheppard, as her varsity
hockey squads have lost just four games in the last
three seasons; unbeaten iri 1978.
Kirk Cameron is the new coach of women's
varsity tennis this fall. Although it looks to be a
building year, there are high hopes for a fourth
straight finish among New England's top three
teams.
Women's soccer will be a varsity sport for the first
time this autumn. Sophomore Sarah Koeppel, outstanding in goal last fall, and junior Sally Larkin,
hopefully completely recovered, will be returning.
Coach Karen Erlandson is optimistic.
Men's varsity soccer will have an interesting
opponent this season. Great Britain's Bristol
University, as part of a month-long tour of the
northeastern United States and Canada, will be at
Trinity September 12th and 13th. Here they will
participate in a practice session "clinic," as well as a
series of round-robin games.
Senior Alex Magoun returns from abroad to lead
Trinity's 1980 cross country team. Kathy Schlein,
the Bantams' best woman runner, will be away this
fall.
Trinity's most successful sport last autumn was
waterpolo, an informal team. This year, led by Tic
Houk and Len Adam, they hope to repeat their
New England Championship performance. •

CECIL COOPER, hard·
hitting first baseman for
the Milwaukee Brewers,
signs autographs at Trin·
ity's Summer Sports Camp.
Khooshe Adib-Samii '82
looks on.
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Trintype
Between September and May of
last year, Dr. David Winer had
1068 appointments with undergraduates - during office hours.
He has no record of how many students he saw at other times. "Students can be very inconsiderate
about when they have life crises,"
Winer explains with a smile. Thus,
it's no surprise that when he is
asked what the drawbacks are of
his position as dean of students, all
he can think of is "lack of sleep."
An experimental psychologist
and a member of the Trinity faculty
since 1966, Winer views his counseling role as the most timeconsuming and rewarding aspect of
his job. On a typical day, he might
see a student who has been placed
on academic probation, several
who need a dean's recommendation for graduate school or employment, and a young person who has
recently broken up with a girl or
boyfriend. He might set up a loan
for a student who needs money to
buy books, or talk with a parent
who wants to arrange a surprise
birthday party for a homesick son
or daughter. As the college official
most directly responsible for Trinity's 1700 undergraduates when
school is in session, there is really
no way to predict what each day
will hold. Winer describes his job
as "crisis-oriented, and by nature,
reactive. I love it."
Winer and his staff, which includes an assistant dean, the director of residential services, and the
director of student services, work
closely with other college offices
that provide support services. Undergraduates with serious or persistent emotional difficulties are referred to the psychological counseling center, while those who are
confused about post-college plans
- a common collegiate condition
- are steered toward career counseling. Additional alternatives are
provided by the chaplain's office
and the medical office, while faculty bear the load of academic advising. He keeps close touch with
faculty who apprise him of students
who are missing classes or doing
poorly in courses. "A large part of
my job is helping students to see
that we have the resources on campus to meet their needs," Winer
says.
Though he admits that problems

are often what bring a student to
his office, Winer nonetheless maintains that he sees a good crosssection of the campus population.
He takes issue with the commonly
held notion that today's students
are far different from those of the
1960s and early 1970s. He recalls
that in 1968, when Trinity students
had their confrontation with the
College trustees, "only a small
minority of the campus population
was deeply involved in the issue.
Most students went to class and
worried about grades. The difference today is that the radical fringe
is gone."
Winer describes the students he
sees as "inner-directed . . . concerned with confirming their values, establishing permanent relationships, and figuring out what
they want to do professionally." He
observes that "there is a greater degree of materialism," but he believes that this is a reflection of prevailing societal attitudes.
Winer points to the change in the
age of majority as one circumstance
that has altered the way that he, as
a dean, deals with students. "The
College dean, and other school offi-

cials, are legally bound to protect
confidentiality," and thus cannot
consult readily with parents. This is
a fact which he describes as "usually healthy, though there are exceptions."
Believing that it is important to
maintain close proximity to students, so that they will not hesitate
to approach him, Winer strives to
be "highly visible." He attends various college activities and tries to
spend time in the Cave and dining
hall. He teaches a course per year,
in introductory psychology, which
has one of the highest enrollments
at the College.
Now in his fifth year as dean of
students, Winer has not yet tired of
the hectic pace. "I like the contact
with young people. It's great to see
a kid as a junior or senior and remember what he or she was like as
a freshman."
"One semester, when I was a student at the University of Vermont,
I had to report to the dean every
week because I had failed a
course," Winer remembers. "I
guess I don't forget the trouble I
was in in college, and that's why I
can be a good dean."

STEVEN LEVY to Sarah Salter, June 8,
1980
TOM MACKENZIE to Dr. Heather
Argyle, June 25, 1977
MARY ASBURY to DAVID ROSNER,
July 28,1979
DUNCAN SALMON to Beverly
Breneman, September 9, 1979

Class Notes

1973
DONALD BURT to Judith Bolan, June
30,1979
Correction: The Spring 1980 issue of The
Reporter incorrectly noted the wedding
date of JUDY SELLO '73 and James
Hirschhorn. They were married on
January 27, 1980.

1973-74
JOSEPH P. CURLEY III to JANE H.
BAYARD, June 21,1980
1974
GREGORY BARISON to Celeste M.
Krauss, August 3, 1980
CLAIRE L. COONS to Michael C. Tamm,
June 13, 1980
SALLY J . LAWSON to Job Taylor III,
May31,1980
GLERGE J. LINCOLN to Rhea-Jean
Schoch, May 9, 1980
HARRIET A. PIERSON to Ralph L.
Pawlik, June 21, 1980
1975
B. BONNIE ALEXANDRE to John H.
Emmons, Jr., June 21,1980
ELIZABETH ALDEN to Leo J. Dunn
III, June 28, 1980
CHRISTOPHER IMLAY to Rita Kruhm,
May 17,1980
PHILIP A. LEONE to Jacquelyn Pelini,
October 20, 1979
WILLIAM TAUSSIG to FRANCES
CONGDON, August 9, 1980

1976
DAVID MERIWETHER to Susan Cox
CAROL MONAGHAN toRogerVeit

Vital Statistics

1979
T. MICHAEL PRESTON
VOUDOURIS

ENGAGEMENTS

to TAMI

MARRIAGES
1969
CLARK H.
Schoenholtz

ROWELL

to

1972
JOHN MATULIS to Elaine A. Erwin
DAVID ROBINSON to Marjorie D.
Gould
ROBERT A. SVIRIDOFF to Francee
Potoff
1973
MARK F . MATTHEWS to Karen Kutler
1975
ELLEN M. WEISS to Andrew G. Berg

1968
RICHARD E. COYLE
Kolgaklis, May 3, 1980

to Christine

1969
A SCOTT DUNCAN to Marilyn George,
July 12, 1980
1970
DAVID WOLFF to Kathleen Forte,
April 27, 1980

Eve

1971
WILLIAM P. BORCHERT to Margaret
A. Meskill
CHARLENE CHIANG to C. Lewis
Hosier
JOSEPH H. PRATT II to Noel S.
Butcher

1965
DAVID O'NEIL to Barbara McLean,
June 14, 1980
BARNEY ELLISON to Sally Sullivan,
June 21,1980

1961
E. PETER PARR to Marion Gaillard
Paquin, October 1, 1978

1971
BRUCE CUNNINGHAM to Marie
Christensen, May 3, 1980
ROBERT GARRETT to Eileen Fisher,
July 5,1980
RUSSELL KELLEY to Lynn Raisor,
April19, 1980
JOHN P. REALE to Barbara L. Martin,
July 12, 1980
JOHN SANDS to Geales Gavin, September 22, 1979
ROBERT STEIGERWALT to Vincenza
Latini, August 4, 1977

1964
FRASIER W. McCANN to Brenda L.
Landry, June 28, 1980
JAN R. SMITH to Rebecca Yap Pestano,
June 9,1979

1972
JAMES ARMENT ANO to Carol
Luckman, June 22,1980
MIKE GERMAN to Susan Soodek,
August 27, 1978

1955
HANK SCHEINBERG to Lois Tucker,
November 17,1979
1960
MARTIN DAGATA to Mayra Berlioz,
December 17, 1977
TONY PHILLIPS to Judy Gordon, June
4,1980

1976
TERESA BLAKE to Beckwith Miller,
May 3,1980
DEBORAH N. CAMALIER to Richard 0 .
Walker III, June 21,1980
MICHAEL GILMAN to Karen Joseph,
June 15,1980
WILLIE GINSBERG to ELLEN
KELLY, December 31,1979
MARK SALONIA to Kathy L. Beck,
March 29, 1980
1976-77
REBECCA DORISON to JEFFREY
MANDLER, September 7, 198b
ROCHELLE HOMELSON to PHILIP
MEISTER, June 29, 1980
SUSAN E. LEWIS to JOSEPH H.
KLUGER, April19, 1980
1977
BRIAN H. ABERY to Cynthia M.
Lawton, June 21,1980
GREGORY M. BURNS to DIGNA M.
DOCAL, July 5, 1980
DONALD F. GRABOWSKI to Jody
Levine, June 28,1980
DAVID B. BEERS III to Margaret H.
Evans '82, June 28, 1980
LAURIE J. GRAUEL to David A. Herec,
June 7,1980
LYNN GRAY to Mark Harpainter,
December 1, 1979
FRANK JUDSON to Christy K. Polk,
June 28,1980
ROBIN A. KAHN to George Johnston,
August 3, 1980
VALERIE M. McKEE to Daniel B.
Willey, May 10,1980
CLEMENT R. OGIT,BY to Avery T.
Taylor, June 14,1980
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DEBORAH SMITH to RODERICK
THOMPSON, August 11, 1979
1978
NANCY J. GUNNER to Davis R.
Heussler, May 24, 1980
JON JACOBS to Melanie Karsh , August
30,1979
THOMAS D. LENAHAN to Katherine
H. Kennedy, June 6,1980
KATHERINE L. PRYOR to Mark A.
Burgeson, July 19, 1980
GARTH WAINMAN to Barbara Walden,
August 2, 1980
1979
ROSEMARY MATCHMAKER to Dav id
I. Greenfie ld, May 11, 1980
Masters-1973
MARYLAND LINCOLN to James G.
Sprague, March 24, 1980
Masters-1979
ERIC CHAPMAN to Patricia Dunn,
August 18. 1979
Masters-1980
SUSANNE G. TILNEY to Bernard
• Payton III, June 14,1980

BIRTHS
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1950
Mr. and Mrs. J. William Wetter, Jr., son,
Robert Andrew, August 9, 1978
1956
Mr. and Mrs. John Brims, son, David
Arthur Graham, November 24, 1979
1960
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Dagata, son,
Christopher Martin, April14, 1980
1961
Mr. and Mrs. ·Curtis L. Turner, daughter,
Sarah Marlo, March 13, 1980
1963
Mr. and Mrs. Morrill Dunn III, son,
Alexander Joseph, December 16,1979
1964
Mr. and Mrs. Harding F. Bancroft, Jr.,
son, Alexander Pim, December 12,
1979
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Merryman, son,
Andrew, March 1, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Schi lpp, son,
Adam, June 27, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Snowden Stanley, son,
Michael, April 20, 1978
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Towle, daughter,
Shannon, August 7,1979
1965
Mr. and Mrs. John Clement, son, Timothy
Rawle, March 24, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Cook, son, Dexter
Howard, May 4, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. David Deutsch, son,
Christopher, March, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. John Ellwood, daughter,
Paige Prescott, February 29, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Jay, son, Jesse, June
11, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. B. Peter Rohman, son,
Gregory Connell, December 28, 1979

1966
Mrs. and Mrs. David Charlesworth, son,
Benjamin, August 28, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Edmonds, daughter,
Kathleen, July 16, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Gall, son, Jonathan
(Yoni), February 21,1980
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Hansen, daughter,
Anneke Kristin, March 25, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. R.J. Lombardo, daughter,
Amanda Lee, November 17, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Christian Rohlfing, son ,
Danny, May 1, 1979
1967
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Birnbaum, twins, Seth
Michael and Adina Lynn, April 30,
1980
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Brewer, son, Jedidiah
Daniel, March 6, 1980
Mr . and Mrs . Gil Campbell, daughter,
Laura, May 30, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jenkins, daughter,
Molly Anne, November 18, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Morley, son, Spencer
Patrick Caldwell, November 5, 1980
1968
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Dix, daughter,
Caroline Sawyer, March 11, 1980
Major and Mrs. C.B. Howard, daughter,
Margery Alice, April26,1980
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Perta, son, Micah
Weaver, April12, 1980
1969
Mr . and Mrs. Frank L. Bridges, son,
Matthew Franklin, March 3, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Hastings III,
son, William Harrison IV, May 3, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Miles King, daughter,
Lauren, May 18, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. David Pollack, son, Michael
Brett, June 8,1980
Dr. and Mrs. Craig W. Markert, son,
William Charles, October 4, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millard, daughter,
Christina, June 11,1979
Mr. and Mrs. Zygmund Roth, son, Daniel,
October 14, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. W. Sweeney, daughter, Lisa
Charlotte, October 1, 1979
1970
Mr. and Mrs. 0 . J . Harm, daughter,
Elizabeth Ann, November 4, 1979
Mr . and Mrs. Michael Mithoefer,
daughter, Emily Winslow, April 27,
1979
Dr. and Mrs. Peter R. Starke, daughter,
Cara, September 14,1979
1971
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory A. Beedy,
daughter, Dianna Stout, January 13,
1980
Mr. and Mrs. William N. Booth, daughter,
Phoebe Winslow, May 31, 1979
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Bowe, daughter,
Ryan Elizabeth, April26,1980
Mr. and Mrs. Stephan Lanfer (Norma
Schreiber), son, Nathaniel Denison,
November 16, 1979
Dr. and Mrs . Mark J . Mittenthal, son,
Scott Andrew, January 22, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Will iam Schwert, daughter,
Lisa Margaret, January 22, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Smith, Talley
Popham, June 3, 1980
1971-73
Mr. and Mrs. Vic Haas (Nancy Townshend), son, Eric Townshend, May 1,
1980
1972
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Arceci, son, John
Carl, December 8,1979

Mr. and Mrs. GreggS . Neiman, daughter,
Katie, August 14, 1979
Mr .. and Mrs. John Notman, daughter,
Jessica Marie, June 14,1980
Dr. and Mrs. Duncan Salmon, son, James
Morgan, April1, 1980
1972-73
Mr. and Mrs . Michael Price (Susan
Snyder), son, Luke, March 3, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Richard White (Marjorie
Ke lsey), son, Charles Macaulay, April
20,1980
1973
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Beaser, son,
Michael Jonathan, February 8,1980
Mr. and Mrs. Jan C. Gimar, daughter,
Erin Lee, June 10, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Stone, son,
Keith Michael, April16,1980
1974
Mr. and Mrs. Keith L. Callahan, son,
Douglas Edward , June 26, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goralnik (Carol
Wolfheim), daughter, Anna, April 14,
1980
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Webster,
daughter, Alexandra, May 14, 1979
1974-75
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Wolf (Karen Karafin),
daughter, Sojourner-Akiba, February
9,1980
1975
Mr. and Mrs. J. Jeffrey Ford, son, Peter
Bohman, November 20, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Hamilton (Betsy
Kellogg), daughter, Sarah Thompson,
July 12, 1980
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Pogue, daughter,
Sarah Asbury, June 19,1979
1975-77
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Perry (Elizabeth
Lancraft), son, James Arthur, Apri129,
1980
1977
Mr. and Mrs. David Coratti, daughter,
Jennifer, J anuary,1980
Mr. and Mrs. Wheaton B. Wood, son,
Leet William , May 10, 1980
Masters-1972
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Diaz (Barbara
Beck), daughter, Andrea Encarnacion,
May9,1980
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The Rev. Paul H. Barbour
14 High Street
Farmington, CT 06032

The Class of '09 is now so small that
there is very little news, but we have
heard from BAYARD SNOW, who has
been living in Miami since 1972. "By"
retired in 1968 at 80 years of age and
only recently stopped writing verse. He
notes, "after some twenty small volumes,
it's time to stop."
Perhaps you noted that there is now a
prize in Greek at Trinity given in your
SECRETARY's name.
Class Agent: The Rev. Paul H. Barbour

REUNION
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Erhardt G. Schmitt
41 Mill Rock Road
New Haven, CT 06511

JUNE, '81
Help! Help! Class of 1916! The May
23rd Half Century Club meeting and
dinner has come and is already long gone.
Incredible as it may seem, there was
but one of our 1916 "chosen few" at the

head table, r eserved for t he oldest
classes: 1905, one member and wife
present; 1911, one member and wife; and
1916, one (1) member - your scribe,
DUTCH SCHMITT. and his wife, Carol. I
was told HERB SPENCER '16 was on
campus earlier in the day, but he did not
show for dinner. Herb, please "show"
next time. We need you.
However , those few of us from the
oldest classes were honored to be sea ted
with some of the trustees and the ir
wives, including Alison B. Fox, a most
interesting lady, graduate of Bryn Mawr
College.
The Class of 1930 was out in full force
and each man received a certificate of
membership into the Half Century Club
presented by Preside nt "Ted" Lockwood
and Jerry Hansen, Jr., director of alumni
and college relations.
BOB O'CONNOR wrote in and
telephoned that he had not been feeling
too well lately and sent his best wishes to
all, hoping to be with us this November
for the Amherst game. GEORGE
FERRIS wrote in, also, stating that he
had prior commitments, but would try to
be with us again this fall. Please write in
if you have anything to say and it will
appear in this column .
Class Agent: Robert B. O'Connor

18

Melville E. Shulthiess
Taunton Hill Rd., R.D. #1
Newtown, CT 06470

Our sympathy to MEL TITLE whose
wife, Fanchon, was killed in an
automobile accident in which Mel was
badly injured.
Louisa and HAM BARBER, class
agents for 1918 and 1919, entertained for
lunch at their home in Wethersfield on
the day of the Half Century Club dinner
for the classes of World War I. Attending
with spouse or friend were WOOLSEY
POLLOCK '18, MEL SHULTHIESS '18,
"HARRY" VALENTINE and VINCENT
POTTER '19, HERB SPENCER '16.
Telephone regrets were received from
BOB O'CONNOR ' 16, "LIPPY"
PHISTER '18 and IRV PARTRIDGE '19.
The spring 1980 issue of t he Royal
Arch Mason magazine contained the
following tribute to SI SIMONSON,
whose passing I reported earlier this
year:
"The loss of this venerable companion
is lamented by all who were touched by
this deeply concerned Past High Priest of
both chapters (Pythagoras of Hartford
and Washington No. 30 of Suffield).
"Charles H. Simonson was a lways
more than willing to dip his oar one more
time for our capitular craft.
"He is missed and our sympathies are
extended to his wife Jane, his daughter
Mrs. Sue Jane Leschner, and his three
grandchildren."
Class Agent: Louisa Pinney Barber

22

HenryT. Kneeland
75 Doncaster Rd.
Bloomfield, CT 06002

At a convention this spring of 775
members of the Society of Actuaries at
the Sheraton-Hartford, AL GUERTIN
was introduced as one of three members
present who had been a fellow of the
society for more than 50 years.
Congratulations, AI!
Class Agent: Robert G. Reynolds, M.D.
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James A. Catano
35 White Street
Hartford, CT 06114

Bishop CONRAD GESNER attended

the Episcopal clergy conference for the
diocese of Western Massachusetts held
at Petersham, MA May 28-30, prior to
departing to South Dakota with Mrs.
Gesner for the greater part of June.
Sartorial PAUL NORMAN is doing
some modeling for magazines, commercial photos, etc. I always felt that
Paul should have gone directly to Hollywood from the campus.
Class Agent: Serena B. Gammell
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Winthrop H. Segur
Park Ridge Apt. 516
1320 Berlin Tpke.
Wethersfield, CT 06109

This writer experienced quite an
exceptional spring Saturday afternoon·
on Trinity's playing fields. What was
going on? Well, for example, a doubleheader baseball game with Wesleyan; a
women's track and field meet between
Trinity, Smith and Eastern Conn. State;
a men's track and field to-do between
Trinity and Eastern State; a women's
lacrosse game with Trinity facing Yale;
and, finally, a lacrosse game with
the Trinity's JVs working against
Wilbraham! The uniforms of gold, blue,
red and white together with the plaid
skirts of the lacrosse players against the
beautiful emerald green of Trinity's
lawns presented a spectacular panorama
of colors and activities! Certainly
something of which director of athletics
Karl Kurth might be justly proud.
STANLEY L. ("PICKLES") BELL and
his wife recently celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary and
later
celebrated the arrival of twin grandsons,
Benja,min and Joshua Davis. He is retired
from Eastman Kodak Co.
On May 23rd our chairman, ANDY
FORRESTER, and your SECRETARY
were the only 1927ers at the Half
Century Club dinner welcoming the
Class of 1930. Andy had his Anna bell and
your SECRETARY was privileged to
escort Mrs. WILLIAM TOWILL '27 and
Mrs. RONALD CONDON '28. Such a
delightful party! You fellow classmates
out there should really make an effort to
attend next year's gala affair. So, have a
pleasant summer and, just for a change of
pace, how about letting your secretary

know what's cooking?
Class Agent: The Rev. Robert Y. Condit
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Royden C. Berger
53 Thomson Rd.
West Hartford, CT 06107

The fiftieth anniversary dinner was a
pleasant affair as it always is. Our class
was represented by CHARLES "CHILI"
JACKSON, GEORGE SALISKE and me.
It was good to see George looking so fine
after his three-bypass heart surgery last
summer.
JIM BENT recently returned from a
trip which must have been extremely
interesting, especially at this time. He
visited NATO; Belgium, Italy, Jordan,
Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Israel, and Ger·
many with a military and diplomatic
group for the purpose of getting firsthand knowledge of the United States'
standing with the. people in that part of
the world.
SCOTT ALFORD, who had planned to
attend the dinner but, at the last minute
was unable to make it, finds genealogy a
fascinating,
though
sometimes
frustrating, hobby. But it is like hitting
the jackpot, he says, when the discovery
of one bit of information results in
tracking down another branch of the
family tree.
We are sorry to report, belatedly, that
JOHN LARGE's wife died in November,
1978 and that John is now in a nursing
home. His address is Sarasota Nursing
Pavilion, 2600 Courtland St., Sarasota,
FL33577.
LOU RULNICK. long-time apartment
dweller, recently bought a house. His
new address is 2 Sequin Road, West
Hartford, CT 06117.
W. OWINGS STONE is retired and
living at 75 Rumstick Road in
Barrington, RI 02806.
Class Agent: Arthur D. Platt
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A note from HENRY UHLIG tells us
he has retired to beautiful Manchester

Area Association Activities
BOSTON - President, James P . Whitters III, Tel: (617) 426-4600
Guest speaker John William Ward, chairman, Massachusetts Special Commission on
State and County Buildings (former president of Amherst College), addressed the
Trinity Club of Boston at a luncheon on May 28. The event took place at Stella's Restaurant.
The Club's Evening at the Boston Pops, at Symphony Hall on June 6, was so successful that it will become an annual event.
CAPE COD - Phyllis and John Mason graciously hosted a very successful chowder
party for approximately 90 alumni, parents and friends at their lovely home in West
Chatham. James F. English Jr., acting president, welcomed the group. The gathering
was held on August 11. The highlight of the outing was the recognition of Phyllis
Mason for her enthusiasm and support for Trini'ty over many years.
.'IORTHEASTERN OHIO- President, Richard G. Mecaskey, Tel: (216) 371-3572
Marge and Dan Moore of Cleveland Heights held a picnic for incoming freshmen on
August 15.
CHICAGO - President, Lindsay Mann, Tel: (312) 975-7687
On May 31, President Lindsay Mann held an informal get-together at her apart
ment; it was a small but spirited gathering of Chicago alumni.
On August 17, John Koretz of Winnetka held a picnic for incoming freshmen.
PHILADELPHIA - President, Steven H. Berkowitz, Tel: (215) 576-1711
Joe Colen of Gladwyne hosted a picnic for incoming freshmen on August 27.

Headliner
Nicholas D'Esopo '30 has been
selected by the American Lung Association as one of Connecticut's
members in the Christmas Seal 75th
Anniversary Hall of Fame. Nick has
been in the practice and study of tuberculosis and other chest diseases
continuously since 1940, and has
achieved an international reputation
in tuberculosis chemotherapy.

Center, VT. The Uhligs' home in New
Jersey sold more quickly than they had
thought, so they are temporarily leasing.
Henry and his wife plan on either
building on land they own or purchasing
an already built home if they find what
they like.
KARL KOENIG has found an interesting hobby: since his retirement in
1973, Karl has been beekeeping on a
small scale at his home in Hamilton, NY.
Retirement is not for JACK WARDLA W. Jack is the owner of an insurance
agency located in the Wardlaw Building
in Raleigh, NC.
Class Agent: Morris J. Cutler, Esq.
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Rev. Canon Francis R. Belden
411 Griffin Rd.
So. Windsor, CT 06074

Ed. Note: BERNIE DIGNAM. Class
Agent, died in an automobile accident on
June 19. Bernie worked tirelessly for the
Class of '30, for its 50th reunion, as well
as for the advancement of the College.
Following the Class of 30's 50th reunion
the week of May 23-25, Bernie diligently
wrote up a report of the affair for The
Reporter's Class Notes section. Here is
his report:
The Class of 1930 celebrated three
days of activity - May 23, 24 and 25
with its 50th reunion. It was a most
pleasant reunion of any of Trinity's,
setting records for attendance.
The new Half Century Club members
registered in the Alumni Office Friday
afternoon . F irst to register was CARMINE POLO of New Haven, oldest
member of the class, who then viewed
the campus. TED PETRIKA T et ux,
Captain JOHN MaciNNES and wife,
Bettie, BERNIE DIGNAM, JOHN
SAYERS and LOUIS COROSO, with
spouses, joined the RON REGNIERS.
Ron is our class chairman. Then it was
time to meet at Mather Campus Center
where many others of all classes
registered. The ladies were given corsages (Mrs. George Rosenbaum Fox was
one of the first- widow of Dr. GEORGE
ROSENBAUM '30). Carnations and arm
bands were given to the Class of '30.
Cocktails were served to the attendees, who included representatives of
many classes, predominantly of 19201930. President Lockwood greeted the
alumni and gave an inspiring talk .
It was noted that ALLEN GOODALE
'05 was celebrating his 75th reunion. Dr.
ROBERT REYNOLDS of the class of '22,
and PAUL TWADDLE, M.D. '31 were
also present.
A delectable dinner was served. Jerry
Hansen, director of alumni and college
relations, and President Lockwood
presented free life tickets to all college
sports and social activities to each
member of '30 and cheerfully admitted
them to the Half Century Club, which
had over 50% attendance. Key rings and
other gifts (with Trinity seals) were

presented to all members of the Class of
'30.
Special awards were given to
EMANUEL PETRIKAT and JOHN
MaciNNES for traveling the longest
distances
Baker, Oregon and
Coronado, California respectively.
Beautiful line sketches of the "Long
Walk" of Trinity in attractive black
frames were presented to them.
Present at dinner with their wives
were Rev. FRANK BELDEN, AARON
BOBROW, M.D., LOUIS COROSO,
D.D.S., ADAM KNUREK, BERNIE
DIGNAM, M.D., JOHN MaciNNES,
RONALD
NYE,
EMANUEL
PETRIKAT, JOSEPH RAFFA, M.D.,
RON REGNIER, RALPH ROGERS.
LOUIS ROWE, FRANK SALISKE,
JOHN SAYERS, M.D., DAVID
SLOSSBERG, M.D., LOUIS TONKEN,
M.D., HARRY WISE, and LYMAN
BRAINERD.
After dinner, liqueurs were served,
with entertainment by a pianist who
invited guests to sing along or dance.
In total, 37 attended the dinner, 18
from the class of '30, the largest percentage in Trinity history.
Saturday morning memorial services
were held in the chapel for 38 deceased
members of the Class. The services were
we ll attended, with Chaplain Alan Tull
and Frank Belden '30 officiating.
The Class of '30 reassembled in Wean
Lounge and conversations waxed on the
good old days, recalled with emotion,
pride and a regret that all were not
present.
Cocktails and a bountifu l seafood
luncheon with wine, etc. were served.
Ray Oosting, former athletic director,
the only extant facu lty member of '30,
and his charming bride of 17 years, were
present as guests. Ray spoke to the class
at the luncheon, and Ron recalled many
of our former teachers, including "Putty"
Adams and "Ducky" Swan. Also at t he
luncheon, the Class Agent announced
that, by the solid, substantial part icipation of all classmates, t he goal was
surpassed by 175%. Laurels go to the
members of the Class of '30.
A library tour proved to be a student's
dream ; 600 can use the library at one
time. In our day the library was a few
chairs in the administration building.
The meeting was adjourned. All
promised to return next year, as the gettogether was fun and educational.
Sickness prevented BILLIE STURM,
engineer, and KEN LINN from being
present. BOB JENNINGS, LOUIS
LaBELLA, Dr. ROBERT KEENEY, Dr.
VIN SQUILLACOTE, DEL GAUTHIER
and BOB PICKLES also could not make
the reunion.
LOUIS LaBELLA writes from Florida
that although he and his wife enjoy the
climate there, they often miss the
weather of New England. Lou sends his
best-regards to his classmates.
GEORGE AKLIN retired from Bausch
& Lomb, Inc. in 1973. George was a
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designer of optical systems for that
company as well as for Kodak. He
designed aerial lenses used by the Allies
in World War II and many microscope
objectives.
LOUIS TONKEN has retired after 40
years as a police physician for the City of
Hartford. Lou has not retired from his
own general practice: "That practice will
go on, Lord willing," he says.

Your SECRETARY met Dr. JOHN
SAYERS '30 at a local convalescent
home where we take care of some of the
(ugh) older folks.
Class Agent: EverettS. Gledhill
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Charles A. Tucker
7 Wintergreen Lane
West Hartford, CT 06117
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JOHN "MACHINE GUN" KELLY was
written up in The Hartford Courant in a
fine article. Since retiring from the FBI
in 1976, he has been a volunteer coach at
JUNE, 81
Trinity in junior varsity soccer and ju·
Your SECRETARY attended the Half nior varsity baseball and has been much
Century Club Dinner on May 23rd as a admired, enjoying his association with
preview of our 1981 celebration. Saw young people who have described him as
GEORGE MACKIE and his Jeanette "an inspiration" and "an incredible man."
(just back from their honeymoon), PAUL
CHUCK KINGSTON has moved his
TWADDLE and Ruth, Pat and office from North Main St., West HartCHARLIE JACOBSON - all of whom ford to his home and states that this was
sat together at dinner, talking more stimulated by the fact that Anna
about the future than the past, as befits Polanski, whom many of us got to know
members of a "Depression" class such as during the past 26 years, is retiring. He
ours.
intends to continue to make estate
It was informally agreed that George coordination and planning studies and to
and I would soon put our heads together service his old clients.
and talk about our' 50th next spring. It's
We have two more retirees, and both
none too early to make your tentative have settled in New England: AL DIXON
plans for THE BIG ONE. In the mean- is retired from Planned Parenthood of
time, drop me a line if you have any Maryland to live at Garnet St. Sunapee,
thoughts about the reunion, or write NH; and JACK GRENFELL is at
George Mackie at his new address: 188 Alamoosook Lake, Orland, ME having
Grandview Avenue, Hamden, CT 06514. finished seven successful years operating
If you would rather call, my number is the Grenfell Reading Center in West
(203) 633-4176 and George's is (203) 288- Hartford.
4791.
Class Agent: John E. Kelly
Class Agent: George A. Mackie
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Robert P. Waterman
168 Hollister Way, S.
Glastonbury, CT 06033

Julius Smith
242 Trumbull Street
Hartford, CT 06103
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BILL BOEGER writes that he has
plenty of time to play golf in Florida in
the winter and enjoys Stowe, VT in
summer and fall. He retired as director of
advertising for the National Geographic
Magazine in 1977. His address: 14
Splitrail Circle, Tequesta, FL 33458.
Got a note from "JUS" EDDY who had
a most welcome visit from ED LAWTON
and wife in November. Also, JIM and
Jerrie WARWICK were in the area for
two days in March. He writes that BOB
WATERMAN '31 spent the winter in
Sanibel. Eddy is at 247 Estrada La Casa,
Venice, FL 33596.
Dr. MIKE ZAZZARO is still in Hartford, though he retired from practicing
dentistry in March. He stays busy, and
looks young and healthy.

Albert W. Baskerville
RD#5, Birchwood Dr.
Derry, NH 03038

A bit of news from VERNON BROWN.
Vernon's interest in historical sites
continues unabated. He has been
researching extensively the homes of
Commodore Kearney and William
Franklin as historian vestryman for St.
Peter's Church (1685) in Perth Amboy,
NJ. An extensive chest operation last
August caused him to miss the Episcopal
diocesan convention chaired by Bishop
A. VanDUZER '40. Vernon also mentions
talking to Rev. KENNETH ALDRIDGE
'63 who is the new rector of Trinity
Church, Red Bank, NJ.
FRANK ELLSWORTH, now retired
after 40 years with Western Geophysical,
hopes to visit Trinity during the summer.
Frank's current address: 250 Chimney
Rock, Houston, TX 77024.

IS TRINITY IN YOUR WILL?
Your Will is one of the most important documents you sign during your life.
By leaving a portion of your worldly goods, you can advance and
perpetuate Trinity's educational mission, and be remembered as
a benefactor of the College.
Is Trinity in your Will? To learn how this can be accomplished,
write or call in confidence:
AlfreJ C. Burfeind '64
St:cretarv, Alumni Committee on Endowment
Trinity C ollege
Hartford, Connecticut 06106
(203) 527-3151, ext. 236

The definitely not retired BOB LAU
has been reelected vice chairman of
Ewing Township Democratic Club's
executive board. Bob keeps the pot
boiling with a steady stream of information. His latest note concerns
MALCOLM "MAC" LANE, now ten
years retired. Mac stays active in parttime accounting and tax work. He and his
wife Betty (sister of PAUL ADAMS)
travel extensively, having toured western Europe, Russia, Jordan, Israel, India
and Japan. (Mac, you missed New
Guinea.) Mac and his wife are now moving from Scarsdale, NY to West Hartford, their original stamping grounds.
Bob also enclosed a newspaper clipping re BILL WALKER. Bill has been
honored by a life membership in the
Insurance Rehabilitation Study Group.
The citation, presented by Harold
Russell, chairman of the President's
Committee on Employment of the
Handicapped, honored Bill for his more
than 30 years of work with the handicapped.
Several notes from ORSON HART re
Alumni Fund. Orson is looking forward
to our 45th.
Don't forget the Bill Warner
Scholarship Fund.
Class Agent: Dr. Orson H. Hart
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We have news that ROBERT
CHRISTENSEN has retired from
Travelers Insurance Companies and is
living on Centerwood Road in
Newington, CT.
ALBERT STARKEY has also retired.
AI was senior attorney for Aetna Life
and Casualty in Hartford and now lives in
Orleans, MA.
A note from CLINT BURCH tells us he
retired from his position as assistant vice
president of New York Life in May.
Clint's niece, Cara Bachenheimer is a
member of the Class of 1983.
Class Agent: Albert M. Dexter, Jr.
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Robert M. Kelly
33 Hartford A venue
Madison, CT 06443

Increasingly, members of the class are
joining the ranks of the retired and
seemingly enjoying life to the hilt.
Unfortunately, some of the news is very
saddening. Two of our classmates, JOE
DILLON and TED URBANIK, have
passed away - both loyal Trinity
alumni, good friends and great guys.
BILL HULL, now dividing his time
between homes in Guilford, CT and
Sarasota, FL, was visited this past
winter by BRUCE RANDALL who was
on his way to see JACK BELLIS, M.D.,
now living in Winter Haven, FL. Jack
still practices medicine, although at a
somewhat slower pace, as he enjoys
semi-retirement.
JOHN "BUD" BAUER, who retired
late in 1978, spent this past winter in
Florida.
BOB HAZENBUSH still works as
manager of General Electric operations
in Tampa and lives at 3072 Haverford
Dr., Clearwater, FL.
TOM McDERMOTT retired from the
U.S. Coast Guard in July, 1979.
We've received a note from CLIFFORD NELSON. He writes, "Inasmuch
as I have not, in 43 years, sent in even the
smallest piece about myself, I thought it
would be all right to do it at least once
before croaking.
"Last November I retired after more
than 37 years at Columbia University -

first as a graduate student, then after
WWII as an English instructor for
almost ten years, then for 25 years (16 as
president) as an officer of The American
Assembly, a public affairs forum that
Eisenhower started at Columbia. Enow
is enow."
RAY PATTON's wife, Carol, was
recently chosen the 26th member of the
Connecticut Golf Hall of Fame. Involved
in activities at the Hartford Golf Club 52
of her 62 years, Carol Patton played in
her first CWGA Championship in 1931 at
the age of 15. Among other accomplishments, she has won the Hartford
Golf Club's Women's Championship 26
times.
Class Agent: William G. Hull
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JamesM.F. Weir
27BrookRd.
Woodbridge, CT 06525

A most interesting note from HARVEY RAYMOND, retired from Conemills Corp. in 1974 and now a volunteer
with International Executive Service
Corp. Harvey and his wife Nancy have
spent the greater part of the last five
years in Third World countries: first in
Tanzania revamping that country's textile industry; restructuring both marketing and manufacturing processes for 5
mills in Chile during 1978-79; and now
they are off to Portugal to consult with
textile mills in that country.
A cheery word from PAT CULLENEY
that he will spend the summer near home
base, the beaches and historic sights of
Virginia, conserving gas, cash and energy. He is already ]JOinting towards the
45th reunion and I hope all the rest of the
class will follow suit. Gasoline shortage
or not, STAN MONTGOMERY is still
selling Cadillacs to the affluent of Hartford .
In July another classmate will be
traveling abroad. JOHN DeMONTE
writes to say he is packing his golf clubs
for St. Andrews and if there is some
spare time he and his wife will tour
Scotland and England for a bit.
Although I have not been able to run
into JOHN BRENNAN of late, I do read
about his trials and tribulations in the
local press. John is the Hartford superior
court judge trying defendants in the New
Britain municipal corruption scandal, and
a most infamous trial it is.
A card from FRANK BURKE, now
residing in Atlanta, GA, and retired as
assistant director of the Internal
Revenue Service.
ERNIE CORSO has been elected to a
second term as president of the FairfaxLee Chapter, Association of the United
States Army. Composed of 1965 members, representing corporations and
active and retired military, the chapter is
dedicated to defense of the country and
community service and involvement.
Class Agent: Dr. Joseph G. Astman
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Earl H. Flynn
147 Goodale Dr.
Newington, CT 06111

Neither the Alumni Office nor your
SECRETARY has been deluged with
news of classmates since our successful
40th reunion last fall. Please do take the
time to advise of retirements, job
changes, new grandchildren, pending or
completed travels.
Rev. BILL NORTH has sent word that
he has retired from Coral Isles Church,
U.C.C., as of April21 but will continue in
interim pastoral supply work and some
writings.
BILL BLACK writes that he has
retired as senior contract administrator
from Sangamo Weston, Inc. which he

town, WV 26506, business telephone (304)
293-5316. Jim reports he and his wife are
raising their two grandchildren, James
O'Hara Denny V and Janelle M.L. Denny,
prospective . Trinity College undergraduates for the future .
The Class of 1943 was saddened by
news of the death of classmate WIN
AYER, recently reported in The Hartford Courant. Our deep sympathy is
extended to his family .
Class Agent: Samuel B. Corliss, Esq.

Headliner
Mike Kellin '43 is co-starring with
Lawrence Olivier and Neil Diamond
in "The Jazz Singer." He also costarred with Jason Robards, Jr. in
"FDR's Last Year" on television recently. Mike authored the book,
music and lyrics to "Riff Raff
Revue," which was due to open offBroadway last summer.

44

The National Football Foundation
and Hall of Fame, Northern Connecticut Chapter, presented its Distinguished American Award to Dr.
Harry Gossling '44 at its annual
Scholar-Athlete Dinner. An orthopedic surgeon affiliated with two
Hartford-area hospitals, Harry was
a starting back on the team that
carried Trinity to six straight
victories before losing to Wesleyan
in the finale in '41.

joined in 1956.
Locally, JACK WILCOX reports
getting wet feet recently upon opening
the door of the automatic refrigerator at
his Cape Cod abode. Even with the water
main shut off the magnificent machine
drained and stored water from upstairs
pipes, proving that the door seal worked!
ETHAN "MIKE" BASSFORD, our
class agent, reports having had an excellent canal boat trip in England last fall
and is now looking forward to an autumn
visit to England and France.
DICK LEGGETT has just reported recent return from a three-week vacation
in Austria.
At this writing your SECRETARY is
recuperating at Hartford Hospital from
major surgery. I anticipate a gradual
return to work, taking a little extra time
this summer for some lake fishing.
Class Agent: Ethan F. Bassford
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Richard Morris
153 Kelsey Hill Rd.
Deep River, CT 06417

A.C. HOPKINS is living on Scott Road
in Boonton, NJ while wor king as vice
president of JLM, Inc. in Maywood, NJ.
JOHN HAZEN is now vice president,
operations, for Cherokee Insurance Co.
in Nashville, TN. He notes that he's now
a runner! John ran in his first marathon
(the National Ca pital Marathon in Ottawa, Canada) at age 60, and in his second
(in New Orleans, LA) at age 61. Nice
going, John!
Don't forget our 40th reunion on Oct.
31st, Nov. 1st, 2nd. Everything indicates
it will be a great one.

REUNION
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Frank A. Kelly, Jr.
21 Forest Dr.
Newington, CT 06111

by a newspaper poll which showed that
he had a high approval rating among his
constituents.
DICK BARNES reports that he is unit
manager for Aetna Life and Casualty in
Orange, CA.
JACK SPANGLER, who is a resident
of Haddonfield, NJ, retired from Eaton
Corporation on December 31, 1978 after
32 years of service. Jack also reports the
sad news that his wife died of cancer on
July 19, 1979. He has the deep sympathy
of the class in his loss.
Class Agent: John Carpenter
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Martin D. Wood
474123rd St. N
N. Arlington, VA 22207

DON VIERING, who has been
president of the Canton Chamber of
Commerce for the past two years, was
r ece ntly honored with a plaque. Those of
us who know Don well will accept and
endorse, wit hout need for substantiation,
the following quote from Roy Fox, t he
new chamber president. "He has
probably done more things for more
people in this town than anyone else I
know. Mr. Viering is a tir eless, selfless
worker in the community and his church.
You name it - he's done it, and done it
very well."
KEN ALBRECHT sold his former
motel last summer and immediately
bought another. It's the Best Western
Temple Motor Inn in Temple, TX 76501.
Ken says, "Any Trinity alumni always
welcome to visit when in this area."
JACK BARBER took early retirement
in February from Travelers Insurance
Compa ny to devote full time to the
family business. The Barber Travel
Service, Inc. has been operating for 14
years. It is located at 711 Cottage Grove
Rd., Bloomfield, CT 06002.
Class Agent: Milford H. Rhines, Esq.
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Andrew W. Milligan
15 Winterset Lane
West Hartford, CT 06117

JUNE, '81

We've heard from two members of the
class who are in the halls of academe:
JOHN MEYER is professor of neurology
at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston,
TX; and FRASER "BOB" DREW is
distinguished professor of Irish Studies
at SUNY/Buffalo. Bob made his 7th trip
to Ireland last summer, camping in 21
Irish Republic and 2 Northern Ireland
counties, visiting Irish writers,
universities, and former students. He
notes, " . . . great experience for a 66year-old professor."
Class Agent: Walter 0. E. Korder, Jr.
REUNION
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J . William Vincent
80 Newport A venue
West Hartford, CT 06117

JUNE, '81

ROBERT S. LOOMIS has an interesting lawsuit pending that may
affect us all. In 1974 the State of Connecticut used information obtained from
the Federal I.R.S. to claim a tax owed it.
Loomis, a libertarian, claims that this,
among other things, violates his privacy.
It will be interesting to see how this
turns out.
GARET SHEPHERD has started a
mail order business in handcrafted
leather, operating out of Tamworth, NH .
Class Agent: Charles S. Hazen
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John L. Bonee
50 State Street
Hartford, CT 06103

JIM DENNY is professor of
engineering and assistant to the dean at
West Virginia University in Morgan-
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Rt. Rev. E. Otis Charles
1349 3rd Ave.
Salt Lake City, UT 84103

Rabbi LEONARD A. HELMAN has
been awarded the honorary degree of
Doctor of Divinity by the Jewish Institute of Religion at Hebrew Union
College.
DICK SCHOLLHAMMER is director,
pipeline research for American Gas
Association in Arlington, VA. Dick
directs a multi-million research
operation involving the transmission of
high-pressure natural gas pipelines,
including international cooperative
programs.
TOM SCHARFF reports three of his
chi ldren are being married within one
year. Two of the marriages will take
place in California, and one in Kentucky.
WARREN "MONK" REYNOLDS has
returned from Jamaica where he
managed conferences on alternative air
transport policies as part of a program to
inform formu lation of foreign economic
policy by soliciting the views of
academicians. Monk's younger son,
Warren Kirk, entered Trinity last fall
and finds the curriculum very
stimulating.
WILLIAM 0. MINTURN, M.D.
recently wrote an article for "The Road
Racer," a publication of Road Runners
Club of America, on his participation in
the Western States 100 mile marathon ,
"the toughest footrace on earth." The
course runs over 100 mountainous miles
from Squaw Valley to Auburn, CA over
the rugged High Sierra Western States
Trail, climbs over snowy ridges and dips
into deep canyons where the temperatures register above 100 degrees. Bill
also expected to run in the Comrades
Marathon in South Africa (62 miles) in
May.
Class Agent: Edward B. Burns
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We've had news from RUSSELL
ANDERSON. Russ is headmaster at the
Country School in Easton, MD and has a
retirement home on Cape Cod where he
spends summers and all vacations.
Daughter Cathy graduated from Trinity
this spring.
FRANK· LAMBERT and his wife
Debby are retired in Farmington, DE
where they are training harness horses
and "enjoying everything."
ART PADDOCK, now called Royce, is
working for Tal-Y-Tara in Montara, CA, a
"tack and tweed" shop. Royce is in
charge of the tack part.
EDWARD RICHARDSON is second
vice president at Phoenix Mutual Life
Insurance in Hartford and lives in
Glastonbury, CT.
Class Agent: Joseph A. DeGrandi, Esq.
REUNION
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James R. Glassco, Jr.
1024 Pine Hill Rd.
McLean, VA 22101

JUNE, ' 81
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On a visit to Honolulu your
SECRETARY caught a glimpse of
FRANK F ASI '42 in an excellent position
for an incumbent seeking reelection:
marching as grand marshal of the local
St. Patrick's Day parade. The embattled
but genial mayor must have been buoyed

BOB TOLAND leads a busy life! He is
trustee and vice president, development,
of the Emergency Care Research Institute in Plymouth Meeting, P A and was
recently elected vice chairman, board of
trustees, of the Schuylkill Valley Nature
Center in Philadelphia. Bob's oldest son,
Ben, has been appointed assistant
director of the National Outdoor
Leadership School at Landon, WY.
We've learned of the recent
retirement of Bishop W.B. SPOFFORD,
Jr., Eastern Oregon's fourth missionary
bishop. The Episcopalian/Oregon Trail
Churchman described Bishop Spofford as
"a thinker, a planner, a great leader in
the District (Diocese) in terms of patterns of new ministry for clergy and
laity."
Class Agent: William B. Starkey

Merritt lives on Caves Rd. in Novelty,
OH.
Class Agent: Merritt Johnquest
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Paul J. Kingston
Barhourtown Rd. RFD #I
Collinsville, CT 06022

JUNE, ' 81

Our Class Agent, MERRITT JOHNQUEST, is now creative director for the
Jayme Organization in Cleveland, OH.

JAMES DOUGHERTY is clinical
professor of surgery at Albany Medical
College and chief, department of orthopaedic surgery , The Child's Hospital.
DAVID HAD LOW will be moving to
Singapore soon to take over as director
of Far East operations for Stanley Works
of New Britain, CT.
ROBERT HERBERT reports his three
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oldest children are in college: Anne and
Kay at the University of North Carolina
at Greensboro, and David at North
Carolina State University in Raleigh.
Bob notes, "I am still a teacher."
JAMES TAYLOR has moved to
Lancaster, PA where he is now vice
president of Housing Development Corp.
BILL WETTER reports that he is now
a partner in the firm of Timoney , Knox,
Hasson & Wead in Ambler, PA. Bill also
has a two-year-old son, Robert Andrew,
born August 9, 1978.
DAVE BELLIS and BILL VAN
LANEN '51 are qoth in the Philadelphia
area and have gotten together occasionally for some enjoyable times since
Bill moved East.
DANIEL LOHNES and HANK
NURGE '51 have also re newed old
acquaintances in Florida. Hank and Dick
get together at least once a month.
MONTGOMERY YOUNG has just
invented a new process for injecting
insulation into older wooden frame
houses. An article detai ling the
machinery and techniques should appear
in Popular Mechanics very soon.
Class Agent: Wendell S. Stephenson
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John F. Klinger
344FernSt.
West Hartford, CT 06119

JUNE, '81
The Class of 1951 is looking forward to
its 30th Reunion next June. I am sure you
remember our fabulous 25th. Let's make
this 30th a record-breaking one.
JOHN COOTE recently moved to
Nantucket from New Scotland, NY to
open an island district office for Connecticut General Insurance Corporation. He
reports that he has three children in
college and is digging clams for three
squares a day. If you plan to visit Nantucket, check with John as he owns rental accomodations.
BILL GRADY recently changed jobs
and is now with the nationa l/in ternational department of Kemper Insurance Group as an underwriter/account
executive.
BILL GRIFFIN's daughter, Laura,
attended the admissions program for
sons and daughters of Alumni last fall.
Bill writes, "We were all very impressed
with today's Trinity and with the
program, which was quite he lpful to
Laura."
MAC JACOBY is back at Landon
School after a year's sabbatical. He spent
half a year with the Un ited States Air
Force and the balance of his time running
a campground in Cheyenne, WY.
BOB MULLEN is now president of
Davis and Stephenson, Inc. in Roanoke,

VA.
BOB SHAW reports he has one son in
college, one in Taiwan, one in Holland
and a daughter who became a
Presbyterian minister in June. Bob is
now working for the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York City.
NED KULP is still running the Ned
Ku lp Company , specializing in the
bakery and snack business. Suzy hasn't
changed a bit and they are both very
proud of their four children. Rod, the
oldest, is at Columbia working on an
MBA; Eric, the second son, is attending
the University of Virginia in his last year
for a master's in landscape architecture;
a third son recently graduated from Bowdoin, and a daughter, is a senior at Mt.
Holyoke. Ned is still active in the Coast
Guard and is now a four striper, responsible for developing a highly specialized
course of study on mobilization readiness. He just recently completed a fascinating manuscript, "Can the United

States Mobilize Today for a War Tomorrow?"

Class Agent: James B. Curtin, Esq.
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Douglas C. Lee
P.O. Box 5321
Modesto, CA 95352

ED SHAPIRO's daughter , Sarah,
entered Trinity this fall with the Class of
'84. Her brother, Jim, is in the Class of
'81.
STUART WOODRUFF is director of
writing at the Watkinson School in Hartford, and was the subject of a recent feature article in The Hartford Courant.
WHITNEY "PETE" SMITH has
started his own A/V development and
consulting business in Tampa, FL, and is
"enjoying the first fruits of creative
accomplishments."
PHILIP POST has opened another
office for the practice of Jaw; in addition
to his office in Windsor Locks, CT, Phil
now has one in West Hartford.
F. REED HOISINGTON III has begun
a new career at 50! He's now employed
by ERA-David Lain Realtors in Fayetteville, NC and writes, "The real estate
business is very much alive!" Reed has
the additional job of campaign manager
for David Lain, the Republican candidate
for Cumberland County Commissioner.
SPUD PRATT reports that he is
contemplating a job change and is
looking for an opportunity in sales and
marketing. If you know of any openings,
please cal l him at (404) 255-1959.
Class Agent: Robert N. Hunter
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Paul A. Mortell
508 Stratfield Rd.
Fairfield, CT 06432

WIN FAULKNER's son Andy starts
Trinity in September 1980. Win's firm
was the architect for the U.S. Embassy
building in Jakarta, Indonesia, and three
buildings at the National Zoo in
Washington.
JOHN SHIGO has been appointed
assistant manager, project analysis and
reserve evaluation, in the resource
management and development division
of Bethlehem Steel Corporation's mining
department.
Lt. Col. WILLIAM ROMAINE is
director, management information
services, at Bolling Air Force Base in
Washington, D.C.
Dr. DONALD BURNS is chief of
ophthamology at Reading Hospital in
Pennsylvania.
Class Agent: Elliott H. Valentine
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Theodore T. Tansi
Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co.
1 American Row
Hartford, CT 06103

A note from STAN MUIRHEAD tells
us how much he enjoyed our 25th reunion, "except I did not see enough of
anyone nor 'catch up' on everyone." Stan
would especially like to thank RON
STORMS for his planning and enthusiasm.

ERIC FOWLER is "still enjoying the
positive memories" of our reunion, and
notes his third son "the one who didn't go
to Trinity" graduated from Dartmouth
this spring.
FRED BROWN's daughter Jennifer
will be attending Mt. Holyoke in the fall.
Fred is vice president, sales, at Rexroth
Corporation in Bethlehem, P A.
WILBUR JONES lives in New
Rochelle, NY and is director of administration for the African-American
Institute in New York City.

Headliner
Gordon Bates '56 was recently promoted to executive director of the
Connecticut Prison Association.
Gordon was formerly director of volunteer services for the association.

RICHARD AINSWORTH is now
director of mechanical design for Avco
Lycoming in Stratford, CT.
JAMES SAUVAGE is product
director, medical products, for Union
Carbide Eastern and lives in Manila.
ROBERT VAN BROTT has been
elected vice president, board of commissioners, Lower Merion Township, PA
for 1980-81. Bob is account supervisor,
Lewis & Gilman, an advertising and
public relations firm in Philadelphia. Bob
recently earned his CBC certification
designation.
ART WILSON was formerly a
member of the technical staff,
semiconductor research and development laboratory for Texas Instruments
in Dallas, but now he has a new job:
photolithography section manager of the
linear circuits division.
Your SECRETARY was featured in
an ad that appeared in three publications
nationally for Phoenix Mutual, where he
is vice president, data processing &
planning. The ad reported that Ted
saved the company $275,000 last year.
Class Agent: James A. Leigh
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E. Wade Close, Jr.
National Steel Corporation
2116 Grant Bldg.
Pittsburgh, P A 15219

FRANK CERVENY will travel to
Australia to represent the American
Episcopal Church at the World Council of
Churches.
WARREN GELMAN lives in St.
Louis, MO and is president of Diversified
Metals Corp., a subsidiary of Diversified
Industries.
GORDON MAITLAND's daughter,
Kathy, is a freshman at the University of
Arizona in Tuscon and a member of their
field hockey team. His son, Edward, is a
sophomore at the University Liggett
School in Grosse Pointe, MI and a member of the 1980 Michigan Championship
hockey team.
DONALD CARDWELL is a partner in
the law firm of Cardwell, Cardwell &
Smoragiewicz in Hartford, CT.
DAVID A. ROBERTS has been appointed manager of hot rolled and cold
rolled sheet sales for Bethlehem Steel
Corporation.
Reports on our 25th Reunion on Oct.
31st, Nov. 1st, Nov. 2nd indicate a
record-breaking turnout!
Class Agent: Charles S. Gardner III
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Classmates have written us from all
'round the country this time.
From Azusa, CA a note from PAUL
TERRY tells us he delivered the keynote
address to the Merchandising Executives

Club of Los Ange les in May. Paul is now
marketing director for Avery Label in
Azusa.
From Washington, DC: BOB
HOLMSTROM has been appointed
director of clinical training in t he
psychology department of George
Washington University. Bob is an
associate professor there. His wife
Engin, also a Ph.D., was appointed senior
research associate at the Bureau of
Social Science Research.
JOHN BRIMS has a new job, new
home and new son. John works for the
Department of State and was recently
appointed American consul general,
Lahore, Pakistan. A son, David Arthur
Graham, was born last November 24.
Naples, FL is home for DON SCOTT,
who is an investment broker specializing
in tax shelters for Paine Webber.
In Massachusetts, RICHARD
KRAMER has moved from Arlington to
Winchester. Richard is a manager with
the Polaroid Corporation in Norwood,
MA.
A note from Illinois informs us that
GEORGE W. STONE, Jr., is vice
president and branch manager of H& W
Insurance Services in Chicago.
We also heard from Bay Shore, New
York, where JOHN O'BRIEN is selfemployed as an opthalmologist.
JIM BURROUGHS is now national
sales manager for Ross Laboratories in
Columbus and lives in Powell, OH.
JERRY PAULEY has a new job as
sales representative for Trend Line
Furniture in Ridley Park, PA. Jerry
reports: David now teaching, daughter,
Lynn, is taking her junior year at
Syracuse in London, England and it's
Kim's last year at Harcum Junior
College.
Also in Pennsylvania, but in Blue Bell,
is BEN BELL. Ben is manufacturing
product manager for Yarway Corp. in
that city and notes that Ben Q. is now
completing his junior year at the
University of Delaware.
Class Agent: John D. Limpitlaw
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Paul B. Marion
7 Martin Place
Chatham, NJ 07928

PAUL CATALDO, attorney, Franklin,
MA; FRED TOBIN, attorney, Stamford,
CT; and DON STOKES, stockbroker,
New York City, recently had a miniature
"animal house" reunion.
CRATON SHEFFIELD, a marketing
specialist with U.S. Envelope Division of
Westvaco in Springfield, MA, is
celebrating 23 years of marriage. Their
daughter, Kathy, graduates MIT and is
on her way to Columbia Med School.
A. BROOKS HARLOW, headmaster of
the Fay School in Southborough, MA,
and his wife just completed a five-month
sabbatical that took them to Tahiti, New
Zealand, Australia, Singapore, Malaysia
and the Phillipines. A.B. says it's hard to
come back to reality.

JIM MELROSE, M.D., is practicing
internal medicine in Pompano Beach, FL.
BRYAN BUNCH recently resigned as
editor-in-chief of American Book Company to become a writer/consultant. He
currently is working on a biology textbook.
MURRAY VARAT is an associate
professor of medicine at the University
of Pittsburgh.
ED BABINGTON is a senior vice
president of Emett & Chandler, New
York City, marine insurance specialists,
part of Pinehurst corporation.
BILL MORRISON has been elected
commissioner of the Allegheny Lacrosse
League. He notes he will continue to be
an official but will only work 20-25 games
per year now.
HAROLD BROOKS-BAKER was
recently featured in an article in Esquire
Magazine as publisher of Debrett's
Peerage, a guide to English society and
to the entire British Peerage. Debrett's
has been published since 1769, and
"Brookie" acquired it in 1976.
Class Agent: Frederick M. Tobin, Esq.
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The Rev. Dr. Borden
W. Painter, Jr.
110 Ledgewood Road
West Hartford, CT 06107

During my sabbatical year I participated in a research seminar at Brown
University in Providence and had the
pleasure of meeting many of the alumni
and alumnae in the area at a reception in
the spring. Representing the class of '58
were RICH PERKINS and wife Jean.
Rich practices internal medicine and
lives in Portsmouth. Subsequently we
got together with STEVE SEE and his
wife for a very pleasant evening. Steve
has taught and done administration at St.
Andrew's School in Barrington for many
years and is now headmaster.
FRITZ CREAMER left New London,
NH just at the time we had our 20th and
so missed that gala event. He assumed
his duties as rector of St. Luke's Church,
East Hampton, NY at that time. His
daughter, Elizabeth, will be in our neck
of the woods this year as a student at
Miss Porter's in Farmington. DODD
MILES paid us a visit in April while in
this area. Dodd had lived in Dallas for a
number of years where he was a partner
in a firm specializing in consultant work
for banking and financial institutions.
BOB SCHARF sent us his new address,
which is 7406 Summit Avenue, Chevy
Chase, MD 20015. Bob is still head of his
own firm, Robert G. Scharf Associates in
Bethesda.
LARRY MUENCH is chairman of
anesthesia at Lee's Summit Community
Hospital in Lee's Summit, MO, a suburb
of Kansas City. He resides in Leawood,
KS. PETER FISH is minding the environment for the State of New York. He
is currently a Wilderness Program forest
ranger with a new address: Box 43,
Keene, NY 12942.
MIKE SCHACHT writes from the Big
Apple that his oldest daughter plans to
apply to Trinity for next year. Mike
serves as vice president of Sanders
Printing and will probably be enjoying a
vacation in Italy when this reaches print.
JAY LITTON practices orthopedics in
Harrisburg, PA and specializes in hand
surgery.
DON NEVINS has a new job as vice
president, insurance systems and services, for Mutual of New York.
Last but not least: JIM STUDLEY has
kept us up to date over the years on his
many moves with the United States Air
Force. Well, believe it or not, the "O ld
Man" has retired from serving Uncle
Sam. Civilian Studley is now in commercial sales for Imtra Corporation of

Medford, MA. The Studleys still live in
Shalimar, FL and expect to be there for
at least a few more years.
FRED BERGLASS writes that he has
changed his entire lifestyle. He sold his
advertising agency in Los Angeles, CA
and is currently affiliated with the 1928
Jewelry Company in Burbank. Fred and
one daughter reside in West Hollywood.
Two of his children are living with his
former wife in Texas.
Class Agent: Joseph J. Repole, Jr.
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PaulS. Campion
4 Red Oak Drive
Rye, NY 10580

ED DUBEL will be living in Japan
again, but only for 4 1/z months out of the
year. Ed has a new job as director, Japan
office, State of Maryland. He writes that
F. SELWYN GAY is now living in
Morehead City, NC.
ROBERT RIDDELL works for the
Hartford Board of Education as a
chemistry teacher at Weaver High
School.
Our class agent, BRIAN NELSON, has
taken a sales position with Dow &
Condon in Hartford. He notes that he has
been told, "with a Trinity background I
will be an expert in commercial and
industrial real estate in short order."
The Rev. RICHARD T. NOLAN is
concluding his 11th year teaching
philosophy at Mattatuck Community
College in Waterbury, CT, his sixth year
as vicar of St. Paul's Parish in Bantam,
CT and he's working on another textbook
with a September deadline!
JIM PRICE is living in Cleveland and
works as president of American
Specialty Foods in that city.
DAVID ROVNO has been elected
president of the Northern California
Group Psychotherapy Society, and has
been keeping busy as editor of the East
Bay Psychiatric Association newsletter.
JOHN F. "JACK" THOMPSON has
been promoted to senior vice . president
of Brewer Advertising, Inc. in Kansas
City, MO.
Cherry Hill, NJ is home for PETER
DUNNING, who works as a programmer
for Siemans Corporation in that city.
Class Agent: Brian E. Nelson
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Headliner
John Stambaugh '61, professor of
classics at Williams College, was
awarded a $2,500 grant by the National Endowment for the Humanities for summer research on aspects
of Athenian life from the fifth century B.C. to the third century A.D.
His research focused on the impact
of Oriental religious cults in Athens
on Athenian society, and Athenian
attitudes towards foreigners.

Mickey Lloyd '60 has been named
president and treasurer of the Philadelphia Contributionship Insurance
Company in Philadelphia. The oldest insurance company in the U.S., it
was founded by Benjamin Franklin
in 1752.

Is winning everything? Well, if
you're talking about attendance at
sporting events based on an individual team's standings, Matt Levine
'60 would have some surprising
answers to that question. Recently
featured in Sports Illustrated
Magazine, Matt is president of
Pacific Select Corp., a marketing
consultant firm that specializes in
the sports business.

HOKANSON. Bill has moved to
Carlsbad, CA where he is field u nderwriter for Mutual of New York.
JOSEPH "J.L." GAGE is a nursing
home administrator for Open Door
Estates in Spring House, PA.
ROBERT HALL is professor of
philosophy and sociology at the
University of Steubenville and has had a
new book publ ished: Unterricht uber
Werte, (Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1979).
Class Agent: George P. Kroh
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We've had news from three classmates
who are working for Uncle Sam:
Lt. Col. MIKE RHODES has been
transferred from F4 fighter squadron
commander in Florida to the department
of military strategy at the Army War
College in Carlisle, PA.
CORTLAND FERGUSON is now an
air traffic controller-instructor with the
Federal Aviation Administration and
lives in Pembroke Pines, FL. He writes
his son Tim is "becoming a baseball star
(age 9); daughter Shannon is developing
into an outstanding student but still
cannot keep her room clean (age 61; and
wife Regina is fantastic (age unknown!)."
MARTIN DAGATA completed a year
at the Harvard Center for International
Affairs as a Fellow, and is now director,
office of Southern African affairs, U.S.
Agency for International Development.
which is part of the Department of State.
Martin married Mayra Berlioz in
December 1977 and their son
Christopher Martin was born in April of
this year.
In the insurance field is BILL
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Kerry Fitzpatrick
10-D Dennison Drive
Hightstown, NJ 08520
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TOM REESE has been in
Massachusetts and New Hampshire,
tackling various special assignments for
the Post Office. He expects to return to
Washington this summer.
TOM MUSANTE's daughter Heather
just completed her freshman year at
Trinity. PETER PARR is a senior
systems analyst with Computer Horizons
Corp. in New York City. MARK
SCHUMACHER, living in Milford, CT is
an engineering specialist with the
Machlett Laboratories Division of
Raytheon in Stamford.
Your SECRETARY will serve as
Alumni Director of the Peddie School for
the upcoming academic year.
Our 20th reunion is coming up next
June, and the College has made some
interesting plans for the weekend. Mark
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June 4, 5 and 6 on your calendar right
now.
Class Agent: Thomas D. Reese, Jr.
Barnett Lipkind
293 Commonwealth Ave.,
#3D
Boston, MA 02115
IAN BENNETT is president of
Product Communications, Inc. in Manchester, VT.
Although ALAN ELWELL is
presently in Bermuda as presidenf/CEO
of the Bermuda Crum and Forster Corp.,
he and his wife, Renate, are maintaining
their home in North Stamford, CT where
the two older sons continue to attend
school.
DAVID THOMAS writes from
Washington, D.C., where he is chief,
career development, Veterans Ad ministration. Dave is also coaching youth
soccer. The team's cumulative record
was 9-2-2 with a division championship in
the spring. Dave is looking forward to an
equally successful year in 1980.
CHIP STOKES is associated with EM
Dynacolor and is currently living on 5'/z
acres in rural Maryland, where he is
struggling with the elements, fixing up
an old house on the water - lots of snow,
frozen pipes, and wood-splitting for the
fireplace.
FRANK DEVLIN has been made a
partner in the Washington, D.C. office of
Deloite Haskins and Sells.
After 9'12 years as a commercial banker with the First National Bank of Maryland, primarily as VP in the corporate
banking division, WALTER FREY has
joined Legg Mason Wood Walker, Inc. as
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Headliner

JUNE, '81

Brent Davis '63 (known as Bruce

Davis when at Trinity) just completed his 66th television show - a
two-part episode of "Buck Rogers"
as the villain, Gontril. He and his
wife Mary Lou toured the Bordeaux
region of France recently and are
also active as real estate investors
and syndicators. Brent lives in
Woodland Hills, CA.
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VP, investment banking.
STEPHEN LOCKTON is president of
Greenwich Securities, Inc. in Greenwich,
CT.
Dr. WILLIAM RICHARDSON, profes·
sor of health services, associate dean of
the School of Public Health and Community Medicine and faculty member since
1971, has been appointed acting chairman of his department at the University
of Washington, Seattle, W A.
ROB HARTING has been promoted to
assistant to the president of the Merit Oil
Corp.
TOM JOHNSON is now executive VP,
Chemical Bank, in charge of the treasury
division with responsibilities for all
funding, bond trading, foreign exchange
and investments. Tom is also a director
of the Union Theological Seminary in
New York City.
Your SECRETARY is now the
national vending program credit
manager for International Paper Credit
Corporation in Providence, RI. A recent
conversation with PETER BARTOL
revealed that Peter is with the First
National Bank of Chicago in the com·
modity department.
Class Agent: Thomas S. Johnson
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Timothy F. Lenicheck
25 Kidder Ave.
Somerville, MA 02144

A note from beautiful Hawaii tells us
STEPHEN YEATON is se lf·employed,
doing business as Orchard Management
Consultants in Kealakekua.
JERRY WINER is now associate
professor at Ohio State University. Jerry
has two daughters, Jennifer and Kim·
berly.
The L.A. Times "Calendar" for Sunday, February 17, had a nice article on
RICHARD TUTTLE's art exhibition at
Caltech's Baxter Art Gallery.
STEPHEN REPETTO is living in
Vernon, CT and working as a research
chemist at Loctite Corporation in
Newington .
ROBERT POPE is a pilot for National
Airlines and lives in Fort Lauderdale,
FL.
STANLEY MARCUSS has resigned as
acting assistant secretary of commerce
and has become a partner in the Wall
Street law firm of Milbank, Tweed,
Hadley & McCloy. He will be opening the
firm's Washington office.
MORRILL DUNN has opened his own
law office in Sausalito, CA. Morrill's son,
Alexander, was born December 16, 1979.
ROBERT "KIM" DICKSON is vice
president, product development and
marketing, for Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Co. in Hartford. Kim was a
panelist on "The Future of Permanent
Life Insurance" at the Society of Actuaries convention in Hartford recently.
Not only is Kim a fellow of the Society of
Actuaries, but in 1979 he became a
chartered life underwriter.

The Rev. David J. Graybill
9612 Byforde Rd.
Kensington, MD 20796

ROBERT BYLIN also lives in
California. Bob just bought a new home
in Cupertino and has been promoted to
international controller, semiconductor
group, for Fairchild Camera & Instruments. Bob is responsible for controllership in the U.S.A., Europe, Latin
America and the Far East. His wife,
Severene, is president of the Cupertino
Union School District School Board.
JIM BLAIR has also been promoted.
He's now assistant vice president in
charge of the special loan unit, bond
department for Teachers Insurance and
Annuity Association.
We've received a nice letter from MAL
MeGA WN. Mal writes he had a chance
meeting in the Milwaukee airport with
GEORGE CRAIG in May. George is
working at Lawrence Livermore Labs,
run for the U.S. government by the
University of California and was on his
way to present a paper at a meeting at
the University of Wisconsin in Madison.
Mal was en route to Red Wing, MN,
where he was to give some shift technical
adviser training at the Prairie Island
Nuclear Power Plant. Mal also ran in the
Boston Marathon where he saw a man
and woman from Trinity, but nothing of
Rosie Ruiz. Mal has also been elected to
the Beach Park Elementary School
District Board of Education.
Class Agent: Scott W. Reynolds
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SNOWDEN STANLEY is now a
partner in Semmes, Bowen & Semmes
and specializes in civil litigation. Stanley
writes he is enjoying "the idea of another
World Series in Baltimore - with a
better result!"
BOB SCHILPP has been promoted to
sales manager, mylar industrial films, at
E. I. DuPont in Wilmington, and also
announces the birth of his son Adam in
June, 1979.
J. HUNT BRASFIELD became a partner in the law firm of Ashcraft & Gerel
with offices in Washington, D.C., Alexandria, VA, Rockville and Baltimore, MD.
Hunt lives in Arlington, VA.
BEN BARBER writes that he's
struggling as a freelance journalist. "Not
much money, but happy and proud of
Trinity. I was at the 15th reunion last
year."
KENNETH AUERBACH is vice
president of Bank Leumi Trust Company
of New York, located on Fifth Avenue in
that city.
Beginning August 1980, PHINEAS
ANDERSON will be headmaster of the
Green Fields Country Day School in
Tucson. He is currently director of fire
policy research and development, U.S.
Fire Administration. He reports that a
son, Ryan Cliff, was born in July, 1978.
Class Agent: Ronald E. Brackett, Esq.

PARK BENJAMIN has been promoted to senior vice president of Lazard
Freres & Co., One Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, NY 10020.
STEVEN H. BERKOWITZ has been a
partner since February 1980 in the firm
of Alexander, Milne & ·Berkowitz, 2500
Two Girard Plaza, Philadelphia, P A
19102.
L. D. BORY joined the American
Consulting Engineers Council as a
lobbyist and writes, ''I'm having more
fun that I've had in years." He and his
wife, living at 39 S. Park Dr., Arlington,
VA 22204, have two children: Martha
(age 9) and Alison (age 4 112 ).
JOHN CLEMENT is director of the
summer program at Montgomery County
Country Day School in Wynnewood, PA
and also the proud father of a new son,
Timothy Rawle Clement, born March 24,
1980.
BRUCE JAY called on one of his infrequent visits to Washington. He is
country program director for the
American Institute for Free Labor
Development in Santiago, Chile (c/o
Department of State
Santiago,
Washington, D.C. 20520). He and his wife
have a new son, Jesse, born June 11,1979
and have some hopes of moving to Brazil
in the future as that country's program
director, there to renew ties with Bruce's
wife's native culture and family and
Bruce's own interest.
PETER ROHMAN has been promoted
to market manager, industrial yarns,
with Owens-Corning Fiberglass in
Toledo, OH. He, his wife, and new son
Gregory Connell Rohman (born
December 28, 1979) are living at 5601
Bonnibrook Rd., Sylvania, OH 43560.
RICHARD ROTH recently accepted a
position as director in the area of
program analysis and review with the
State of Minnesota department of finance, where he will be involved with fiscal review and evaluation of all state
programs.
JON D. SIMONIAN, in his second year
as president of the New York Alumni
Association, is in equity sales with Morgan Stanley & Co., 1251 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10020.
DAN C. SWANDER, formerly vice
president of operations for Victoria
Station, Inc. in Larkspur, CA has joined
the San Francisco office of Russell
Reynolds Associates as vice president.
Russell Reynolds is a leading executive
recruiting firm headquartered in New
York. Dan, his wife and three children,
live in Ross, CA.
Class Agent: F. Carl Schumacher, Jr.
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Randolph Lee
Office of College Counseling
Trinity College
Hartford, CT 06106

News from several of you has filtered
in, but there remains a large contingent
of the class from whom we have not
heard in some years.
ARNIE SCHWARTZMAN has
founded his own company in Dayton , OH.
The Schwartzman Company is involved
in commercial and industrial construction and real estate development.
Also in the business world, DAVE
PEAKE reports that he was promoted to
second vice-president of Fidelity Mutual
Life Insurance Company last summer.
In the academic arena, we heard from
JON OCKO that he just returned from a
-year as visiting scholar at Harvard Law

School. This fall Jon will teach a course
on Chinese law at Duke Law School in
addition to his teaching responsibilities
in Asian history at North Carolina State
University.
SANDY EVARTS is living in Reno,
NE where he works half-time in a rural
mental health center (Douglas County
Mental Health Clinic) and half-time in
independent practice in clinical
psychology.
LINDSAY DORRIER tells us that he
was elected to the position of commonwealth's attorney at Albemarle
County, VA last November.
Another promotion we recently
learned about was that of CHARLIE
WADDELL, who was appointed
assistant vice president in data
processing systems at Acacia Mutual
Life Insurance Company.
Finally, MARTY GALL wrote to tell
us of the birth of his son, Jonathan, last
February. Marty planned some traveling
for this summer, going to Wisconsin in
June and San Francisco in September for
chemistry meetings.
With all good wishes and hopes that
you enjoyed a pleasant summer, I look
forward to hearing from more of you for
the fall issue.
Class Agent: Julian F. DePree, Jr.
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Thon:tas L. Safran
943'/' Hilgard Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90024

MAX BARTKO has recently started a
new job with the V. W. Emicke
Associates, Inc. in Bronxville, NY as
executive assistant to the president. He,
his wife, Penelope, and their daughter,
Katharine, are conveniently located a
short distance away in Bronxville, 270
Bronxville Road, Apt. A54.
Also with a new job is BILL
PASTORE who, down in Texas, has
started his own medical management
company called PASCO, obviously taking
the "Pas" from Pastore. He is president
of this corporation which is located at
6405 Richmond Avenue, Suite 311 in
Houston. If any of the doctors in our
midst would like to line up with him, you
may reach him at (713) 977-5503.
RICHARD RA TZAN has left the
Hebrew Home and is now working in the
emergency room of John Dempsey
Hospital at the University of Connecticut
Health Center in Farmington. For those
of you in that part of the country who
may need help, you now know where you
can get some good care. It is interesting
to note, though, that my very first class
at Trinity was at 8:30 in chemistry, and
both Bill Pastore and Richard Ratzan
were lucky participants.
Also in Houston is DANA STROUT,
who was recently appointed manager of
financial planning and reporting (with a
staff of 12 analysts) for Geosource , Inc.
This is a seismic exploration company
(whatever that is) in the booming energy
field. Dana can be reached at (713) 7747561 or by going to 6909 S.W. Freeway.
Back in the home town is NATE
RATH, who is working as an architect in
the office of Thorsen Brom Broshar
Snyder in Waterloo, !A. Nate can be
reached at (319) 233-7003 (home) and (319)
234-8419 (office).
Down south in Alabama is JOHN RAY,
who was promoted last year to major in
the Air Force. He is stationed at Maxwell
AFB, where he works at the squadron
officer school as flight wing chief in
charge of six instructors and 75 students.
He can be reached at (205) 279-0245
(home) and (205) 293-7218 (business).
Another out west in California is
CHARLES BACKRACH, who lives in
Berkeley and works as a field
representative for Bartlett Research at

2243 Pine Street. For those who are
looking for a nice warm place to stay in
the winter, Charley can be reached at
(415) 845-7300.
At the other end of the country is GIL
CAMPBELL, who works as a senior
investment analyst for Union Mutual
Life Insurance Company in Portland, ME
and lives out in the "sticks" at RRI Box
415, Sisquisic Trail in Yarmouth. Gil and
his wife are proud of the (relatively)
recent birth of their daughter, Laura, on
May 30, 1979. Gil is also active in the
Mormon Church for which he was "called
as Bishop of the Portland Ward on October 28, 1979."
In Philadelphia is CHARLEY KURZ
(with whom, by the time you read this, I
should have had breakfast in
Philadelphia). Charley remains active in
the community and, on top of all these
activities, he still finds time to serve
Trinity as class agent and member of the
Board of Fellows (our thanks, Charley).
Further down the coast is DON
BISHOP, who left the beautiful mountains and dry air of Colorado for the
intrigue and humidity of Washington,
D.C. Don lives in Springfield, VA, but
commutes to D.C. where he is in Chinese
language training at the Foreign Service
Institute, preparing to work at the U.S.
Consulate in Hong Kong.
Back in the home town (mine) is
TIMOTHY TALBOT, who lives in
Northbrook, IL with his wife, Allison,
and their two children (that's several
miles from where .I grew up). Terry was
recently named national sales consultant
for Phoenix-Hecht, a Chicago-based, cash
management consulting firm, which
means he is responsible for consulting
existing and prospective customers,
primarily banks, on various cash flow and
cash disbursing services. Prior to joining
Phoenix-Hecht, Terry was a marketing
officer for Provident National Bank in
Philadelphia.
JEFFREY FOX, vice president of
marketing, industrial products group,
accepted the grand award of Sales &
Marketing Management magazine for
Loctite. The a ward was made to Loctite
for expanding its market share and
penetration in the face of increasingly
aggressive competition. Only two other
companies were award recipients.
Finally, we get letters: JAY BIRNBAUM wrote thanking us for the "good
press" and to announce the recent birth
of twins, Seth Michael and Adina Lynn,
born April 30, 1980. Their oldest, Rachel,
is now 2'12. If you happen to be in the
New York area, Jay and his wife Wendy
live at 46 Tamarack Lane in Pomona, NY.
Hope you all had a good summer.
Please keep the cards and letters coming.
Class Agent: Chari"~ Kurz II
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Joseph L. Reinhardt
1113 Dixon Blvd.
Cocoa, FL 32922

DON BARLOW writes from Elsie, MI
that he's finished the cross country
season with 6 wins, 6 losses and is now
starting the tennis coaching season. He's
also planning on chairing the Owosso
Area Jaycees 10 Km. run for the fourth
year in a row. Don is a Spanish and
government teacher at the Ovid-Elsie
High School.
GEORGE BARROWS is chief, section
of clinical pathology, director of clinical
laboratory school of medicine at the
University of Louisville. George has two
daughters, Kate and Sarah.
WILLIAM BARTON has been
promoted from senior projects manager
to division manager at Thomas P.
Harkins, Inc. in Silver Spring, MD. Bill
writes, "We are a large general con-

tractor specializing in multi-family
housing."
PAUL JONES received the Ed.S. in
counseling psychology from the
University of Iowa in May, 1979. Paul is
now director of admissions at Upper
Iowa University in Fayette, Iowa.
DONALD MARTIN is a Vista
volunteer employed by ACTION in
Goodland, KS.
KEITH MILES is in the White House!
Kim is management adviser on the White
House Staff.
GEORGE MINUKAS is an engineer
with the Connecticut Light & Power
Company in Hartford and writes, "This
has been the first year I have been able
to use the athletic facilities under the
Alumni program. It certainly has been
satisfying to use the complex, which was
not built when I was an undergraduate."
PHIL PENNINGTON was married in
1971 to Kate Sauer and they have two
children: Jeffrey, age 6, and Amy, age 4.
Phil is assistant administrator at the
Good Samaritan Hospital in Lebanon, PA
and "would like to hear from anyone in
the area."
WALTER ROEMER is completing the
requirements for a Ph.D. in human
development at the University of
Maryland's graduate school.
JOSEPH (COHEN) SAGINOR has
been appointed assistant professor of
clinical psychiatry at Dartmouth Medical
School, Rutgers University.
JAMES SWANSON writes that he
enjoys being a carpenter's apprentice
after so many years of teaching - a nice
balance between the physical and
mental. Jim is at the Marin Country Day
School in Corte Madera, CA.
MICHAEL CONFORTI is leaving
California for Minneapolis to be
chairman, curatorial division, and Bell
Memorial curator of decorative arts
and sculpture. He writes, "It is quite a
mouthful and, despite the cold, it is a
much better position in many ways."
Class Agent: Joseph M. Perta
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Frederick A. Vyn
19 Shoreham Club Rd.
Old Greenwich, CT 06870

C. WENDELL TEWELL is now vice
president of New England Merchants
Leasing in Boston. Wendell lives in
Cohasset, MA.
RICHARD SHARPLES was recently
promoted and transferred to Lafayette,
LA as coordinator of natural gas supply
for Conoco, Inc. Richard is responsible
for acquiring natural gas throughout
Louisiana for use by the Lake Charles,
LA industrial complex. Wife Ginny and
son Scott (almost 5) are enjoying "Oil
City" and the "terrific food." The
Sharples would like to hear from other
classmates. His office phone is (318) 2373900, and home phone is (318) 237-3494.
T. JEFFREY REID lives in West
Hartford, CT and is DP technical
manager for the Travelers Insurance
Companies in Hartford.
WILLIAM DUANE separated from
the Air Force and joined the Community
Mental Health Center in Portsmouth, VA
as chief psychologist. Bill lives in
Chesapeake, VA.
EDWARD DOYLE still lives in
Peekskill, NY where he is an attorney.
Ed was recently appointed town attorney for the town of Philipstown and is
currently serving as president of the
Peekskill Bar Association. He and his
wife Donna visit with Sue and DOUG
WATTS fairly frequently and "they
couldn't be doing better." The Doyles
also met MIKE CARIUS at Kennedy
Airport in March. Mike is a major with
the USAF in England as a flight surgeon

and was en route to a medical conference
in California. Ed writes, "It was good to
see the following Delta Phi's at our lOth
reunion: DOUG WATTS, GEOFF
MANDLY, LEO MALLEK, SCOTT
KING, MIKE MICHIGAMI."
FRANK "SKIP" BRIDGES has joined
a new law firm: Widett & Glazier on
Devonshire Street in Boston. In addition
to daughter, Jamie Elizabeth, born
September 14, 1977, Skip now has a son,
Matthew Franklin, born March 3, 1980.
WILLIAM CORDNER has been appointed director of planning and control
in the division responsible for corporate
government and industry relations,
contributions and CIVIC affairs, advertising and public relations, and administrative services at Connecticut
General Life Insurance Company.
Class Agent: Larry H. Whipple
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John L. Bonee III
50 State Street
Hartford, CT 06103
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DAN ANDRUS recently decided to
establish his own architectural office in
Pittsburgh. He writes "architectural
work is so depressed it can't be any
worse working for yourself."
ROBERT BAKER is visitor/events
specialist for the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf, Rochester Institute of Technology, in Rochester, NY.
RICHARD BELAS is minority tax
counsel for the U.S. Senate Finance Committee. Dick is joining ROD l)eARMENT
on t.hat committee's staff.
ROBERT BINGHAM is supervising
senior staff accountant for Arthur Young
& Company in Saddle Brook, NJ.
CHARLES M. FOSS, Esq. is now with
Travelers Insurance Companies of
Hartford.
LAWRENCE A. FOX, Esq. is assistant ccunsel, law department, for Champion International Corporation in Stamford, C'l'.
JONATHAN GRANOFF writes that
he is now in the private practice of Ia w on
Market Street in Phila<ielphia. Jon and
his wife Carol have a son, Elijah, born in
December,1977.
We've received word that RAY
McALLISTER
graduated
from
Dickinson College Phi Beta Kappa and is
married to Jeanne Colwell. The
McAilisters live in Mosinee, WI.
DANIEL NICHOLS is terminal
operations manager for Roadway Express, and captain/pilot for the Tennessee Air National Guard. Dan lives in
Mt. Juliet, TN.
JUDITH POMEROY just accepted a
new position with First Bristol County
Nationa l Bank in Attleboro, MA, as vice
president and senior trust officer.
DALE REED writes he finally got his
night school MBA from Georgia State
University. His major was marketing.
Dale also notes that he and his wife,
Gayle, are expecting their third child.
ANDREW SHAW is opening his own
law office at 301 Dover-Chester Road in
Randolph, NJ.
CHARLES M. FOSS has been appointed associate counsel in the law
department at the Travelers Insurance
Companies in Hartford.
Class Agent: Ernest J. Mattei, Esq.
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JAMES AMIS is now director of

parish religious education at St. John's
Catholic Church in Old Saybrook, CT.
NICK BOOTH is with David L. Babson
& Co. in Boston, MA. Nick's daughter,
Phoebe, was born in May, 1979.
WILLIAM P. BORCHERT has become
a partner in the firm of Halloran, Sage,
Phelon & Hagarty with offices in Hartford and Middletown, CT.
EDWIN BOWE became assistant
professor in
pediatrics and
anesthesiology at the University of
North Carolina in July, 1979. Daughter
Ryan Elizabeth was born in April of this
year.
CHANDLER CATON is assistant
director, donor resources development,
for the Connecticut Red Cross Blood
Services in Farmington, CT. Chandler
notes. "The atmosphere of Trinity acl..ded
considerably to my total experiellce
there."
BRUCE DERRICK sent us lots of
news. Not only has he been appointed
staff general surgeon, Temple University
Hospital, and clinical instructor, general
surgery, at Temple University Medical
School, the Derricks were also expecting
their first child in May . Keep us posted,
Bruce!
JOHN DURLAND and his wife.
Brooke, have moved to Memphis. Brooke
has begun her medical training at the
University of Tennessee Medical School
and John has been doing psychotherapy
at the Northeast Community Mental
Health Center and working on his
dissertation in clinical psychology. He
writes, "We yearn for New England."
WILLIAM FOUREMAN has begun
law school on a full-time basis at the
University of Michigan.
DENNIS FRIEDMAN is a cardiology
fellow at Georgetown University
Hospital in Washington, D.C.
LOWEN HANKIN is a partner in the
firm of Hankin, Hankin & Hankin in
Willow Grove, PA. He and Jane recently
purchased a townhouse several blocks
from Rittenhouse Square in Philadelphia.
RUSSELL KELLEY is moving to
London with the legal department of
Schlumberger Inland Services. Russell
married Lynn Raisor in April.
DAVE KIMBALL left Cam bridge and
moved to Wash ington, D.C. where he is
enrolled at George Washington
University in the master's program in
operations research engineering. Dave's
wife, Mary Ann Doyle, is the news editor
for WTOP Radio.
MARK MACOMBER moved to
Atlanta, GA and is now flying Boeing
727s for Delta Airlines.
ROBERT MANN is. now chairman of
the board for First Georgetown
Securities. in Washington, D.C.
ALAN MARC HIS OTTO has a new job.
He's international counsel for Norlin
Corporation in White Plains, NY.
RICK MAZZUTO was promoted from
assistant to associate athletic director at
Iona College in New Rochelle, NY. He
writes, "Enjoyed great basketball season
with 28-4 record."
MARK MITTENTHAL has completed
his residency in general surgery and will
begin a fellowship in vascular surgery at
Emory University Hospital in Atlanta.
The Mittenthals' son Scott was born in
January.
JOSEPH PRATT is assistant vice
president with Provident National Bank
in Philadelphia, PA.
JOHN SANDS received his Ph.D. in
American civilization from George
Washington University, D.C. in February
and is now assistant director for
collections at the Mariners Museum in
Newport News, VA. John married
Geales Gavin in September,1979.
BILL SCHWERT has been promoted
to associate professor of finance at the
University of Rochester graduate school
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of management. Bill also b ecame coeditor of the Journal of Financial
Economics and received a grant from the
National Science Foundation to study th e
"Dynamic Behavior of Prices." The
Schwerts have a daughter . Lisa
Margaret, born in January, 1979.
DAN SELTZER writes, "I ge t
together frequently with MIKE
MICHIGAMI '69, NEAL GOFF '73.
Would like to hear from MARY
ASBURY and DAVE ROSNER '72." Dan
is manage ment consu ltant for Laventhol
& Horwath on Third Avenue in New
York City.
ROB STEIGERWALT is a resident in
ophthalmology at St. Francis Hospital in
Pittsburgh.
JOHN STEVENSON is director of
marketing for Aclmedia, Inc. on Third
Av enue in New York City.
Class Agent: Thomas R. DiBenedetto
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Jeffrey Kupperman
3632 Crestmont
Silver Lake
Los Angeles, CA 90026

ROBERT O'CONNOR is parts
manager and motor sports director for
Gene Langan Vo lk swagen , Inc. in
Glastonbury, CT. He tells us to be sure to
look for Formula Vee #53 at Lime Rock
Park during the Labor Day weekend.
"We promise a show worth attending."
MALCOLM WOADE works for
Bullard Company in Brid geport, CT and
lives on North Avenue in that city.
MICHAEL DOWNS was elected to
assistant secretary at Hartford Steam
Boiler in Hartford, CT. Michael will have
e xpanded responsibilities as coordinator
of the company's annual underwriting
plan.
The Big Apple continues to draw class
members for both fun and work.
COMPTON "SPEED" MADDUX
writes that he is the "leader" of the
"Incredible Human Beings" and retired
from "Terrestial Care Co." in New York
City. He also notes, "There's really an
amazing surf revival happening down
here in the Big App le - and we (the surf
kings) are right on the crest of that wave.
Banzai Pipeline right to stardom."
PAUL AMBROSINI is also in New
York City. He's a fellow in child
psychiatry at the Psychiatric Institute,
and lives in Tarrytown, NY .
BRADLEY FRIEDRICH is now in
marketing, international, for Revlon, Inc.
on Fifth Avenue.
JOHN KIRSHON received an MA in
sociology from the New School for Social
Research in 1977 and is now news editor
for the New York Times. John was
formerly newsman at the Associated
Press.
DOUGLAS LAKE is now vic e
president of Donaldson, Lutkin &
J e nrette on Broadway and lives in
Cedarhurst, NY.
PA UL SACHNER is a program
analyst in the architecture department of
the New York State Council on the Arts
on Centre Street.
Farther north in New York State, BOB
ARCECI was recently awarded the Ph.D.
in biology at the University of Rochester
and is presently in his last year of
medical school.
Across the Hudson in Massachusetts is
STEVE SYLVESTRO. Steve writes he is
currently experimenting with alternative energy sources. "For example, I'm
heating our home in West Warren , MA
by a furnace which Is fueled by old coffee
grounds."
In Jamaica Plain , MA is BURT
ADELMAN. Burt is currently a se nior
fellow in hematology at the Peter Bent

Brigham Hospital in Boston. He a nd his
wife , Lydia, are expecting their second
child. Their oldest, Juliana, is now almost
three.
We've heard from two classmates
living and working in Virginia. TOM
MACKENZIE is in Richmond where he
is a resident, internal medicine, at the
Medical College of Virginia Hospitals.
Tom married Dr. Heather Argyle in
1977.
MIKE GERMAN is in Arlington
where he is executive assistant to the
vice president on policy for the American
Gas Association. Mike was graduated
from Boston University Law School and
passed the Washington, D.C. bar.
DICK HESS has spent the last six
years working full time in music.
Highlights include a TV soundtraek,
studio sessions, much club work,
Bluegrass festivals, and a two-month
tour of Asia, the South Pacific and Indian
Ocean for the USO. "Many of the best
times, especially the tour, I enjoyed with
DAVE TOLAND '74, on bass." Dick has
now found a job in the "real world" that
he actually likes (assistant trust ad·
ministrator for Lincoln Trust Co. in
Denver, CO), but he's still picking.
"Friends are encouraged to visit or call.
The Alumni Office knows how to find
me."
Also out West, PETER KOVATIS is
living in Austin, TX. Pete is a Ph.D.
candidate at the University of Texas,
educational psychology department.
Ohio is the home of DAVID ROSNER
and MARY ASBURY. David and Mary
were married in 1979 and moved from
Boston to Cincinnati. David is assistant
professor of English at the University of
Cincinnati and is writing a novel. Mary
continues her career as a legal services
attorney. DAN SELTZER is looking for
you two. See the '71 class notes.
Kansas claims ROBERT CARLSON.
Bob is finishing his senior year at Kansas
State University College of Veterinary
Medicine and hopes to join a mixed
vet erinary practice - preferably in the
New England area.
JOHN SEAGER is living in Perkasie,
PA with wife Constance and son, John,
Jr. John is district director for U.S.
Congressman Peter Kostmayer.
DUNCAN SALMON writes from
Baltimore, MD that he will begin a
cardiology fellowship at Johns Hopkins
Hospital in 1981. Duncan married
Beverly Breneman in September, 1979
and they have a new son, James Morgan
Salmon.
Down in Nashville, TN is J. PAUL
DeJONGH. Paul is an attorney with
Northern Telecom, Inc.
A quick note from JAMES HALL tells
us he has a three-year-old daughter,
Katherine, and a one-year-old son, James
M. Hall III.
DAVID ROBINSON recently returned
from a musical/medical expedition to the
Dominican Republic with Project
Troubador. The director of the group
was ELIOT OSBORN '71 and members
included WILLIAN TINGLEY '71 ,
COMPTON MADDUX '72, and BILL
ROSSER '71. When not playing, Dave is
a research assistant at the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice .
Class Agent: Bayard R. Fiechter
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Inc. in New York City. For those who
think this work must be boring after the
theatre, Aron answers, "No. My role
model is now Louis Auchincloss rather
than Meyerhold; and the Trinity
Theatre/New York contingent is alive
and well and keeps me honest." Trinity
friends are invited to visit Aron in
Brooklyn Heights.
Also in insurance is GENE CONEY.
Gene is underwriting manager of the
Philadelphia/Bala Cynwyd office of
Argonaut Insurance Company.
BEN BOCK is in insurance, too. Ben
was recently promoted to assistant
actuary for Western-Southern Life
Insurance Co. in Cincinnati.
DONALD BURT is attending the New
Jersey College of Medicine in Newark.
Don and wife, Judith, live in Short Hills,
NJ.
Also in the field of medicine is
GEORGE MAXTED . Beginning in
November, George will be working for
the Indian Health Service on the Hopi
reservation, Keams Canyon, AZ. George,
his wife, Elizabeth, and two-year-old
daughter, Amy, were planning a threemonth trip to Hawaii, Tahiti, Australia
and New Zealand.
CLAIRE ROBINSON has begun her
first year of resid e ncy in ob-

s t etrics /gynecology
at
Temple
University Hospital in Philadelphia.
Now for the lawyers: DANIEL RUSSO
was admitted to the Connecticut Bar in
May, 1980. ANDREW SQUIRE will be a
summer associate with Smith, Miro,
Hirsch and Brody in Detroit. Andrew is a
2nd-year law student at Cardozo Law
School in New York City. Also in the
second year of law school is MARCIE
WEINER. Marcie is studying at Rutgers
and working for ACLU (with prisoners).
She writes, "Would love to hear from
MARGOT STAGE."
ANDREW TAUSSIG tells us that
after receiving his MBA from Wharton
Graduate school and getting married, he
began practicing law as an associate with
Willkie Farr & Gallagher in 1978. Andrew concentrates in the areas of corporate law and municipal finance. He and
his wife, Susan, live on East 54th Street
in New York City.
CINDY PARZYCH also lives in New
York. Cindy is an associate publisher
with Rutledge Books and has started her
own consu lting business providing
"editorial, design and production services for anyone who has a book or any
printed matter which needs to be put
into shape."
W. PAGE THOMPSON is now senior

r------------------,
Tell Us IfYou've Moved

We want to keep in touch with all our classmates and alumni
friends. So, if you have changed your address, let us know in the
space below. A special plea to the class of 1980 - where are you?
Name _______________________________________________ Class _____
If your present address does not match that on the mailing tape please

check here 0
New Res. Address
City ---------------------- State _______ Zip _ _ _ __
Res. Tel: -------------------

Bus. Tel:

Your present company _________________________________________
Title _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Bus. Address ---------------------------------------------City - - - - - - - - - - - State ------------- Zip -----------WHAT'S NEW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lawrence M. Garber
3036 West 22nd Ave.
Denver, CO 80211

ARON PASTERNACK has finished
his Ph.D. from Tufts University. He
writes, "The still imperfect magnum
opus is entitled, 'The Development of
American Comedy: From the Beginning
to 1900." ' Aron is also working as an
insurance broker for Marsh & McLennan ,

Mail to: Alumni Office, Trini ty College,
Hartford, CT 06106

~------------------~

vice president/media director for
Needham, Harper, Steeks in New York.
Page has just been elected to the In·
ternational Board of Directors. He and
his wife, the former Rodie Rafferty, live
in New York City.
SUSIE ROGERS BARNARD and her
husband have left New York City and are
now living in Boston. Susie is an architect
with Sasaki Associates of Watertown,
MA, a firm specializing in landscape
architecture planning and engineering.
LARRY PISTELL and his wife,
Heather, have joined a group of urban
pioneers and are renovating a three·
story house in Hoboken, NJ. While
Hoboken isn't Paris, they would be glad
to show any interested Trinity graduates
a town with good housing buys, and many
young professionals.
PATRICIA SCOTT WEBSTER is
living on Terminal Ave. in Erdenheim,
PA. Patty has a ·year-old daughter,
Alexandra.
ANNE (CRICHTON) "BUNNIE"
CLARK is running a volunteer program
called Zoo-2-U at the Philadelphia Zoo.
Her son, Crichton, is now a year old.
GEORGE and ELEANOR (PRATT)
BALDWIN are living in the Washington,
D.C. area. George is an associate with the
firm of Walstad, Kasimer, Tansey & Ihig
and Ellie is director of internal audit for
Suburban Savings and Loan Association
in Annandale, VA.
Class Agents: Lenn C. Kupferberg
Karen F . Kupferberg
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Jim Finkelstein
27 Lakeside Avenue
Darien, CT 06820

RIP LINCOLN sent his greetings,
noting that all continues to go well at
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company in
Philadelphia. Rip was married in May.
PIERRE COURNOT wrote at length
regarding the activities of him and his
wife, COLLEEN KEEFE COURNOT.
Colleen and Pierre were married in
December 1977 with MOHSIN SAEED
as the best man. After Trinity, Colleen
attended Columbia Dental School ,
graduated in 1978, was a resident for one
year, and is now practicing dentistry in
Manhattan. Pierre graduated from
Syracuse Law School in 1977, put in a
stint in a civil litigation firm, and then
became associated with Bernstein &
MacCarthy, a firm specializing in cor·
porate/commercial law, with a large
proportion of French corporate clients.
They are living in New York City.
RON KAPLAN was ordained a rabbi
on June 7, 1980 and then assumed a
position as assistant rabbi at Isaac M.
Wise Temple in Cincinnati, OH for a
three· year term.
NANCY MAZZUTO completed Con·
necticut General's analyst programmer
training school in May. Nancy has been
with CG for 5 1/z years. BYRON GRANT
is working as group manager, adminis·
trative controls division, for W.R. Grace
& Co. in New York City.
CATHY HARRIS is writing about
investments as a staff editor for
Financial World magazine in New York
City. ELIZABETH GRADY graduated
law school in June and took the
California bar exam in July. She has
accepted a job with a commercial
litigation firm in Los Angeles.
SAM GIDDING currently is a resident
in pediatrics at the Upstate Medical
Center in Syracuse, NY. Sam would like
to hear from old Trinity friends. BOB
FRA TINI is developing computer-based
training for the Bell System as a
technical training associate for Western
Electric in Dublin, OH.
After four years living and working in

Rome, TY GELTMAKER has returned
to the States and is working as an editor
on the international desk of United Press
International in New York City. BILL
GAMBLE recently announced the
opening of a law office, Carres, Gamble &
Hamilton, in Coral Gables, FL.
CLAIRE COONS is an associate with
the firm of Wei!, Gotshal & Manges in
New York City. CONNIE DOYLE is
working in investment services for
Sotheby, Parke Bernet, also in New York
City.
BILL BARNEY is an associate with
Logan & Davis in Tipp City, OH. Bill is
almost fully recovered from a serious
neck injury. REID BIRDSALL is the
administrative assistant to t he executive
vice president for consumer banking of
the State National Bank of Connecticut
in Bridgeport.
PETER BARRETT is a teacher at the
Park School in Brooklandville, MD.
JEAN WIERZBICKI BARRY is a pre·
school teacher in a day care center at the
Eastside Community Center in
Rochester, NY.
BRUCE CHOLST is a judicial law
clerk for the Hon. Ethel B. Danzig in New
York City. CHARLENE CHIANG is a
psychiatric social worker for Family &
Children's Aid of Danbury, CT. LYNNE
BUCHWALD-BRODSKY hopes to finish
her Ph.D. this year and is looking for a
teaching position in Biblical/Ancient
Near East Studies.
JUDITH COFFIN is a 1980 Danforth
Graduate Fellow. Judy's field is
European history.
DANA O'BRIEN is a graduate
assistant and clinic coordinator for the
Syracuse
University
psychology
department. In addition, Dana has taken
up backpacking and hammer dulcimer
playing. TERRIE ROUSE is the curator
for the Studio Museum in Harlem.
PATRICK SCHEIDEL is the assistant
town manager for the Town of Groton.
He and his wife, Diane, live in Mystic.
ADELAIDE PRUDDEN and her
husband were officials in the biathalon
events in the Winter Olympics at Lake
Placid. Adelaide is a laboratory aide and
technician with the Aspen Valley
Hospital in Aspen, CO. She has a 13·
month-old daughter named Adelaide, as
well.
ANDY TAUSSIG and his wife, Mary,
will be specializing in radiology at NYU
starting in July. PETER SCHULLER is
an associate in the firm of Webb, Young,
Daniel and Murphy in Atlanta, GA. He
and his wife, Jane, (recently graduated
from Emory Law School) live in Decatur,
GA.
SARA THRONE spent an exciting
1979 summer in Kenya - photographing
wildlife in the bush and living with a
family on the land. She returned to a new
job as a consumer frauds litigator for the
attorney general's office, State of New
York. ED WEBSTER is a national sales
manager with Honeywell, Inc. in Fort
Washington, PA.
RON WEISSMAN, recently marriea,
is a resident in internal medicine at Long
Island Jewish Hospital. He and his wife,
Debra, live in New York City. LLOYD
WOLF has been working on a National
Endowment for the Arts survey grant
making a photographic documentary of
Arlington, V,A.
KEVIN NORTH has been appointed
assistant secretary in the mortgage loan
department of The Hartford Insurance
Group. He is responsible for the
management and administration of The
Hartford's mortgage loan portfolio.
Kevin lives in West Simsbury and is a
member of the Simsbury Volunteer Fire
Department.
FRANK BORGES has also been
promoted to officer at a Hartford-based
insurance company. Frank is now

assistant counsel in the law department
at The Travelers Insurance Companies.
Frank also serves on the executive
committee of the National Alumni
Association.
Class Agent: Carolyn A. Pelzel
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Gary Morgans
639 Independence Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20003

Don't forget our 5th reunion is coming
up October 31st, November 1st and 2nd.
All indications are that it will be a great
time.
ELIZABETH ALDEN DUNN is
working in Brockton, MA in the family
business and plans to go to business
school in the fall.
PAULA AMES is living in Greenwich,
CT and working as marketing assistant
for Pepsico, Inc. while attending Colgate
Darden Graduate School of Business.
EMILY BARRON is living on East
62nd Street in New York City while
working as an American history teacher
at The Spence School.
JANE BERGMAN is a doctoral
candidate in the program in professional
child psychology at St. John's University.
Jane is currently doing her doctoral
internship at a child and family mental
health clinic in Queens, New York .
NANCY BRODIE is an associate
attor ney with David and Finell on
Rockefeller Plaza in New York City.
MARTIN DODD's rock ' n roll band
"High Geronimo and the Texas Fire·
Water Pistols" just wrapped up an
engagement behind Willy Nelson at
Poet's Music Hall in Atlanta , GA .
JONATHAN and SARAH (GREVE)
FRANK are living just outside Philadel·
phia in Glenside. Jono recently left IBM
and is now working for Lease Financing
Corp. as assistant vice president. The
Franks have two children: Katherine, 3,
and Andrew, 1.
BRUCE GODICK graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania School of
Dental Medicine in 1979 and is now in
private practice on Fairview Road in
Woodlyn,PA.
JIM GOMES received his J.D. degree
from Harvard Law School, and his
master of public policy degree from
Kennedy School of Government in 1979.
Jim is now an attorney with Hale and
Dorr in Boston, MA.
BETSY KELLOGG HAMILTON has
been manager, operations analysis, for
Colonial Penn Insurance Company in
Philadelphia. Betsy wrote in April that
she and Perry were expecting a baby in
early July. Let us know, Betsy, boy or
girl?
JEFFREY HENDEL graduated from
the University of Pittsburgh Medical
School in 1979 and now works at the
Boston City Hospital as an intern. Jef·
frey has been married to Barbara Coyne
since June, 1977.
KAREN (KARAFIN) WOLF has
finished graduate school in social work at
Catholic Universi.ty and is looking for
work. She and husband LLOYD WOLF
'74 were planning to vacation in Central
America with baby, Sojourner Akiba,
born in February.
CHRISTOPHER IMLAY is an
associate attorney with Booth & Freret
in Washington, D.C. Kip is engaged to
Rita Kruhm, an executive secretary with
the Marriott Corporation.
JAMES KIRSCHNER began working
for Kreeger & Sons in 1979 and was
recently promoted to manager of the
brand new store on West 72nd Street in
Manhattan .
LINDA LANDON has been promoted
to assistant product manager for the
school department of Harper & Row

Publishers in New York City.
SHARON LASKOWSKI is now an
assistant professor at Pennsylvania
State University. Sharon spent the past
year doing research at the University of
Arizona in Tucson and completing her
Ph.D. from Yale University in computer
science.
PHILIP LEONE and Jacquelyn Pelini
were married in July. Phil is a dentist
and lives in Youngstown, OH.
DAVID MICHAELS is currently occupational health curriculum coordinator
for the department of social medicine,
Montefiore Hospita l, Bronx, NY. In addi·
tion Dave is an instructor of community
health at the Albert Einstein College of
Medicine. Much of his work is assisting
workers organize for improved working
conditions.
JOHN MIESOWITZ is an attorney
specializing in tax Ia w for Cole, Geaney.
Xamner and Byrne, in Paterson, NJ.
John is also attending NYU at nig-ht for
his L.L.M. degree in taxation.
JEFF MOLITOR works as a corporate
planner for SOHIO in Cleveland after
graduating from Colgate Darden
Graduate School of Business Ad ·
ministration at the University of
Virginia.
HOLLY
(EICHEN) ROBINSON
graduated from Lewis & Clark law school
in Portland last year and went to work at
the district attorney's office. She and
husband, Richard, have bought an old
home in Portland which they are fixing
up.
RICHARD SLUTSKY currently
resides and is engaged in the private
practice of dentistry in New York City.
Richard was graduated from the
University of Connecticut School of
Dental Medicine in 1979.
ROBIN WEINBERG is a third-year
graduate student in microbiology at
Duke University in Durham, NC .
ELLEN WEISS has graduated from
Vanderbilt law school and will begin
employment as an attorney for Dechert
Price & Rhoads in Philadelphia next fall.
Ellen is also eng-aged to Andrew Geof·
frey Berg, a graduate of Vanderbilt law
school.
LINDA WYLAND is a customer
training specialist for Computer Con·
soles, Inc. of Rochester, NY. CCI sells
systems to telephone companies for
computerized directory assistance.
Class Agent: Deborah A. Donahue
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EugeneSben
205 E. 78tb St., Apt. 5T
New York, NY 10021

JUNE, '81

Many thanks to all of you for taking
the time to write in. I think this report
may be a record!
BLAIR FISHBURN continues to work
for IBM as a marketing representative in
the investment systems division while
grinding away at his MBA during
evening hours at Iona College.
PEGGY HERZOG has another year
left before receiving her Ph.D. in clinical
psychology at the California School of
Professional Psychology in LaJ oil a, CA.
WILL BAKER is an assistant director
at the Chesapeake Bay Foundation in
Annapolis, MD. In addition, he is a free·
lance writer, photographer, and editor
who has been published in the Baltimore
Sun, Washington Post & Star, the op-ed
page of the New York Times and national
environmental magazines.
GINO BARRA continues with the
First Florida Building Corporation as an
estimator/contractor in the South Miami
area.
WILLIAM BARROWS has graduated
from medical school and is doing a
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Headliner
Susan Grier Phillips '76 received a
first-place award in the MarylandDelaware Press Association's annual journalism contest for a column
she wrote on the death of her grandmother. She also wrote an article for
the American Baby magazine while
expecting a baby herself.
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pediatric residency in Chicago.
JEAN BECKWITH works at Compton
Advertising in New York City.
DAN BENNINGHOFF is a senior
media planner at Young & Rubicam in
New York. He handles Ford's LincolnMercury division account.
TERRY BLAKE is married. to
Beckwith Miller and is a research
assistant at the executive recruiting firm
of Russell Reynolds Associates in New
York.
KAREN BLAKESLEE has moved to
Florida, working for Trader Publications
in their bookkeeping department.
LINDA CHERKAS graduated last
May from the University of Pennsylvania's graduate school of social work
with an MSW degree.
HOPE COHEN is a design program
coordinator for Ann Taylor Stores in
New York.
SAMUEL
CORLISS
and
KATHERINE (KAWAMURA) CORLISS
recently moved back from Taiwan where
Samuel was with Chase-Manhattan. He is
now working on the Japan desk.
LOUISA CRAIB is a graduate student
at the school of public health at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
FREDDY MILLER DAVIS is an account executive at Bache Halsey Stuart
Shield in Charleston, WV and has a
newspaper column with the Charleston
Daily Mail entitled, "You and Your
Money ." She was also published in a
national magazine The Registered
Representative.
REBECCA DORISON will marry
JEFFREY MANDLER '77 in September
and is currently a psychiatric social
worker in the Community Mental Health
Center, Miami. She received her MSW
from Tulane in 1978.
BARRY DOUGLAS graduated from
the Bowman Gray School of Medicine at
Wake Forest University. He is now a
resident at the Mount Sinai Medical
Center in New York .
REBECCA DUNN and REYNOLDS
ONDERDONK just purchased a huge,
old Victorian boarding house in Hartford
and are planning its renovation into a
single family dwelling. Rebecca will work
as a portfolio review analyst for Aetna
Business Credit.
ELIZABETH FREEDGOOD graduated from Tulane Law School in 1979
and now works as a political analyst with
the federal government in Washington,
D.C.
JOHN GATES, at last word, was
running for a delegate's position in the
Republican national convention and still
works for Caldwell Bunker, a commercial
real estate investment firm in Chicago.
NANCY HIRSCHHORN has changeri
her job with the go,vernment and is now
an assistant coordinator in the foreign
agricultural service of the USDA. She
works on food aid anq export credit sales
to Latin America.

..
MARGOT JAFFE has started the
second-year post-doctorate program in
pediatric dentistry at the Columbia
University School of Dental and Oral
Surgery in New York.
MARGIE JOHNSON is a consultant
for the President's Council on Environmental Quality and will marry
JACK ORRICK, who received his law
degree from George Washington
University and works for a Washington,
D.C. law firm.
ROGER JOHNSON is president of
Bird Enterprises in Miami. He heads up a
7-acre recreation complex that contains
(among other things) 10 indoor racquetball courts, 60 bowling lanes, billiards,
restaurant and lounge. He challenges,
"Call for a game!"
BETH KOWALESKI is writing her
Ph.D. dissertation in English at Columbia
and teaching literature at the School of
General Studies there.
BETSY BECKER LENAHAN and
JIM have been living in Atlanta, GA for
2 112 years . Betsy has started her own
audio-visual company after two years in
production management, while Jim is the
economic development coordinator for
Southeast Georgia.
GREER CANDLER LERCHEN and
her husband, Gray, have moved to Grand
Rapids, MI where Greer is an investment
assistant at the Old Kent Bank.
SUSIE LEWIS and her husband JOE
KLUGER '77 are in New York City,
where Susie is an associate at the law
firm of Milbank. Tweed, Hadley and
McCloy. Joe works for the New York
Philharmonic.
MIKE MAUS is a licensed journeyman
plumber in Moodus, CT. He and his wife
are expecting their first child.
B. J . "BURTON" MEGARGEL is an
associate consultant for A. T. Kearney &
Co., Inc. in New York.
DAVID MERIWETHER is engaged to
be married to Susan Cox, sister of
ROBERT COX, having received his M.D.
from the University of Cincinnati. David
is currently a first-year resident in
general surgery at Vanderbilt
University in Nashville.
DEBORAH MOSER is a candidate for
her master's degree in movement
therapy at the Antioch/New England
Graduate School in Keene, NH.
JANE OLBERG is working on
Congressman Tom Tauke's reeiectlon
campaign in Cedar Rapids, IA.
NANCY OPENSHAW recently moved
from San Diego to the San Francisco Bay
area and finds Hewlett-Packard an extraordinary company!
KEN PADACH still runs his "City
Alarm Systems" burglar alarm company
in his spare time after completing his
first year at Hahnemann Medical College, where he was president of the
freshman class.
MARY PENNIMAN has finished her

first year at the Wharton Graduate
School of Business at UPenn. HOBIE
PORTER will begin his MBA studies
there this fall after a stint at First Pennsylvania Bank.
BOB PETERSON received his CPA
from the State of Rhode Island and is
completing the MBA program at N'i U
which he began during his job at Peat
Marwick Mitchell and Co., New York.
SHANNON PREVEY works at
Gardner Publications in Cincinnati.
MARK SALONIA was married to
KATHY LYNN BECK and was promoted
to lieutenant (junior grade), serving as
weapons officer aboard the U.S.S.
Coronado.
ROBERT THOMPSON is an associate
at Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette in New
York after a year at First Boston Corp.
RICHARD TRACHIMOWICZ was
promoted to assistant treasurer of
Freedom Federal Savings in Worcester,
MA. He just received his MBA from
Clark University.
STEVE TRIGGS is a news editor for
WPLP Talk Radio 57 and covered the
NFC Playoffs, the J .C. Penney Golf
Classic for NBC and the Orange Blossom
Classic for Mutual Sports. Steve lives in
Puidlas Park, FL.
ANDY MERZ is a successful advertising executive in Boston. Other
members of our Boston contingent are
CHIP GOODE, who is working on his
MBA at Babson College - hoping to go
into leasing; ROB FERNALD '75 in the
portfolio investment division of the Bank
of Boston (Bates Fernald is at Robert
Todd, Ltd. at Faneuil Halll; P.K.W.
HARRIS, a candidate for the master's
degree in biology at Tufts University;
ALISON KAYE, in marketing at Durkee
Foods; and ELLEN MANN WYMAN in
Massachusetts General Hospital's admitting department.
TOM KORENGOLD recently married
RENEE KAROL in Washington. Tom is
in sales at Ourisman Chevrolet.
EADS and PEGGY JOHNSON live in
New York when they're not hunting or
fishing in Blooming Grave. Eads is a bond
trader for Morgan Stanley and Peggy
works at McGraw-Hill.
DAVID RAHM is spending the
summer in New Mexico and will return
this fall to begin his second year at
George Washington Medical School.
JIM "SOLS" SOLOMON continues in
new product marketing/development at
Quaker Oats Company in Chicago. That
is, when it's not snowing.
CARLYLE FRASER has switched
from the corporate auditing department
at American Express to the corporate
planning area where he is involved in
special projects.
JIM KIRSCHNER sacrificed a job in
the wilds of Vermont for one in the wilds
of New York City. Jim has rapidly advanced in the organization of Kreeger
and Sons, currently managing their new
72nd Street store.
Last, but not least, PAULA
GALIETTE SHEN continues her studies
at Teachers College of Columbia
University, working for the master's
degree in education while teaching
second grade full-time at the Buckley
School in New York.
WENDA L. HARRIS is now sales
development manager of New York
magazine.
Just a few quick reminders to the
Class of '76 - our fifth reunion will begin
a new era of reunions at Trin - the
Spring Reunion, June 1981.
Local area reunions are really running
strong - please participate in their
activities.
Thanks for all your correspondence,
have a great summer!
Class Agent: Karen Jeffers
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Barbara Hayden Lewis
2311 N. 9th St., Apt. 301
Arlington, VA 22201

Once again it's time for news of om
class. I appreciate hearing from those
who wrote.
GWYNNE MANCOLL CAMPBELL
and husband, Douglas, are living in Charlottesville, VA while Doug completes his
MBA at the University of Virginia Business School. Gwynne has been freelancing in public relations and recently published a "Newcomer's Guide to Charlottesville."
STEVE KA YMAN has also spent time
in Charlottesville. Steve began his
second year of Ia w school at the
university in August. During the summer, he worked at the law firm of
Proskaner, Rose, Goetz and Mendelsohn
in New York City.
BENNETT MORTELL contacted
Trinity to say he is living in Cornish Flat,
NH and working for the state's legal
assistance program.
PAUL PANTANO recently graduated
from Duke Law School. Paul has moved
to Washington, D.C. where he works as
an attorney for the enforcement division
of the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission.
ALAN PLOUGH is an electrical
design engineer with the Hamilton
Standard Company of Windsor Locks,
CT. Alan has been working on a life
support system for the NASA space
shuttle program.
Speaking of Ploughs, CAROL
PLOUGH DOOLITTLE has left her job
at Hotchkiss School to teach at Locust
Valley Friends Academy on Long Island.
The new location will enable Carol and
JON '76- who works in New York City
- to be together full time.
A number of people have written from
New York City. ALYSON HENNING is
employed as an IBM account supervisor
for Compton Advertising. EDE GIBBONS works in the city as an officer's
assistant at Chemical Bank. JOE
KLUGER is now the assistant to the
managing director of the New York
Philharmonic.
Also in New York City, PETER DUKE
has been working on the renovation of
the S.S. Norway which is being converted into a Caribbean cruise ship.
Representing Donghia Associates, Peter
has had to travel several times to
Bremerhaven, West Germany!
Finally, STUART LOVEJOY began a
new job with Thomas A. Greene and
Company, a New York City firm coowned by Alexander & Alexander.
Stuart will be headed to London this fall
to be trained at Lloyds of London .
At the University of Pennsylvania,
ERIC LUSKIN is finishing his master's
degree at the Annenberg School of
Communications. Eric decided to forego
a career in music and instead practices
his writing and announcing skills for New
Jersey Public Television.
CLAUDIA LESLIE is getting her B.S.
degree in nursing at Cornell University
and working at the Beth Israel Hospital
in Boston.
During his sophomore year of medicine
at the University of Alabama, BILL
BOND published two papers on the
treatment of manic patients.
MARTY KANOFF has passed his
national boards and become the second
vice president of his medical fraternity at
the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine. Marty married Joanne Fischer
in October,l979.
RAMSAY GROSS has gotten her law
degree from the University of Maryland
where she also found time to be the
. articles editor for the International
Trade Law Journal. Ramsay has joined

the Baltimore firm of Constable,
Alexander & Daneker.
Having graduated fNm Harvard Law
School last spring, ANDY FRIEDMAN is
heading to Washington, D.C. to join the
firm of Covington & Burling.
CONRAD SEIFERT has one more
year to go at the Capital University Law
School in Columbus, OH. Conrad is a
research scholar in products liability and
tort Ia w. In his spare time, he has been
trying to publish short stories.
Planning a career in orthopedic and
reconstructive surgery , CLIFF
POSMAN studies at Michigan State
College of Human Medicine. Cliff won
grand prize for "Best Medical Student
Paper" on Michigan Research Day, 1980.
MICHAEL "FONDUE" SIEGEL will
travel to Indonesia to study dance and
music. He has received his master's
degree in engineering from the
University of Wisconsin.
GALE SIMON finished her second
year of law at the University of Penn·
sylvania. Gale spent one summer in D.C.
working for a law firm.
Also pursuing a Jaw career is MIKE
SJOGREN. Mike graduated from Duke
Law School in May and has just started
in the legal department of the DuPont
Company in Wilmington, DE .
RICK SOKOLOV is attending the St.
George University School of Medicine in
Grenada, West Indies.
RODERICK THOMPSON and
DEBORAH SMITH were married in
August, 1979 and have moved to Mill
Valley, CA. Rod graduated from
Hastings Law School in May and accepted a job with the law firm of
Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro in San
Francisco.
PETER WOLK is now the assistant
director of the Living/Learning Center at
the University of Vermont.
Before returning to law school at
Georgetown Univers ity, BOWDY
TRAIN traveled to Colombia, Ecuador
and the Galapagos Islands. Bowdy spent
some time in the emerald trade and then
paddled down the Amazon River.
Swimming was limited due to the
abundance of piranhas!
Class Agent: James W. Graves
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George L. Smith
45 Pinewood Dr.
Longmeadow, MA 01106

Here's the latest news from the class:
CHARLEY JOHNSON is attending
the University of Virginia Law School
and represented Kentucky coal miners in
health and safety litigation this summer.
GARY DEANE and CALEB KOEPPEL
are both attending Brooklyn Law School
in New York . Gary is a member of the
Brooklyn Journal of International Law.
WILLIAM DOW is attending the
University of Pennsylvania for his MAin
art history and architecture while
working as a manager for Hornsco.
EDWIN LICHTIG plans to attend Duke
or Mary land business school. He has been
working as a programmer analyst for
Informatics, Inc. NANETTE HARVEY is
a second-year medical student at the
University of Rochester. Finally, JON
JACOBS is attending Benjamin Cardozo
School of Law in New York.
A large contingent of Trin grads is
finding life in the Big Apple exciting.
NICK
BENSON
is
an
underwriting/management trainee for the
American International Group. DEBBIE
DUCKETT is an executive secretary for
the Westchester Commun ity Opportunity Program in Elmsford, NY.
JEFFREY ROWLAND is a talent agent
for American Talent International in
Manhattan. PAMELA MORTON is a
marketing coordinator for Media Net-

.works, Inc. VIVI DUNKLEE is working
for the law firm of Dell, Craighill, Fentress & Benton. NANCY THORNTON is
now with the Western Electric Company
after being with Citibank. DOUG
LOGAN is working for Dodd, Mead &
Co., publishers. Further north in Albany,
KATHY PRYOR is a legislative assistant
io the New York State Senate and plans
to attend law school in the fall.
PETER VAN LOON has been promoted to lieutenant junior grade in the
United States Navy.
In Baltimore, MALCOLM DANIEL is
employed by the Baltimore Museum of
Art. Also, HUNTER FOWLER is a salesman for Owens-Corning Fiberglass. In
Boston, MARGY CAMPBELL is working
for the law firm of Hale & Dow. She also
writes to say that she is living with KIM
WHITE, ALISON CARY and CAROL
TAYLOR.
Sunny California is where CYNTHIA
KING is working as a medical assistant
in dermatology at the UCLA Hospital in
Los Angeles. PETER CROSBY is
working in San Francisco for Alani, Inc.,
"the latest in fresh squeezed orange
juice."
Tropical Bermuda is where CHARLES
GLANVILLE works as manager of
operations for Ashland, Ltd.
HARRY GRAVES is now the unit
manager for Procter and Gamble in the
Minneapolis/St. Paul area. BETSY
NALLE is a drug therapist for the Diagnostic and Rehabilitation Center in Philadelphia, while STEVEN SHAPIRO is
working for Wheelabrator-Frye, Inc. in
New Hampshire after graduating from
Cornell Business School.
In Connecticut, NANCY RIEMER
KELLNER is working for the Norwichtown Mall Bookstore. RANDY
PEARSALL has completed his master's
at Trinity and finished his brief but
productive stint as sports information
director. Randy's accepted a position
with the Hartford Hellions indoor soccer
club as their director of public relations.
Finally, MARGARET EISEN received
her MBA from New York University and
is currently working for Meredith
Associates in Westport, CT.
Class Agents: Cynthia S. Riker
Nicholas D. Benson
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Barbara J. Karlen
1671 Hampton Knoll Dr.
Akron, OH 44313

We've heard from lots and lots of
'79ers and here they are!
"ARTMO" ABOWITZ is a recording
engineer for Producers Two on Asylum
Avenue in Hartford.
VICKY APT is an editorial assistant
for Antiques World magazine in New
York City.
PETER BRONSKY was awarded an
A.D. Williams research fellowship at t he
Medical College of Virginia to conduct
research in periodontics. Peter is in his
first year of study there.
PAM BUSSEY is an assistant buyer
for John Wanamaker in Philadelphia.
BOB CHAFFEE is a graduate studentteaching assistant at the University of
Massachusetts.
BOB CHILDS is plant supervisor for
Courier Corporation in Allentown, P A.
ANNE FICKLING is an editorial
assistant at Bantam Books in New York
and writes that she is Jiving with Trinity
alums MARGARET WATTS '78, KEITH
PLAPINGER '78, and BARBARA
SANBORN '78. "We three girls play
rugby for the only women's rugby club in
New York City."
CINDY FLANAGAN i s ad ministrative assistant for The Asia
Society .on East 64th Street in New York
City.

WILL FORNSHELL has found t he
first year of law school at Syracuse University both "challenging and enjoyable."
CAL FRESE is a staff auditor for
Arthur Andersen & Co. in New York
City while attending t he NYU Graduate
School of Business.
LAUREN GLASS made a Jan.u ary
ascent of Mt. Shasta (14,162 feet high)
with a crew from Eddie Bauer. Lauren
works in a clinica l enzymology lab and
notes she is "in love with the
cosmopolitan and lively spirit of San
Francisco."
CATHY GRAUBERT is attending
NYU's graduate school physical therapy
program.
LISA HILL is at New York Medical
College in Val halla, NY.
AMY KATZ loves her job! Amy is
news assistant for ABC TV News in New
York and is due to be promoted up the
ladder soon. "Miss Trinity loads!" she
writes.
PETER LAWSON-JOHNSTON is now
working on the north slope of Alaska as a
floor hand on an oil rig.
BILL McCANDLESS was awarded
honors in Hofstra University School of
Law's moot court competition.
NINA McLANE is secretary/assistant
to the chief copywriter in the publicity
department at Doubleday and Company
in New York City. Nina just recently
moved into NYC with EMILY LATOUR.
KURT MEISTER is assistant buyer in
the young men's department of
Strawbridge Clothier in Philadelphia.
MARTHA PARADIS has changed
from Stewart Modeling Agency to Ford
Models.
MICHAEL PRESTON lives in Baltimore and is engaged to TAM!
VOUDOURIS.
JOHN RAFFERTY writes, "After
graduation KIM BURNS and I toured the
western U.S. for the summer. After
returning, I procured employment with
Manufacturers Hanover." John lives in
Rye, NY but commutes to Park Avenue.
LINDA RAYMOND is an auditor's
assistant at the University State Bank,
University of So. Florida and lives in
Tampa.
JOHN SANDMAN is a teaching
assistant at the Un iversity of New
Hampshire in Durham.
GARY SAVADOVE just returned
from six months of sailing in the
Caribbean and will be attending Amos
Tuck (Dartmouth) Graduate School of
Business in the fall.
JEFFREY WAGNER is a law student
at the Dickinson School of Law in
Carlisle, P A.
MARGIE WIDEMAN is a graduate
student at Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences in Bethesda,
MD. She writes, "New publication!!
JASP 1970 with Andy Baum, ANNE
SHAPIRO '78 and DARLENE MURRAY
'78."
CHARLES WILSON is prese ntly a
student at the graduate school of
engineering at the Un iversity of
Michigan in Ann Arbor. Charles is
specializing in solar energy.
SARAH WRIGHT writes, "Here's
proof that classics majors can find employment!" Sarah very much enjoys her
job as Latin and Greek teacher at the
Sunset Hill School in Kansas City, MO .
Class Agent: Elizabeth K. Howard

V-12
REEVES "LUKE" LUKENS is second
vice president, group sales, for Pilot Life
Insurance Company in Greensboro, NC.
Luke was recently promoted to captain

in the Naval Reserve and is currently
serving as commanding officer of the
Naval Reserve Intelligence Unit in
Greensboro.

HONORARII
1963
SIDNEY WILMOT GOLDSMITH is now
a consultant, C.P.F. for the Church
Pension Fund on Second Avenue in New
York City. He is also on the executive
committee of the Anglican Society.
1965
ASGER LANGLYKKE is executive staff
scientist with Genex Corporation in
Rockville, MD. This company is engaged
in contract research in the fields of recombinant DNA/genetic engineering.
1975
CHARLES RYSKAMP was awarded the
Cross of the Commander of the Order of
Orange Nassau from the Queen of the
Netherlands in April.

MASTERS
1940
ALLEN HYDE will be a lecturer in
mathematics at the University of
Connecticut in Waterbury for the first
semester, then back to retirement.
1963
WALT McCLATCHEY ' plays violin in
the Sarasota Community Orchestra in
Florida. Walt is also into advanced
square dancing and advanced round
dancing.
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1969
JOLENE
GOLDENTHAL's
play ,
"Mequasset by the Sea," was produced
"off-off Broadway" at the American
T heatre of Actors as an Equity
Showcase. Another. play, "Remembering
Mrs. Crowley," was produced off-off
Broadway by Expressionist Theatre II in
March and April.
ERIC CHAPMAN is president of Eric
Chapman Violins, Inc. in Larchmont, NY
and is the director of International
Violin-Viola Compeititons, the next one
to be held at Hofstra University in Long
Island next November. Eric is also
president of the Violin Society of
America.
1970
R. PETER LANDON has been promoted
to senior vice president at Baybank
Valley Trust Company in Springfield,
MA and has assumed managerial
responsibilities for the corporate
banking department.
1974
SALLY HARRIS continues to teach in
the department of English at Northwestern College in Roseville, MN, where
she is assistant professor. Her husband
has just accepted a call to become
associate pastor of Grace Lutheran
church in Mora, MN.
CRISANNE COLGAN is presently
pursuing a sixth-year pr ogram in
educational administration while holding
down the job of chairperson, foreign
language department at St. Thomas
Aquinas High School in New Britain, CT.
CHARLES JEANS has been elected
an assistant secretary in the data
processing systems department of The
Hartford Insurance Group.
1975
MARK BREITBART is a forms analyst
for Mobil Oil Company in New York City.

In Memory
GEORGE DAWSON HOWELL, JR.,
1915
George D. Howell, Jr., died on June 23,
1979. He was 85.
A resident of Colonial Towers in Paoli,
Penn., he was a member of Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity .
He is survived by his wife, Emmy, and
a sister, Julia Kidder of Massachusetts.

NICHOLAS ZIPKIN, 1915
Nicholas Zipkin of South Daytona, Fla.
died November 21, 1979. He was 88.
Born in Russia, he received a bachelor
of science degree from Trinity in 1915.
He was a veteran of World War I, had
been a junior in pharmacy, a farmer in
Connecticut, worked for the Veterans
Administration in Massachusetts, and re·
tired as a designer and distributor of
toys for a New York City firm.
He is survived by a great niece, Susan
Weiner, and a .great nephew, Joel
Weiner, both of Orland~, Fla.
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ERNEST ARTHUR KALLINICH, 1919
Ernest A. Kallinich, retired national
advertising manager for Radio Shack
Corporation, died June 15, 1980 in Bos·
ton. He was 85.
Born in Forestville, Conn., he attended
Trinity with the class of 1919, but left to
serve his country in France in World
War I. He had been a member of the Con·
necticut Governor's Foot Guard until he
moved to Boston in 1934. He was a char·
ter member of Back Bay Aging Concerns
and the Committee for Young and Old
United.
He is survived by his sister, Edna !:lad·
ger, and brother, Raymond Kallinich,
both of Newington.
EVALD LAURIDS SKAU, 1919
Evald L. Skau, former member of the
Trinity College faculty, died July 10,
1980 in New Orleans, Louisiana. He was
83.
Born in Hartford, Conn., he received
both his bachelor and master of science
degrees from Trinity and his doctorate
from Yale. While at Trinity he was editor
of the Tripod, a Holland Scholar, Phi
Beta Kappa and was graduated Optimus,
valedictorian of his class. He was Class
Secretary for many years.
His career as teacher, research leader
and consultant spanned more than a half
century. He was a 1930 Guggenheim fel·
low in Germany and Belguin, spent three
years as an industrial consultant, andre·
tired in 1967 after 28 years as a research
scientist for the United States Department of Agriculture. He had been
granted more than three dozen patents
and published over 100 papers in his
field. He was a member of the American
Chemistry Society, American Institute
of Chemists, American Oil Chemists Society, Research Association of America
and a fellow of the Institute of Chemistry. Trinity awarded him its Alumni
Medal of Excellence in 1975.
He leaves his wife, Dorothy (Becke·
meyer) Skau of New Orleans, Louisiana.

1922. He was a member of Immanuel
Congregational Church and Aetna Men's
Club.
He leaves a brother, Lester H. Miller
of West Hartford.

ROMAINE CLARK CHAPMAN, 1925
Romaine C. Chapman of Cheshire,
Conn. died June 5, 1980. He was 77.
Born in Middletown, Conn., he attended Trinity College with the Class of
1925, and had retired as sales manager of
the Oakville Division of Scoville Manufacturing Company. He was a founder,
member and past president of the Quinnipiac Game Association and a member of
the Wallingford Country Club.
He leaves his wife, Doris (McGi11)
Chapman of Cheshire; two sons, Robert
R. Chapman of Palmer, Mass. and Clark
B. Chapman of Catonsville, Md.; a brother, Thomas Chapman of Port St. Lucy,
Fla.; 8 grandchildren; and several nieces
and nephews.
WENDELL HOLMES LANGDON,
1927
Wendell H. Langdon, inventor and
mathematical consultant, died May 27,
1979 in Colonial Beach, Virginia. He was
74.
Born in Hartford, he received his bachelor of science degree from Trinity in
1928 and his master of science from Yale
in 1929. He was a member of Delta Psi
and the Society of Sigma Chi. While at
Trinity he was captain of the tennis
team, won the Math Prize in 1924 and
was awarded the Mary Terry Fellowship.
He was an instructor at the Gunnery
School, Trinity College, Williston Academy, Morristown School, Morristown Junior College and A von Old Farms; assistant professor and head of the Physics
Department at Rollins College; and chief
of the evaluation department, Naval
Proving Ground before becoming an independent consultant.
He is survived by three nephews and
nieces.

JAMES MILLS HARTLEY, 1928
James M. Hartley, formerly of Ocean
City, New Jersey, died March 13,1980 in
Fort Myers, Florida. He was 71.
Born in Paterson, New Jersey, he received a bachelor of science degree from
Trinity in 1928 and was a member of Psi
Upsilon fraternity. After being graduated, he was a radar instructor for the
United States Navy and worked for Hanover Bank and Trust in New York City
first as a trust accountant, then in public
relations and finally as editor of the
house magazine, Thirty-Three. He left
Hanover in 1962 to join WITCO Chemical
Company as a programmer for sales accounting systems. He was lay reader and
vestryman for St. Raphael's Episcopal
Church.
He is survived by his wife Frances
(Rudge) Hartley of Fort Myers, Fla.; a
son, James M. Hartley, Jr. of Pleasant
Valley, N.J.; and two grandchildren.

BERNARD STEPHEN DIGNAM,
1930
Bernard S. Dignam, died in an automobile accident June 19, 1980. He was 72.
Born in Hartford, he was a member of
the Class of 1930 and was active in the
WILFORD PAUL MILLER, 1922
Alumni Association, serving as class
Wilford P. Miller, retired underwriter agent for the 50th reunion. He received
for Aetna Life Insurance Company, died his M.D. from Yale in 1935 and had been a
May 5, 1980 in Bloomfield, Conn. He was practicing physician in Enfield, Conn. for
over 40 years, serving as Enfield's health
81.
Born in New Britain, Conn. he was a officer for over 25 years. He had been
lifelong resident of Connecticut and at- plant physician for Bigelow-Sanford cartended Trinity College with the Class of pet mill, physician for many area athletic

teams, and diplomate of the Board of Industrial Medicine. He was a member of
the Hartford City Medical Association,
American Medical Association, and
Washington Irving Council #50 of the
Knights of Columbus. Trinity College
will establish an annual award in his
honor, to be presented to the outstanding
Class Agent and to be called the Bernie
Dignam Class Agent's Cup.
He leaves three children: Rosemary
Garland of Jupiter, Fla.; B. Stephen Dignam of Windsor, Conn.; and Thomas Dignam of Hacienda Heights, Cal. He also
leaves five grandchildren.
HARVEY DANN, 1931
Harvey Dann of Pawling, New York
died May 29, 1980. He was 70.
Born in New York City, he was a member of the Class of 1932 and Delta Phi fraternity. While at Trinity he played varsity basketball, worked on the Tripod
and was a member of the Sophomore Dining Club. He received an L.LB from Fordham Law School in 1939 and was a lieutenant in the United States Navy during
World War II. He was president of Harvey Dann Company, Insurance Brokers
and retired chairman of the board of
trustees of The Knox School.
He leaves his wife, Lois (Hemstreet)
Dann of Pawling, New York; two sons,
Tyler Dann of Poughkeepsie, New York
and Harvey Dann IV of White Plains,
New York; a daughter, Mary D. Claus of
Bedford Village, New York; a brother,
Matthew Dann of Pawling; and five
grandchildren.

ARTHUR ALEXANDER ARNOLD,
JR., 1932
Arthur A. Arnold, Jr., retired hospital
relations consultant for Blue Cross of
Boston, Mass., died February 18, 1980 in
Marblehead, Mass. He was 68.
Born in West Millbury, Mass., he was a
member of the Class of 1932 and Alpha
Chi Rho fraternity. While at Trinity he
was captain of both the tennis and squash
teams. He also received a B.B.S. from
Stone College in 1934. He was an active
member of the First Church of Christ,
Congregational in Beverly, Mass. and the
Corinthian Yacht Club.
He is survived by his wife, Frances
(West) Arnold of Marblehead, Mass.

EZRA MELROSE, 1933
Ezra Melrose, former principal of Weaver and Bulkely High Schools in Hartford, Conn., died July 11, 1980. He was 69.
A lifelong resident of Hartford, he received his bachelor's degree from Trinity
in 1935, a master's from New York University in 1938, a master's from the University of Connecticut in 1951, and did
additional graduate work at both the
University of Connecticut and Trinity.
He had been Class Secretary since 1971.
He was an educator in Hartford for 37
years, had taught and been a counselor in
all Hartford high schools and at Northeastern Junior High. He was vice principal of Weaver High School from 1949 until 1962 and then served as principal until
1968. He was appointed principal at
Bulkeley High School in 1968 and resigned in 1972 because of ill health.
He also taught at the religious schools
of Temple Beth Israel and Einanuel Synagogue. He was a past president and
chairman of the Hartford Jewish Community Center and a director of the Jewish
Historical Society. B'nai B'rith awarded
him its Mr. Citizen Award in 1964, and he
received Trinity's Alumni Medal of Excellence in 1966.
He leaves his wife, Minna (Galinsky)
Melrose; two daughters, Ruth Melrose of
Modesto, Cal. and Harriet Melrose of

Chicago, Ill.; and a brother, Paul Melrose
of Newton Center, Mass.
JACK GRENFELL, 1934
The Rev. Jack Grenfell, former chaplain at Trinity College, died July 2, 1980
in Orland, Maine. He was 72.
Born in St. Just, Cornwall, England, he
came to Trinity from Hartford High and
left to attend Hartford Theological Seminary. He studied at Gordon College and
Boston University. He served the United
Methodist churches in New Milford,
Bridgeport, West Redding, Watertown,
Hartford, Darien, Newtown and Waterbury. He was a trustee at Hartford Seminary for many years.
He leaves his wife, Clarine (Coffin)
Grenfell of Orland, Maine; a son, the Rev .
John Millard Grenfell of Guilford, Maine;
daughter Lornagrace Bowrun of Kansas
City, Missouri; daughter Pamela Smith
of Riverside, California; a brother, Thomas Grenfell of New Milford, Conn.;
seven grandchildren; and several nieces
and nephews.

HENRY KNOX SHERRILL, RON.
1936
The Right Reverend Henry Knox
Sherrill, retired Presiding Bishop of the
Episcopal Church, died May 11, 1980. He
was 89.
Born in Brooklyn, New York he was a
graduate of Yale University and the
Episcopal Theological School in Cambridge. He was the recipient of honorary
degrees from Yale, Harvard, Boston Uni·
versity and Trinity. He had been curate
of Trinity Parish in Boston, an Army
chaplain in Europe during World War I,
rector of the Church of Our Savior in
Brookline and Trinity Church in Boston,
chairman of the General Commission on
Army and Navy chaplains during World
War II, Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal
church, president of the National Council
of Churches, and president of the World
Council of Churches. His autobiography,
Among Friends, was published in 1962
and he had been featured on the cover of
Time Magazine in 1951.
He leaves his wife, Barbara; three
sons, the Rt. Rev. Edmund K. Sherrill
Bishop of Northern Brazil, the Rev.
Franklin G. Sherrill of Brooklyn, New
York, and the Rev. Henry R. Sherrill of
Cambridge, Mass.; and a daughter, Mrs.
Mason Wilson, Jr. of Woods Hole, Mass.

JOSEPH RICHARD DILLON, 1937
Joseph R. Dillon of West Hartford,
Conn. died October 17,1979. He was 64.
Born in Portland, Conn., he was a member of the Class of 1937 and Alpha Tau
Kappa fraternity. He had retired in 1978
after 38 years with Wire Mold Company
in West Hartford. He was a member of
the Hartford County Purchasing Agents
Association and the West Hartford Regents.
He leaves his wife, Margaret (Walsh)
Dillon of West Hartford; daughter Nancy
Berry of West Hartford; daughter JaneEllen Collins of Bedford, New York; his
mother, Bertha Smith Dillon of West
Hartford; and three grandchildren.
JOHN GRIFFITH FRAN COMBE, 1939
John G. Francom be of La Jolla, California, died April 30, 1980. He was 63.
Born in Detroit, Michigan, he was a
member of the Class of 1939 and attained
the rank of Lieutenant Colonel of the Marines during World War II. He retired as
vice president of United Merchants and
Manufacturing Textile Company in New
York City in 1968.
He leaves his wife, Jean Francom be, of
La Jolla, California.

MICHAEL VINCENT GUALTIERE,
1939
Michael V. Gualtiere, promment physician in Waterbury, Conn., for 38 years,
died August 1, 1980. He was 62.
Born in Waterbury, he was graduated
from Trinity in 1939 and from Tufts University School of Medicine in 1943. He
was a Lieutenant Commander in the
United States Active Naval Reserve
from 1944 to 1946. Active in many medical associations, he had been named diplomate of the American Board of Family
Practice, served a four-year term on the
American Academy of G~neral Practice's
commission on education, and served as
chairman on the Second Regional Conference on Graduate Medical Education in
Family Practice.
He is survived by his wife, Carolynne
(Chmura) Gualtiere of Waterbury; sons
Michael V. Gualtiere of Boston, Mass.,
John C. Gualtieri and Rod Schwab of Waterbury; daughters Mary Lou Riker of
Bristol, R.I., Judith Coleman and Cynthia
Hanley of West Hartford, Gwen Gual·
tieri of New York City, Suzanne Gualtieri and Terri Lynne Schwab of Waterbury; a brother, Richard Gualtiere, and a
sister, Phyllis Berger, both of Water·
bury; nine grandchildren and several
nieces and nephews .

WINSLOW BARTLETT AYER, 1943
Winslow B. Ayer of East Haddam,
Conn. died May 28, 1980. He was 59.
Born in Boston, Mass., he attended
Trinity with the Class of 1943 and was a
member of Psi Upsilon fraternity. He had
served with the Royal Canadian Air
Force during World War II, was a member of the board of directors of Sherborne Corporation in Vermont and retired in 1970 as assistant vice president
of Connecticut Bank and Trust in Hartford, Conn.
He leaves his wife Mary (Clark) Ayer
of East Haddam; sons John B. Ayer, of
East Hampton and Winslow B. Ayer II of
Stockbridge, Vermont; daughters Catherine H. Ayer of Cottingsville, Vermont
and Susan A. Sause of Killington, Vermont; a sister, Mrs . Charles H. Taylor of
Massachusetts; a brother, Fred W. Ayer
of Birmingham, Alabama; and one granddaughter.
DONALD WEBSTER HOLLINGS,
1945
Donald W. Hollings of Indianapolis, Indiana, died in an automobile accident August 18, 1979. He was 55.
Born in Hartford, Conn., he came to
Trinity from Wabash College and left to
serve his country as an Army staff sargeant during World War II. He rece ived
a degree in mechanical engineering from
Purdue University. He had been a hydraulics engineer for the Indianapolis
Water Company until 1950 when he
joined Lilly & Company. He was their
manager of guest relations at the t ime of
his death.
He is survived by his wife, Catherine
(Nelson) Hollings of Indianapolis; and
four sons, Donald Jr. of Amherst, Mass.
and David, Douglas and Dennis, all of Indianapolis.

LUKE FRANCIS MARTIN, 1948
Luke F. Martin, Superior Court Judge
for the State of Connecticut, died April
18, 1980. He was 59.
Born in Thomaston, Conn., he rece ived
degrees from Trinity College and the
University of Connecticut Law School.
He had represented Thomaston in the
state legislature in 1947 and 1949, was
named to the state Circuit Court in 1959
and to the Superior Court in 1975.

He leaves his wife, Rosemary (Lyons)
Martin of Th01;paston, Conn.; sons Timothy .a nd Luke of Philadelphia, Penn., and
Christopher, Sean and Patrick of Thomaston, Conn.; daughters Katherine
Riley of Hartford, and Mary, Maura and
Erin of Thomaston; his sister, Lucille
Mathens of Plymouth; and his brother,
Eugene Martin of Thomaston.

RICHARD BUTLER QUINN, 1948
Richard B. Quinn of Pittsburgh, Penn.,
died January 21,1980. He was 61.
Born in Norwich, Conn., he entered
Trinity with the class of 1943 and left to
serve his country during World War II.
He returned in 1946 and was graduated
with the class of 1948. While at Trinity
he was a member of Pi Gamma Mu. He
had been sa les and marketing executive
for H. K. Porter Company in Pittsburgh
prior to his retirement in 1977.
He leaves his wife, Mary-Eva (Neilan)
Quinn; son Richard N. Quinn of Pittsburgh; daughter Susan B. Berneis of Ann
Arbor, Michigan; and one granddaughter.

RUSSELL CARY EVERETT, JR.,
1952
Russell C. Everett, Jr. of West Hartford died May 18, 1980. He was 52.
Born in Hartford he attended Trinity
with the Class of 1952 and was a member
of Alph Chi Rho fraternity. He was a veteran of World War II, a real estate broker in West Hartford, and at the time of
his death was an appraiser for the State
of Connecticut. He was a member of the
Nationa l Appraisal Board, and steward
of the Connecticut State Employees Association.
He leaves his wife, Mary Ann (Sloate)
Everett of West Hartford; sons Russell
C. Everett III of West Hartford, James
H. Everett of Lebanon, Conn., and
Michael E. Everett of West Hartford;
daughter Lori Anne Everett of Midland,
Mich.; sister Cynthia McClaud of Clearwater, Fla.; and three grandchi ldren.

JAMES EDWARD DETZLER, 1955
James E. Detzler of Lancaster, New
York died Apri19, 1980. He was 48.
Born in South Bend, Indiana, he entered Trinity with the Class of 1955, left
to serve in the Armed Forces, and received his degree in 1957. While at Trinity he was on the Freshman Council and
was president of Theta Xi during his senior year. He spent many years with Continental Casualty as a claims adjuster
and began work for Depew Development
Corporation in 1976.
He is survived by his wife Ann
(Galasso) Detzler; daughters Katherine,
Mary, and Ann; sons James and John; sister Mary Lou Jones; and brother John.

JOEL BRADSHAW JEPSON, 1956
Joel B. Jepson of Gladwyne, Penn. died
February 8,1980. He was 47.
Born in Philadelphia, Penn., he was
graduated from Trinity in 1956 and had
been vice president of his fraternity, Psi
Upsilon. At the time of his death he was
president of his own consulting firm,
Plana log Corporation of Gladwyne.
He leaves his children, Edward Bradshaw Jepson, Ashley Dorance Jepson,
and Joel Bradshaw Jepson, Jr.; his
mother, Mrs. Dorothy Jack; and a
brother.
JOHN NICHOLAS BROWN, HON .
1959
John N. Brown of Providence and New-

port, Rhode Island, died November 9,
1979. He was 79.
The recipient of an honorary LL.D.
from Trinity in 1959, he had played respected roles in the worlds of art, education, government an<j business. He was
the founder of the Providence Preservation Society, a sponsor of the Tanglewood Music Festival, a collector of painting and sculpture, a cellist, a student of
medieval culture, and contributed generous amounts of time and money to educationa l institutions.
He leaves his wife, Anne (Selden)
Brown of Providence, R.I.; sons J. Carter
Brown of Washington, D.C. and Nicholas
Brown of Chevy Chase, Md.; daughter
Angela B. Fischer of Brookline, Mass.;
and seven grandchildren.

KENNETH ROLAND BROWN, 1960
Kenneth R. Brown of Rockport, Mass.
died April 29, 1980. He was 42.
Born in Boston, Mass., he was a member of the Class of 1960 and Delta Phi fraternity. After leaving Trinity he attended Berkeley Divinity School at Yale.
He was a member of the Westport Lions
Club, and treasurer and lay reader of St.
Mary's Episcopal Church in Rockport.
He leaves his ch ildren, Ethan and
Susan, both of Westford, Mass.; his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond A. Brown of
Dedham, Mass.; and a brother, R. Allan
Brown, also of Dedham, Mass .

CHARLES LUTHER TATE, 1960
Charles L. Tate, director of toxicology
for McNeil Laboratories in Lansda le,
Penn., died March 2, 1980. He was 41.
Born in Springfield, Mass., he attended
Trinity with the Class of 1960 and was
graduated from the University of Pennsy lvania School of Veterinary Medicine
in 1966. A veteran of the Vietnam War,
he was with the Army Veterinary Corps
at Walter Reed Research Center unti l
1969 and left to do toxicology research
with Merck Sharp & Dohme at West
Point until 1979.
He leaves his children, Jennifer and
Michael of Lansdale, Penn.; his parents,
Dr. and Mrs. John C. Tate of Agawam,
Mass.; and a sister, Mrs. Robert T. Hall,
also of Agawam.
DAVID LOTRIDGE GRANT, 1962
David L. Grant of Charlotte, North
Carolina, died January 20, 1980. He was
44.
He is survived by his wife, He lga
Grant of Charlotte, N.C.; a son, Martin C.
Grant of Chester, Penn.; his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Grant of Charlotte,
N.C.; and a sister, Cynthia Shoenberger
of Chicago, Ill.

BARBARA S. CARPENTER, MA,
1965
Barbara S. Carpenter, retired assistant director of the Connecticut Visiting
Nurses Association, died May 15, 1980.
She was 77.
Born in East Douglas, Mass ., she re·
ceived her master's degree from Trinity
in 1975 after being graduated from the
Massachusetts General Hospital School
of Nursing and rece iving her bache lor's
degree from the University of Michigan.
She he ld supervisory positions in Water·
bury Hospital and the University of
Michigan Hospital, was president of the
Connecticut State Nurses Association, a
member of the Greater Hartford Community Council and was on the board of directors of the Connecticut Nurses Association.
She leaves a sister, Margia Davis of
New Hampshire; brothers Aldrick Car·

penter of Worcester, Mass. and Roswell
Carpenter of Daytona Beach, Fla.; and
seveml nieces and· nephews.

ROBERT FREEMAN DAVIDSON, 1971
Robert F. Davidson, formerly of West
Hartford, died May 28, 1980 in New York
City . He was 30.
Born in Hartford, Conn., he came to
Trinity from the Robinson School and
was a member of Phi Kappa Alpha fraternity . He received a master's degree from
t he University of Richmond and did grad·
uate study at the Royal Academy of the
University of Glasgow. He had been an
insurance consultant for Equitable Life
Assurance Society and vice president of
Medical History, Inc. in New York.
He leaves his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harley Davidson of West Hartford; and a
sister, Christine Davidson of Alexandria,
Virginia.
KAY KOWELUK ORFITELLI,
1973
Kay (Kowe luk) Orfitelli, director of the
Alaska Native Foundation's fisheries
program, died in an airplane crash on
July 13,1980. She was 29.
Born in Wales, Alaska, she was the
first Alaskan Eskimo to obtain a degree
in economics and had nearly completed
her master's degree in business administration at the University of Alaska. Before joining the Foundation she worked
for Alaska Community Enterprise Development, first as an economic development specialist and later as director of
research and economic deve lopment. She
had been named to the Anchorage Economic Development Commission and was
president of the Anchorage Community
Development Corporation at the time of
her death.
She leaves her husband, William Orfitelli '7 4, former ly of Vernon, Conn.; her
parents, Ruth and Ted Koweluk; and
brothers, Bob, Mike, John and Harvey
Koweluk, all of Anchorage.
LAURA JOHNSON, HON. 1975
Laura Johnson, retired president of
Hartford College for Women, died July 9,
1980. She was 69.
Born in Clarendon, Vt., she had received her bachelor's and master's degrees from t he University of Vermont,
and another master's and her doctorate
from Radcliffe. She had been awarded
honorary doctoral degrees from Trinity
and the University of Hartford. She
joined Hartford College for Women in
1943 and was named its president in
1957. She was the first woman to be
elected to the board of directors of Phoenix Mutual Insurance Company, the
Hartford Courant and to the Greater
Hartford Chamber of Commerce. She received B'nai B'rith's Woman of the Year
Award in 1972.
She leaves her sisters, Ruth Crossman
of Rutland, Vt., and Mabel Regal of Cory,
Penn.

THOMAS WILLIAM LANGFITT, JR.,
1976
Thomas W. Langfitt, Jr. of Merion,
Penn. died November 30, 1979. He was
26.
Born in Nashville, Tenn., he entered
Trinity with the Class of 1976 and was
graduated cum laude from the University of Pennsylvania. While at Trinity he
was on the Audio Visual Committee, the
track team and the swimming team . At
the time of his death he was in his first
year at the University of Pennsy lvania
Medical School.
He leaves his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Thomas Langfitt and three brothers.

Mr. Peter Knapp
Library

Schedule of Events
October 31-November 2, 1980
Art Exhibit, Austin Arts Center
Student Exhibition by James Hagen,
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center

Friday, October 31
9:00am 5:00pm

Alumni House Open, Refreshments79 Vernon Street. Campus tours and list of
classes available

10 :30 am

Soccer Game, Varsi ty and J .V. vs . Amherst

11 :15amnoon

Siberia and Mongolia, a slide lecture by
Dr. James L. West, Associate Professor of
History, who traveled in both regions while
on sabbatica l leave in 1978-1979. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center

11 :45 am1:30pm

Buffet Luncheon and Registration, Field
House, Ferris Athletic Center

12:30 pm

Presentation of Alumni Awards, Field
House, Ferris Athletic Center

1:00pm5:00 pm

Women's Center
Open House

1:30pm

Poetry Reading, Alumni Lounge, Mather
Campus Center

4:00pm

Tour of the expanded Trinity Library

7 :00pm

Hillel Hour, Hillel House, 30 Crescent Street

8:15pm

Student Theater Arts Program Production
of The Club, a musical diversion by Eve
Merriam . Aust in Arts Center

1:30pm

Football Game, Trinity vs. Amherst

2:00pm

Vintage Film, Cinestudio

Saturday, November 1

4:00pm'6 :00 pm

Homecoming Reception, Following Football
Game Austin Arts Center (cash bar)

5:00pm

Newman Mass, Crypt Chapel

8:15pm

Student Theater Arts Program Production
of The Club, a musical diversion by Eve
Merriam . Austin Arts Center

9:30pm

Concert by the Trinity College Pipes,
Wash ington Room , Mather Campus Center

9:00am11 :00 am
9:00am noon
9:45am10:30 am

10:30 am11:15am

Coffee and Registration,
Austin Arts Center
Alumni Squash
Tournament
Group Discussion : Curriculum Review, an
Interim Report, Moderator: Dean Andrew
De Rocco ; Panelists : The Rev . Dr. Borden
Painter, Jr. '58, Professor of History ; Ruth G.
Watson '82. Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center
Group Discussion : Institutional Priorities
for the 80s, Moderator: James F. English,
Jr., Acting President. Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center

Sunday, November 2
10:30 am

Eucharist with Commemoration of
Departed Alumn i. Chapel

11:30 am

Coffee at the President's Home

1:15 pm

Newman Mass, Faculty Club , Hamlin Hall

:<'·''

